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Welcome to UNLP 2024

We warmly welcome you to the Third Ukrainian Natural Language Processing Workshop, held
on May 25, 2024, in conjunction with LREC-Coling 2024!

The workshop brings together academics, researchers, and practitioners in the fields of natural
language processing and computational linguistics who work with the Ukrainian language or
do cross-Slavic research that can be applied to the Ukrainian language.

The Ukrainian NLP community has only started forming in recent years, with most of the
projects done by isolated groups of researchers. The UNLP workshop provides a platform for
discussion and sharing of ideas, encourages collaboration between different research groups,
and improves the visibility of the Ukrainian research community.

This year, sixteen papers were accepted to be presented at the workshop. The papers show-
case novel research in the areas of machine translation, news classification, named entity
recognition, word sense disambiguation, and various aspects of developing and benchmarking
large language models (LLMs) for Ukrainian. Over half of the papers introduce new datasets
for the Ukrainian language. We are grateful to the program committee for their careful and
thoughtful reviews of the papers submitted this year!

The third UNLP features the first Shared Task on Fine-Tuning Large Language Models for
Ukrainian. The goal of the task was to facilitate the creation of models that have knowledge of
the Ukrainian language, history, and culture, and are capable of generating fluent and factually
accurate responses in Ukrainian. The participants were required to use models with open
weights and of reasonable size, which ensured that the solutions would be usable in real-life
scenarios. All solutions were openly published, and two teams submitted papers that were
accepted to the UNLP workshop.

UNLP 2024 will host two amazing keynote speeches. Ivan Vulić will share his experience
building equitable and culturally adapted multilingual dialog systems, while Vasyl Starko and
Andriy Rysin will dive into the challenges of creating corpora for Ukrainian.

We are looking forward to the workshop and anticipate lively discussions covering a wide range
of topics!

Organizers of UNLP 2024,
Mariana Romanyshyn, Oleksii Ignatenko, Nataliia Romanyshyn, Andrii Hlybovets, Oleksiy
Syvokon, and Roman Kyslyi
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Abstract
We present a corpus of contemporary Ukrainian news articles published between 2019 and 2022 on the news website
of the national public broadcaster of Ukraine, commonly known as SUSPILNE. The current release comprises
87 210 364 words in 292 955 texts. Texts are annotated with titles and their time of publication. In addition, the
corpus has been linguistically annotated at the token level with a dependency parser. To provide further aspects for
investigation, a topic model was trained on the corpus. The corpus is hosted (Fischer et al., 2023) at the Saarbrücken
CLARIN center under a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 license and available in two tab-separated formats: CoNLL-U (de Marneffe
et al., 2021) and vertical text format (VRT) as used by the IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB; Evert and Hardie,
2011) and CQPweb (Hardie, 2012). We show examples of using the CQPweb interface, which allows to extract the
quantitative data necessary for distributional and collocation analyses of the CNC-UA. As the CNC-UA contains
news texts documenting recent events, it is highly relevant not only for linguistic analyses of the modern Ukrainian
language but also for socio-cultural and political studies.

Keywords: corpus creation, contemporary news, Ukrainian

1. Introduction

This paper introduces a new contemporary news
corpus for Ukrainian (CNC-UA), a corpus of mod-
ern Ukrainian news texts covering the 38-month
period from November 2019 until December 2022.
The corpus comprises 292 955 texts, mainly news
articles but also reports with long tables. The CNC-
UA is made available under a Creative Commons
Attribution-Non-Commercial-NoDerivs 4.0 Interna-
tional License, while the underlying raw data are
subject to the copyright of Суспiльне Мовлення
(Suspilne Movlennya, henceforth SUSPILNE), the
Public Broadcasting Company of Ukraine.

While a number of corpora of Ukrainian do exist,
overall the resource situation for Ukrainian is mixed.
On the one hand, the availability of the existing
corpora is often complicated (e.g. various search
interfaces, no possibility of download, incomplete
documentation). On the other hand, larger corpora
are often not specialized enough to allow for seri-
ous linguistic or sociopolitical analysis (e.g. lack of
contextual metadata).

Furthermore, due to the current situation in
Ukraine, it is important to engage in the preserva-
tion and archival of news texts in a non-proprietary
way for sociopolitical and linguistic documentation
and subsequent scientific analysis. This is what
motivated the creation of the CNC-UA.

This paper is structured as follows. We give an
overview of existing Ukrainian corpora (Section 2)
and explain the corpus building and annotation pro-

cess of the CNC-UA (Section 3). To make the
corpus as useful as possible, we have embedded
it in an existing eco-system including a web-based
corpus analysis platform as well as various stan-
dard formats. We describe the access to the CNC-
UA and downloadable formats in Section 4. To
demonstrate the application of the corpus and its
accompanying infrastructure, we provide a short
exploratory analysis (Section 5). We conclude with
a brief summary and outlook in Sections 6 and 7.

2. Related Ukrainian Corpora

While Ukrainian can still be considered a low-
resource language, the number of Ukrainian
corpora is steadily increasing. Many of these
corpora are available online, for example, the
Ukrainian Language Corpus (Darchuk, 2017),
the General Regionally Annotated Corpus of the
Ukrainian Language (GRAC; Shvedova, 2020),
the Ukrainian Text Corpus (Department of General
and Applied Linguistics and Slavic Philology, Vasyl
Stus Donetsk National University, 2023), and the
Ukrainian Brown Corpus (BRUK; Starko and Rysin,
2023). Other important corpora, such as the Na-
tional Ukrainian Linguistic Corpus (Shyrokov, 2011)
or the Computer Fund for Innovation (Karpilovska,
2007) are currently inaccessible to the general pub-
lic.

The General Regionally Annotated Corpus of
the Ukrainian Language (GRAC) has a volume of
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1.781 billion tokens (v17). It is a vast and organized
collection of texts in Ukrainian, allowing users to
create subcorpora, search for words and grammat-
ical forms, analyze search results, sort data, form
balanced samples, and obtain statistical informa-
tion via the Sketch Engine platform. The GRAC is
a diachronic corpus spanning from 1816 to 2022
and contains over 130 000 texts from various gen-
res. It contains a large subcorpus of journalism
that includes collections of newspapers from the
19th and 20th centuries, contemporary newspapers,
and texts from news sites on the web. The major-
ity of texts come from printed sources. Notably, it
includes a large corpus of diaspora texts, totaling
about 40 million tokens. The corpus comprises
both original and translated Ukrainian texts. How-
ever, no license is specified for this corpus and it is
not downloadable.

The Ukrainian Language Corpus1 (Darchuk,
2017) consists of morphological, syntactic, and
semantic annotation layers. Currently, it contains
more than 100 million tokens, partitioned into six
subcorpora: journalism, fiction, scientific texts, leg-
islative texts, poetic language, and folklore texts.
The corpus is accessible through a corpus manager
and is not downloadable.

The Ukrainian Text Corpus2 (Department of Gen-
eral and Applied Linguistics and Slavic Philology,
Vasyl Stus Donetsk National University, 2023) con-
tains 120 000 word occurrences. It includes var-
ious genres such as journalistic, fictional, scien-
tific, legislative, poetic, and folklore texts that have
been processed automatically at morpheme, word,
phrase, and sentence levels (part-of-speech, gram-
matical form, syntactic function).

The Ukrainian Brown Corpus (BRUK; Starko
and Rysin, 2023) is an ongoing project aiming at
creating an open, genre-balanced corpus of the
modern Ukrainian language. The corpus contains
text samples from 2010 to 2020 with a volume of 1
million words. It is built on the same principles as
the well-known English Brown corpus. The texts
were automatically tokenized, lemmatized and an-
notated with part-of-speech tags. The manual dis-
ambiguation of the corpus is still ongoing. Selected
texts from national, regional, and local media, both
print and online, make up approximately 25% of the
BRUK. It is available for download under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike
4.0 International License.

The University of Leipzig has collected a large
corpus (Leipzig Corpora Collection, 2014; Gold-
hahn et al., 2012) of Ukrainian internet texts dating
from 2014. This corpus is downloadable and it con-
tains 1 546 330 404 tokens. Also, the online corpus
portal allows to visualize text connectivity, and even

1http://www.mova.info/corpus.aspx
2http://corpora.donnu.edu.ua/

offers a graph of interconnections.
The LORELEI Ukrainian Representative Lan-

guage Pack (Tracey et al., 2020) includes Ukrainian
monolingual texts, Ukrainian-English parallel and
comparable texts, annotations, additional re-
sources, and related software tools. This corpus
contains 111 million words of Ukrainian text, of
which about 700 000 words have been translated
into English.

The UberText 2.0 corpus (Chaplynskyi, 2023)
contains 3.274 billion tokens in 8.59 million texts. It
has five subcorpora: news, fiction, social, wikipedia
and court. The news subcorpus contains 2.173
billion tokens (before filtering), which are scraped
from 38 central, regional, and industry-specific
news websites. Among other steps, the processing
pipeline includes lemmatization and POS tagging.
The five subcorpora can be downloaded individu-
ally in different formats.

The Institute for Ukrainian (NGO)3 is a joint
Polish-Ukrainian project. The team has developed
several corpora and a dedicated morphological an-
alyzer. The Gold Standard Universal Dependen-
cies Corpus for Ukrainian (Kotsyba et al., 2022)
contains 140 000 tokens. The texts in the corpus
have been manually annotated with morphologi-
cal and syntactic dependency annotations. The
corpus comprises a variety of text types, includ-
ing articles, news, posts, textbooks, letters, fairy
tales, and fiction. The news texts make up 5.6%
of the total amount. There are no restrictions on
the time of creation for the texts in the collection.
The web corpus Zvidusil (Institute for Ukrainian,
2018), which is also part of this project, contains
over 2.8 billion tokens. It has been automatically
annotated and homonymy has been removed. The
corpus includes texts from various freely available
sources, such as user posts on social media, found
mostly on the internet. To search the corpus4, one
can specify subcorpora based on source, title, au-
thor, and time of appearance of the texts. However,
the texts do not contain further metadata. Statisti-
cal information and information about the search
results are available. The web corpus Zvidusil in-
cludes news periodicals, such as Vysokyi Zamok,
Den, Dzerkalo Tyzhnia, Zbruch, Radio Svoboda,
Tyzhden, Ukraina Moloda, Ukrainska Pravda, etc.

The Ukrainian Web Corpus (ukTenTen 2022)5

is a corpus composed of Ukrainian texts gathered
from the internet. It belongs to the TenTen family
(Suchomel, 2020; Jakubíček et al., 2013; Suchomel
and Pomikálek, 2012) of corpora, which are a set of

3https://github.com/
UniversalDependencies/UD_Ukrainian-IU

4https://mova.institute/bonito/run.
cgi/corp_info?corpname=zvidusil

5https://www.sketchengine.eu/
uktenten-ukrainian-corpus/
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web corpora created using the same method with a
target size of over 10 billion words. ukTenTen 2022
contains over 9.5 billion tokens and is classified by
genre and topics. The data for the corpus consists
of texts from May 2014, July–August 2020, and
October–December 2023.

Another recent corpus is the Ukrainian parlia-
mentary corpus ParlaMint-UA (Kopp et al., 2023),
which contains plenary proceedings of the Rada
and covers the period from May 2002 to Novem-
ber 2023. It is available in two versions: a col-
lection of plain texts with TSV metadata of the
plenary speeches and the collection of plenary
speeches with added automatic linguistic annota-
tions. ParlaMint-UA 4.0.1 has more than 51 million
tokens, 41 million words, 3.4 million sentences, and
429 thousand statements from 2532 speakers in
1723 meetings.

This overview is not complete, e.g. Shve-
dova (2020) and Chaplynskyi (2023) also describe
Ukrainian corpora not mentioned here. Although
a number of research teams are currently working
on the automated and manual creation and annota-
tion of different Ukrainian language corpora, some
aspects still require additional data and further en-
hancements. Currently, there is a need for data
from contemporary sources such as news, which
reflect the ongoing processes in the society and
the current linguistic developments. Even though
other corpus projects incorporate news data, e.g.
GRAC, ukTenTen, UberText, Zvidusil and other cor-
pora mentioned above, their texts are from various
sources or time periods, and they are often lim-
ited due to copyright issues. Considering the cur-
rent context, the creation of the CNC-UA is timely.
Firstly, the CNC-UA was established in 2023 and
covers news data from November 2019 to Decem-
ber 2022 with the potential of expansion. This
period covers two significant events, not only in
Ukraine but also in Europe and the world: the coro-
navirus epidemic and Russia’s full-scale invasion of
Ukraine. Secondly, the CNC-UA is based on news
texts of SUSPILNE. This media platform presents
international, national, and regional news on a wide
range of topics, i.e. world, culture, sports, economy,
politics, nature, etc. SUSPILNE is one of few in-
dependent media companies in Ukraine, which (in
contrast to predominantly private media platforms)
has had its unique role as a state-owned and au-
thoritative representative of Ukrainian media.

The CNC-UA fills a gap by providing a middle
ground between the large corpora of Ukrainian, e.g.
GRAC or UberText 2.0, and smaller, hand-crafted
corpora such as BRUK. Furthermore, it is based on
official data from a single source and not based on
web-scraping. It can be used for training and fine-
tuning models for the Ukrainian language as well
as sociopolitical, historical and linguistic studies.

3. Corpus Building and Annotation

3.1. Origin and Content of Texts
The first publicly available release of the CNC-UA
covers three full years, namely from the end of
2019 until 2022. The corpus is based on raw data
in SQL format received from SUSPILNE in Decem-
ber 2022, which forms the basis of its news6 web-
site. The contents of other media channels, i.e.
Facebook, Telegram, YouTube, that also belong to
SUSPILNE, are not represented in the corpus.

The raw texts were not labelled with topics, al-
though the website of SUSPILNE uses an extensive
tagging system for topics (e.g. crimes of Russian
Federation, corruption, weapons, Crimea, Ukraine-
EU, Ukraine and NATO) as well as categories (e.g.
politics, economics, world, regions, people, tech-
nologies, nature, culture, sports). Due to the ab-
sence of the original topical annotation in the raw
data, a model of eight topics was trained on the
lemmatized texts (see Section 3.3). Interestingly,
a small number of 34 English texts was identified
with the fastText library (Joulin et al., 2016a,b).

3.2. Statistics
The CNC-UA contains 87 210 364 tokens in
292 955 texts in this first release. The breakdown of
the amount of texts and tokens over time is shown
in Table 1. The number of texts increases each year.
Taking into consideration that the current version of
the corpus contains texts from November 2019 to
December 2022, the statistics do not represent the
whole year of 2019. Nevertheless, they show that
the number of accessible texts and tokens grows
steadily.

Year # Texts # Tokens
2019 6887 1 813 880
2020 81 157 21 997 108
2021 95 974 30 275 296
2022 108 937 33 124 080

Table 1: Size of the CNC-UA over time.

3.3. Metadata and Annotation
At the initial stage, it was established that the re-
ceived data contained the following per-text infor-
mation: id, title, body, timestamp. The CNC-UA
was then enriched with the following information for
each text: hour, month, weekday, year, year_month.
Linguistic annotations were then added using the
Stanza NLP tools (v1.4.2; Qi et al., 2020), whose
Ukrainian model was trained on data from the Uni-
versal Dependencies project (v2.8). For additional

6https://suspilne.media
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metadata, a topic model of eight topics (administra-
tion, crime, culture, everyday, health, international,
sports and war; see Table 2) was trained on the lem-
matized texts with the MALLET toolkit (McCallum,
2002). For the development of the eight topics over
time see Figure 1. These metadata can be useful
for exploring the linguistic changes that occurred
over time and studying patterns that can be traced
by topic (see Section 5 below for an example).

Topic Keywords
Administration head, job, hryvnia, council, work

голова, робота, гривня, рада, працювати
Crime police, man, court, criminal, report

полiцiя, чоловiк, суд, кримiнальний, повiдомити
Culture museum, person, history, job, project

музей, людина, iсторiя, робота, проєкт
Everyday say, child, person, tell, talk

казати, дитина, людина, розповiсти, говорити
Health case, person, COVID, coronavirus, hospital

випадок, людина, covid, коронавiрус, лiкарня
International Russia, president, country, Russian, report

росiя, президент, країна, росiйський, повiдомляти
Sports match, team, championship, world, competition

матч, команда, чемпiонат, свiт, змагання
War military, Russian, report, shelling, territory

вiйськовий, росiйський, повiдомити, обстрiл, терито-
рiя

Table 2: Topic labels and top-5 ranked keywords
by topic in CNC-UA.

Figure 1: Dominant topics over time in CNC-UA.

Currently, tokens are annotated with the follow-
ing linguistic information, which is provided by the
Stanza NLP tools: word form, lemma, part-of-
speech tags (universal and language-specific), mor-
phological features (e.g. animacy, case, gender,
number) and dependency information (head and re-
lation type). The language-specific part-of-speech
tags are based on the MULTEXT-East Morphosyn-
tactic Specifications, Version 4.

4. Access and Download

The CNC-UA is designed and built according to
the FAIR data principles (Wilkinson et al., 2016)
and can be accessed from a research data reposi-
tory specializing in linguistic corpora. It is hosted
at the CLARIN-D repository7 at Saarland Univer-
sity. The corpus is findable by a persistent and
globally unique identifier (see Section 10). The

7https://fedora.clarin-d.uni-saarland.
de/

CNC-UA is described by rich CMDI (Broeder et al.,
2011) metadata with a link to the landing page
of the corpus. The metadata are indexed and
searchable by the CLARIN Virtual Language Ob-
servatory (Van Uytvanck et al., 2010, 2012). The
CNC-UA is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 4.0 Interna-
tional license.

We provide files in several common formats. Be-
sides, there is an option for exploring the corpus
through a web-based corpus analysis platform. The
CNC-UA can be downloaded in two tab-separated
formats: CoNLL-U and VRT. The CoNLL-U format
(de Marneffe et al., 2021) contains all linguistic an-
notations provided by the Stanza NLP tools. In
particular, it allows one to work with dependency
trees. We also provide the corpus in the vertical
text format (VRT), which is of interest to (corpus)
linguists as it allows them to encode the corpus on
their own CWB (Evert and Hardie, 2011) or CQP-
web (Hardie, 2012) servers. For users who do not
need their own installation, we also provide a CQP-
web server.8 Lastly, the metadata is available in
tabular format.

5. Exploratory Analysis

In order to explore the linguistic similarities and dif-
ferences of the corpus data within different time pe-
riods and topics we can use the CQPweb interface.
Using queries for concordances, distributional data,
frequency lists, and collocations enables us to iden-
tify not only the variations in the linguistic contexts
but also the various textual patterns within the ex-
isting corpus.

To demonstrate the potential of the corpus on
the lexical level, we have chosen the concept of
democracy. Specifically, we look at the noun де-
мократiя (en: democracy, translit: demokratiya),
which exemplifies formal stylistically-marked polit-
ical vocabulary. To analyze the representation of
democracy, the query “[lemma="демократiя"]” is
used, which returns 1126 matches in 861 different
texts. The distribution of hits for this query based
on classification by year (Figure 2) demonstrates
the fluctuation of occurrences over the 38 months
period. The distribution of hits for this query based
on classification by topic (Figure 3) shows that the
majority of occurrences are within the topic Inter-
national, followed by Culture and Administration.

The collocation analysis of the query
“[lemma="демократiя"]” (collocation window
“1 to the left” and “1 to the right”, frequency at least
5) demonstrates that the noun демократiя can be
immediately linked to most open-class parts of
speech, with adjectives having the highest mutual

8http://corpora.clarin-d.uni-saarland.
de/cqpweb/
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Figure 2: CQPweb: Distribution of hits for
“[lemma="демократiя"]” classified by year.

Figure 3: CQPweb: Distribution of hits for
“[lemma="демократiя"]” classified by topic.

information (MI) score. Лiберальний (en: liberal,
translit: liberalnyi), having an MI score of 11.2,
represents the strongest first-order collocate for
the analyzed lemma. The noun with the highest
MI score for “[lemma="демократiя"]” is взiрець
(en: role model, translit: vzirets) with an MI score
of 9.3. The only verb with a relatively high MI
score, namely 5.0, is the verb захищати (en:
protect, translit: zakhyshchaty). Further collocation
analyses of “[lemma="демократiя"]” might provide
additional insights into the conceptualisation of
демократiя in Ukrainian news.

In this section we have demonstrated an example
of using the CNC-UA with the CQPweb interface,
which allows to extract the quantitative data neces-
sary for distributional and collocation analyses. The
concordances, distributional data, and frequency
lists for the query “[lemma="демократiя"]” show
that the ongoing progress of democracy in Ukraine
is reflected in the state-owned media.

6. Discussion and Future Work

The current size of the CNC-UA and the results of
our first analyses are already promising. However,
we acknowledge that the corpus in its current first
release has certain limitations, which need to be
taken into account and addressed in future work.
In comparison to many other corpora, the corpus
is not balanced, which is by design.

First of all, the time span and the size of the
CNC-UA could be expanded. The current version
contains the materials officially received from SUS-
PILNE in 2022 at the initial stage of our coopera-
tion. The dataset covers the period starting from
2019 when the new official orthographic rules for
Ukrainian were introduced thus reflecting the most
recent changes in the Ukrainian language. The
dataset goes up to 2022, encompassing a total
number of 38 months, which is quite substantial for
a news corpus based on a single source. Never-
theless, adding more recent data from 2023 and
later to the CNC-UA will significantly increase its

value and provide the most up-to-date news dataset
for contemporary linguistic analysis and interdisci-
plinary studies.

In contrast to (smaller) manually annotated cor-
pora, the processing of CNC-UA depends on the
availability of external NLP tools for Ukrainian.
While the performance of the Stanza pipeline was
evaluated9 on Universal Dependencies (UD) tree-
banks, an additional evaluation on the corpus is
worthwhile. During our work with the corpus, no
major problems were found. However, the lemma-
tization of non-Ukrainian proper names left room
for improvement in some cases, e.g. Scholz. Also,
more metadata at the text level would be desirable.

Lastly, our preliminary experiments using the
CNC-UA have raised the issue that the texts con-
tain links to related articles. As a result, the titles of
articles are repeated throughout the corpus, which
occasionally falsely raises the number of word oc-
currences and the distribution of search hits. This
issue, i.e. boilerplate detection, may require addi-
tional cleaning or filtering of the dataset and should
be addressed in our future work to increase the
accuracy of results.

7. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new corpus of
modern Ukrainian news texts. The first publicly
available release covers the period from 2019 to
2022. We have placed the CNC-UA in the land-
scape of existing corpora of Ukrainian in order to
demonstrate that it fills a gap by providing a mid-
dle ground between the existing large corpora of
Ukrainian and the smaller, hand-crafted corpora.
The corpus provides metadata at the text level and
has been linguistically annotated at the token level
with a dependency parser. The current release of
the CNC-UA is open and available for download in
several common formats. Besides that, we provide
an option for exploring the corpus through a web-
based corpus analysis platform. As the CNC-UA
contains news texts documenting recent events,
it is highly relevant for linguistic analysis, as well
as sociopolitical, cultural, and interdisciplinary re-
search.
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Abstract
This paper introduces the Djinni Recruitment Dataset, a large-scale open-source corpus of candidate profiles and
job descriptions. With over 150,000 jobs and 230,000 candidates, the dataset includes samples in English and
Ukrainian, thereby facilitating advancements in the recruitment domain of natural language processing (NLP) for
both languages. It is one of the first open-source corpora in the recruitment domain, opening up new opportunities
for AI-driven recruitment technologies and related fields. Notably, the dataset is accessible under the MIT license,
encouraging widespread adoption for both scientific research and commercial projects.

Keywords: Recruitment Dataset, Open-Source Corpus, Natural Language Processing (NLP)

1. Introduction

This paper introduces the Djinni Recruitment
Dataset1, a unique asset to NLP research in the
recruitment domain, where open data is exception-
ally limited. The corpus addresses the need for
diverse publicly available datasets, which are par-
ticularly important in the age of transformers and
large language models, especially for low-resource
languages such as Ukrainian.

The data for the corpus was provided by
Djinni2, an IT job platform that hosts job listings
and anonymized user profiles similar to resumes.
Djinni’s database is distinguished by its bilingual
nature, encompassing both Ukrainian and English
languages. The company generously shared with
us the data covering a period from 2020 to 2023.

The Djinni Recruitment Dataset opens av-
enues for various research opportunities. Based
on this data, we can analyze the impact of global
events on hiring trends and develop recommenda-
tion systems tailored to the recruitment domain.
The dataset also holds promise for addressing
ethical concerns in hiring systems. A corpus of
anonymized candidate profiles used for training
may help increase fairness in tools like Amazon’s
AI recruiting tool (Dastin, 2018), which was trained
on predominantly male CVs and subsequently ex-
emplified gender bias. The dataset will help pro-
mote Responsible AI practices and contribute to
the broader discourse on improving the recruitment
process.

In this paper, we describe the Djinni Recruit-
ment Dataset and its application. Section 2 re-
views related work. Section 3 presents a thorough

1https://github.com/
Stereotypes-in-LLMs/recruitment-dataset

2https://djinni.co/

dataset overview, including source, collection, pre-
processing, and characteristics. Section 4 identi-
fies recoverable protected attributes from anony-
mous CVs. Section 5 discusses the intended use of
the dataset in industry and academia. Section 6 ad-
dresses the challenges and limitations of the Djinni
Recruitment Dataset. Section 7 summarizes the
findings and suggests future research directions.
Section 8 considers ethical aspects, focusing on
privacy and anonymization.

2. Related Work

The exploration of linguistic resources for the
Ukrainian language and job-related datasets re-
veals a scarcity in large-scale, freely accessible
datasets that meet comprehensive research needs.

The most notable, publicly available resources
in Ukrainian include:

1. BRUK (Starko and Rysin, 2023), a corpus of
450,000 words, whose genre distribution mir-
rors that of the original Brown corpus3, cover-
ing fiction, religious texts, press, legal docu-
ments, etc.;

2. UA-GEC (Syvokon et al., 2023), a corpus of
500,000 words, which contains texts with er-
rors and their corrections from a wide variety
of writing domains, from text chats and essays
to formal writing;

3. UberText 2.0 (Chaplynskyi, 2023), which con-
sists of 8.59 million texts of news, fiction, social
media posts, Wikipedia, and court decisions;

3http://korpus.uib.no/icame/manuals/
brown/
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4. Malyuk4, a corpus of 38.94 million texts, which
is a compilation of UberText 2.0, Oscar5 (de-
rived from Common Crawl), and Ukrainian
News6;

5. UD Ukrainian7, a gold standard Universal De-
pendencies corpus for Ukrainian, which com-
prises 7,000 sentences of fiction, news, opin-
ion articles, Wikipedia, legal documents, let-
ters, posts, and comments.

Despite the genre diversity present in the pub-
licly available corpora for Ukrainian, none of them
include texts from the recruitment domain.

In our search for open-source job-related
datasets, we identified relevant corpora for the En-
glish language, but they focus on either job descrip-
tions8 or candidate CVs9, without offering a unified
set that would cater to both aspects. This disjointed
approach inhibits the capability to perform seman-
tic matching, thereby constraining the development
of automated job recommender and AI-assisted
hiring systems.

The corporate landscape of open-source
datasets is similarly fragmented: platforms like
Indeed10 provide separate datasets for CVs11

and job descriptions12. Structural and temporal
differences in these datasets challenge the devel-
opment of NLP models for effective job-candidate
matching. This situation emphasizes the need for
more collaborative efforts between academia and
industry to foster the creation of open, integrated
datasets.

3. Dataset Description

In this section, we’ll delve into the Djinni Recruit-
ment Dataset, detailing its structure and processing
and offering key insights into notable features.

4https://huggingface.co/datasets/
lang-uk/malyuk

5https://huggingface.co/datasets/oscar
6https://huggingface.co/datasets/

zeusfsx/ukrainian-news
7https://github.com/

UniversalDependencies/UD_Ukrainian-IU/
tree/master

8https://www.kaggle.com/
datasets/ravindrasinghrana/
job-description-dataset,

https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/
arshkon/linkedin-job-postings/data

9https://www.kaggle.com/datasets/
snehaanbhawal/resume-dataset

10https://www.indeed.com
11https://datastock.shop/

download-indeed-job-resume-dataset/
12https://data.world/promptcloud/

indeed-job-posting-dataset

3.1. Data Source
The data in the corpus originates from Djinni,
Ukraine’s leading tech job marketplace, boasting
over 50,000 monthly users. Djinni generously pro-
vided open-source access to two significant data
groups: anonymous candidate information and
job descriptions, primarily from the IT sector in
Ukraine. This wealth of data serves as a valuable
resource for understanding trends and patterns in
the Ukrainian tech job market. In the pursuit of
accurate analysis, we conducted additional prepro-
cessing of this data, a topic we explore further in
the next section.

3.2. Data Processing
The dataset underwent several critical pre-
processing steps, including language filtering, the
filtering of duplicates and outliers, language-based
split, and the removal of personally identifiable in-
formation.

3.2.1. Data Filtering

We used the langdetect13 model from the trans-
formers library14 to detect and select data samples
exclusively in English and Ukrainian languages,
ensuring the dataset’s relevance to the primary lan-
guage groups within the Ukrainian IT sector.

To improve the dataset’s diversity and balance,
we undertook a deduplication effort, focusing on
removing both exact duplicates and highly simi-
lar samples. We employed embedding models to
identify similar CVs and job descriptions, selecting
models based on their quality for each language at
the time of filtering. Specifically, for English texts,
we used the bge-base-en-v1.5 model15 with an em-
pirically determined cosine similarity threshold of
0.9. For Ukrainian texts, we chose the multilingual-
e5-large model16 with the threshold of 0.95. This
approach ensured that the dataset comprised only
high-quality, unique entries.

Moreover, we implemented an outlier removal
step, filtering out entries below the 5th percentile
in text length to exclude extremely short texts. This
refinement enhances the dataset’s relevance.

We monitored the impact of the filtering on the
size of the dataset at each filtering stage. Table 1
shows that candidate CVs experienced a modest
reduction of 20%, whereas job descriptions saw

13https://huggingface.co/ERCDiDip/
langdetect

14https://huggingface.co/docs/
transformers/en/index

15https://huggingface.co/BAAI/
bge-base-en-v1.5

16https://huggingface.co/intfloat/
multilingual-e5-large
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CVs Jobs
Raw samples 294,678 443,458
After basic filtering 241,561 358,491
After similarity filtering 234,480 169,358

Table 1: The number of samples in the dataset
before and after filtering. Basic filtering includes
language filtering and the removal of outliers and
identical duplicates. Similarity filtering covers the
removal of near-identical samples.

a more substantial decrease of 60%. The cause
of this contrast lies in the highly repetitive nature
of job descriptions posted by the same companies
in different periods, which we verified via a closer
data analysis.

3.2.2. Language-Based Split

We split the dataset into two based on the de-
tected language, forming separate divisions for En-
glish and Ukrainian sections within both job de-
scriptions and CVs. This strategic division enables
more nuanced analysis and application of NLP tech-
niques tailored to language specifics, significantly
enhancing the relevance of insights derived from
the dataset for bilingual environments. This step
also revealed a serious imbalance of language rep-
resentation: Ukrainian-language CVs constitute
only 10% of all CVs, and Ukrainian-language job
postings constitute 16% of all job postings. The
exact numbers can be found in Table 2.

CVs Jobs
English 210,250 141,897
Ukrainian 24,230 27,461

Table 2: The number of CVs and job descriptions in
the English and Ukrainian segments of the dataset
post language-based splitting.

3.2.3. Removal of Personally Identifiable
Information

Djinni has a strict policy requiring registration
through anonymized profiles only and enforces
measures to prevent the posting of personally
identifiable information (PII). This approach to
anonymity ensures the protection of sensitive per-
sonal data and reduces bias during resume screen-
ing by potential employers.

To verify the anonymity and confidentiality of
the dataset, we developed a script17 utilizing

17https://github.com/
Stereotypes-in-LLMs/recruitment-dataset/
blob/main/notebooks/EDA/PII_CV_analyses.
ipynb

regex implementation tailored for both English and
Ukrainian languages. The script is based on pat-
terns and keywords in both languages, covering
phone numbers, email addresses, physical ad-
dresses, social media links, taxpayer identification
numbers, and other unique identifiers. This step
was pivotal in detecting remnants of PII within CVs.

The identified CVs with PII were meticu-
lously removed from the dataset to uphold the
highest standards of privacy and data protec-
tion. Less than 0.2% of the CVs contained PII data.

For further details on the attributes of the CV and
job description datasets, see Appendix A: Feature
Explanation.

4. Protected Attributes in the Dataset

Our research further focused on identifying pro-
tected attributes within the anonymized CVs to de-
termine the true level of anonymity in the provided
data, as well as to pinpoint potential sources of
bias in recruitment practices. Following the Princi-
ples of Preventing and Combating Discrimination18

in Ukraine, we identified core protected attributes
for our study: gender, age, marital status, military
status, religion, and person name.

Our analysis primarily focused on identifying ex-
plicit mentions of protected attributes in CVs across
both English and Ukrainian languages. We devel-
oped a script that uses regular expressions and dic-
tionaries to detect terms and patterns related to spe-
cific protected attributes19. To detect person names,
we used the VESUM20 dictionary, which contains
more than 5 thousand names in Ukrainian, and
translitua21 to transliterate Ukrainian names and
enable search in the English segment. We manu-
ally crafted parallel dictionaries in both Ukrainian
and English for other protected attributes: 22 gen-
der groups, ages from 16 to 65 years, 5 mari-
tal statuses, 5 military statuses, and 9 religious
groups. The script can be used to improve data
anonymity and increase fairness in automated hir-
ing processes.

4.1. Experimental Findings
The quantitative insights into the explicit represen-
tation of protected attributes within the dataset, cat-
egorized by language, are presented in Table 3.

18https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/
5207-17

19https://github.com/
Stereotypes-in-LLMs/recruitment-dataset/
blob/main/notebooks/EDA/EDA_candidates.
ipynb

20https://github.com/brown-uk/dict_uk
21https://pypi.org/project/translitua/
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Protected Group Ukr CVs (%) Eng CVs (%)
Age 0.21 0.15
Gender 0.66 0.05
Marital Status 0.07 0.02
Military Status 0.42 0.26
Name 3.75 3.85
Religion 0.02 0.2

Table 3: The fractions of CVs that contain explicit
mentions of protected attributes.

This analysis reveals significant differences be-
tween Ukrainian and English CVs. Particularly, ex-
plicit mentions of gender are substantially more
frequent in Ukrainian CVs, while mentions of reli-
gion are much more common in English CVs. The
results show that beyond PII, certain characteristics
may introduce bias, necessitating their anonymiza-
tion for the further use of the dataset.

4.2. Gender-Marked Verbs in Ukrainian
CVs

Unlike English, Ukrainian is a synthetic language,
whose verbs are inflected for the grammatical gen-
der when used in the past tense. This means that
an anonymous CV that uses gender-marked verbs
may reveal the gender of the author.

To analyze the impact of this linguistic phe-
nomenon, we developed a script22, which uses the
pymorphy323 and stanza24 Python libraries to ana-
lyze texts. In each Ukrainian CV, we then identified
gender-marked verbs, which related to the subject
"I" or had no subject, and checked which gram-
matical gender prevailed, subsequently classifying
those CVs as revealing the author’s gender.

The proposed metric allowed us to detect 16.55%
of Ukrainian CVs that may have been written by
candidates who identify as female and 30.50% by
candidates who identify as male. This analysis
highlights the nuanced ways gender perspectives
may be integrated into job-related documents and
emphasizes the need for more elaborate strategies
for detecting protected attributes. We leave this for
future work.

5. Intended Use

The Djinni Recruitment Dataset can be leveraged
for the purposes outlined below:

22https://github.com/
Stereotypes-in-LLMs/recruitment-dataset/
blob/main/notebooks/EDA/EDA_candidates.
ipynb

23https://pypi.org/project/pymorphy3/
24https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/

1. for the development of recommender systems
and advanced semantic search;

2. as potential training data for both English and
Ukrainian domain-specific LLMs, based on
GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020), Llama 2 (Tou-
vron et al., 2023), Mistral 7B (Jiang et al.,
2023), Palm 2 (Anil et al., 2023), etc., enriching
their understanding and generating capabili-
ties within specialized recruitment contexts;

3. as a benchmark or training set to promote fair-
ness in AI-assisted hiring, addressing bias and
ensuring equitable selection processes;

4. for automated resume and job description cre-
ation;

5. for market analysis and evaluation of the tech
sector’s dynamics in Ukraine;

6. for topic discovery and trend analysis within
the tech industry through modeling and classi-
fication;

7. for automated identification of company do-
mains, assisting in strategic market planning.

6. Challenges and Limitations

We acknowledge the following challenges and limi-
tations of the Djinni Recruitment Dataset:

1. Limited languages: The dataset is available
in only two languages—Ukrainian and English.

2. Unlabelled data: The lack of labeled data
makes it challenging to determine who was
hired and to conduct specific analyses related
to successful job placements.

3. Lack of CV publication date: The dataset
does not include any information on when the
CVs were published.

4. Noisy user-generated data: The dataset
includes user-generated content, introducing
noise and variability that may impact the accu-
racy of certain analyses.

5. Focus on the tech domain: The dataset is
primarily centered around the tech domain, lim-
iting its applicability to other industries or sec-
tors.

6. Ukrainian market only: The dataset exclu-
sively represents the Ukrainian market, which
may restrict broader generalizations or com-
parisons with job markets in other regions.

Understanding these challenges is crucial for
the appropriate interpretation and utilization of the
dataset in a way that aligns with its inherent limita-
tions.
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7. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the Djinni Recruitment
Dataset, a pioneering resource in NLP and recruit-
ment data analysis, with a focus on the Ukrainian
IT sector, which contains data in the Ukrainian and
English languages. The dataset is released under
the MIT license, which allows for academic and
commercial use.

This dataset’s focus on recruitment is key for cre-
ating NLP tools for job matching, market analysis,
bias identification, and fostering Responsible AI in
hiring. Its bilingual content represents the tech sec-
tor of Ukraine, largely influenced by the global IT
job market.

One of the most significant contributions of the
Djinni Recruitment Dataset is that it sets a prece-
dent for other businesses to consider the value
of making their data openly available for research
purposes.

Future research may expand the dataset’s lan-
guages and industries. There’s potential for creat-
ing targeted NLP tools to improve recommendation
systems and algorithms for bias detection and miti-
gation in the recruitment domain.

8. Ethical Considerations

The Djinni Recruitment Dataset adheres to the con-
ditions of fair use. The contributors of data have the
privilege to ask for their information to be deleted
by contacting the authors of this paper.

The Djinni dataset upholds standards of data
anonymization and privacy protection. These mea-
sures are implemented to prevent any potential
harm to the authors of the data. By prioritizing
anonymity, we strive to safeguard the privacy of
those who have contributed to this valuable re-
source.

The dataset is published with the description of
intended use, which underscores our commitment
to responsible data stewardship.

We used ChatGPT and Grammarly to assist with
paraphrasing while writing this paper.
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A. Feature Explanation

A.1. Job Descriptions
Both English and Ukrainian parts of the dataset con-
tain attributes related to job descriptions, including
position titles, job descriptions, company names,
experience requirements, keywords, English pro-
ficiency levels, publication dates, language of job
descriptions, and unique identifiers.

Features:

• id: 169,358 unique synthetic identifiers for
each job description.

• Position: 82,423 unique manually written po-
sition titles.

• Long Description: 169,358 unique manually
written job descriptions.

• Company Name: 12,897 unique company
names.

• Exp Years: 5 unique values for experience
years required: ’2y’, ’3y’, ’no_exp’, ’5y’, ’1y’.

• Primary Keyword: 46 unique job profile
types.

• English Level: 6 unique English proficiency
levels: ’intermediate’, ’pre’, ’upper’, ’basic’, ’flu-
ent’, NaN.

• Published: publication dates (only month and
year).

• Long Description_lang: 2 unique languages
in which job descriptions can be written: ’uk’
(Ukrainian), ’en’ (English).

A.2. CVs
Both English and Ukrainian parts of the dataset
contain attributes related to candidate CVs, includ-
ing position titles, candidate information, candidate
highlights, job search preferences, job profile types,
English proficiency levels, experience years, con-
catenated CV text, language of CVs, and unique
identifiers.

Features:

• id: 234,480 unique synthetic identifiers for
each candidate CV.

• Position: 58,341 unique manually written po-
sition titles.

• Moreinfo: 234,365 unique manually written
candidate information entries.

• Looking For: 109,524 unique manually writ-
ten job search preferences.

• Highlights: 117,700 unique manually written
candidate highlights.

• Primary Keyword: 42 unique job profile
types.

• English Level: 7 unique English proficiency
levels: ’intermediate’, ’pre’, ’upper’, ’basic’,
’no_english’, ’fluent’, NaN.

• Experience Years: 15 unique values repre-
senting candidate experience in years.

• CV: 234,480 unique concatenated CV texts
(Highlights + Moreinfo + Looking For).

• CV_lang: 2 unique languages in which CVs
can be written: ’uk’ (Ukrainian), ’en’ (English).
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Abstract
Parallel corpora are currently a popular and vibrantly developing category of linguistic resources, used both in
literature and translation studies, as well as in the field of NLP. For Ukrainian, though, there are still not enough
significant parallel corpora compiled within a single roof project and made available to the research community. In
this paper we present a newly developed resource, the German-Ukrainian Parallel Corpus — ParaRook||DE-UK,
searchable online. We describe various issues related to its compilation, text selection, and annotation. The paper
also features several examples of how the corpus can be used in linguistic research and translation studies. Using
the experience of the German-Ukrainian parallel corpus, parallel corpora for other languages with Ukrainian can be
developed.

Keywords: parallel corpus, corpus annotation, Ukrainian, German, translation

1. Parallel Corpora for Ukrainian

Parallel corpora are a valuable linguistic resource
that is applied primarily for translation research
and practice as well as comparative linguistic stud-
ies, it can also be useful for monolingual studies.
With the development of computer technologies,
the role of parallel corpora as datasets for ma-
chine translation is becoming increasingly impor-
tant. Though datasets of parallel sentences in
different languages are often collected automat-
ically from the Internet, it is still useful to create
some parallel corpora semi-manually, especially
for fiction texts that typically lack exact (word-for-
word) match between the original and the transla-
tion, which makes it difficult to automatically collect
and align them. Here are several references to the
books on the use of parallel corpora in linguistic
studies, translation studies and translation teach-
ing (Anderman and Rogers, 2007; Hansen-Schirra
et al., 2012; Enghels et al., 2020; Liu, 2020)

For the Ukrainian language, there are still few
parallel corpora available online for searching. One
of these projects is the Polish-Ukrainian parallel cor-
pus (Kotsyba, 2016), which has size of about 4 mil-
lion tokens in the Polish part and is searchable both
via an older search manager (Kotsyba and Turska,
2005 - 2011) and on the NoSketchEngine plat-
form on the website of the Laboratory of Ukrainian
project. (Kotsyba, 2018) The site also published
a parallel English-Ukrainian corpus of 1.5 million
tokens in the English part and smaller French-
, German-, Spanish-, and Portuguese-Ukrainian
bilingual pairs (500, 190, 65 and 16 thousand to-
kens, respectively) containing literary texts, includ-
ing some translated from a third language.

The largest collection of semi-manually aligned

parallel texts with Ukrainian is now available for
search as a part of the InterCorp parallel corpora
collection (Čermák and Rosen, 2012). In InterCorp
v.16, the volume of Ukrainian texts is over 18 mil-
lion tokens with aligned originals or translations
into Czech and other languages through Czech
as a pivot language. The Ukrainian part of Inter-
Corp consists mainly of fiction texts and a smaller
dataset featuring subtitles and the Bible. (Čermák
and Rosen, 2008 - 2023)

A one-million-tokens dataset of Ukrainian parallel
fiction and medical texts with French, English, and
Polish is available for download on Natalia Grabar’s
site (Grabar and Hamon, 2017).

A significant part of the existing Ukrainian parallel
corpora is not currently available to the Ukrainian
community for various reasons. Access to the
Ukrainian-Russian parallel corpus within the Rus-
sian National Corpus (Sitchinava et al., 2011) is
blocked in Ukraine since 2017 due to the war. Para-
Sol: a Slavic Parallel Corpus is currently under
reconstruction (von Waldenfels, 2011). The follow-
ing corpora have not been published: Bulgarian-
Ukrainian parallel corpus KUB (Siruk and Derzhan-
ski, 2013), Polish-Ukrainian and Ukrainian-Polish
parallel corpus of Ivan Franko’s self-translations
(Buk, 2012), English-Ukrainian parallel corpus
ParKUM (Darčuk et al., 2017), English-Ukrainian
parallel corpus of Legal Texts (Matvieieva, 2019),
English-Ukrainian parallel corpus compiled by Ser-
hij Zasiekin (Zasiekin, 2020), English-Ukrainian par-
allel corpus of IT texts (Mandziy et al., 2022) etc.
Smaller user collections of parallel texts are cre-
ated by students at various Ukrainian universities,
such as Lviv Polytechnic, Odesa National Univer-
sity, Kherson National Technical University, and
others, for educational purposes, but there is no
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Original/Style Fiction Nonfiction
English (EN) 48,716,969 8,962,108
Russian (RU) 18,265,944 2,413,472
French (FR) 17,844,342 2,462,649
Polish (PL) 10,931,819 1,816,123
German (DE) 9,661,714 2,520,939
Czech (CS) 4,130,289 389,861
Spanish (ES) 3,641,073 450,012
Italian (IT) 3,413,198 598,576
Bulgarian (BG) 2,736,933 109,597

Table 1: The scope of translated texts in GRAC
v.17 by original language and style.

coordinated system that would accumulate these
materials and make them available for use.

A valuable resource for creating Ukrainian paral-
lel corpora is GRAC (Shvedova, 2017 - 2024): the
Ukrainian language reference corpus, which con-
tains translations from 89 languages, mostly fiction,
with a total size of 172 million tokens of texts trans-
lated from different languages (GRAC v.17). The
size of the largest subcorpora of translated texts in
GRAC by language and style is shown in the Table
1.

There are many parallel corpus projects where
texts are collected and aligned automatically. One
such project is ParaCrawl (Bañón et al., 2020),
notably its MultiParaCrawl 1 corpus series, which
includes 705 bilingual language pairs for 41 lan-
guages, including 36 pairs for Ukrainian with dif-
ferent European languages. The languages were
identified with Google’s Compact Language Detec-
tor 2, and neural network technologies were applied
for text alignment and cleaning. Specifically, this
corpus was prepared for the OPUS (Tiedemann,
2012) project by pivoting text documents through
English to achieve a massive parallel corpus. It
includes only the new language pairs built by this
procedure and can be downloaded in TMX, XML,
and Moses formats from the OPUS website. As
of March 2024, it includes 34 million sentences in
Ukrainian.

The ParaCrawl project itself is focused more
on English-centric language pairs and is larger
than MultiParaCrawl (compare 1.5 billion sen-
tences of this project and 789 million of Multi-
ParaCrawl). However, it includes 14 million sen-
tences in Ukrainian. It is freely available for down-
load in TMX, TXT, and raw formats. In addition, it
is distributed via OPUS.

Another project is NLLb (Schwenk et al., 2019;
Fan et al., 2021), a large dataset containing bi-
text for 148 English-centric and 1465 non-English-
centric language pairs. The dataset was created

1https://paracrawl.eu/news/item/
18-multiparacrawl-9-including-ukrainian

based on metadata for mined bitext released by
Meta AI. It was filtered for language identification,
emoji-based filtering was performed, and, for some
high-resource languages, a language model was
applied. The data was processed using the stopes
mining library and the LASER3 encoders (Costa-
jussà et al., 2022). Currently, it includes 166 million
tokens in Ukrainian.

MultiCCAligned (El-Kishky et al., 2020) is a par-
allel corpus comprising web-document pairs in 137
languages aligned with English. The corpus was
created by performing language identification on
raw web documents and ensuring that correspond-
ing language codes match the URLs of web docu-
ments. More than 100 million aligned documents
were paired with English. Some English documents
were aligned to multiple documents in different tar-
get languages. Sentence pairs were extracted us-
ing similarity scores of LASER embeddings from
the document pairs. The latest release of MultiC-
CAligned is v1.1, created from 68 Commoncrawl
Snapshots up until March 2020. It includes 62 mil-
lion sentences in Ukrainian.

MaCoCu (Bañón et al., 2022) is a multilingual
parallel corpus built by crawling national internet
top-level domains. The corpus was processed us-
ing the Bitextor tool, with considerable effort put
into cleaning the extracted text. Accordingly, the
MaCoCu-uk-en 1.0 was created based on scanned
data from sites on the .ua domain and includes
238,841,101 tokens.

Also, an essential source of parallel texts is
Wikipedia. One project that has put this into prac-
tice is WikiMatrix. The project focuses on lan-
guages with low resources, making it a valuable
dataset for researchers and developers working
with less commonly studied languages. Currently,
WikiMatrix provides parallel data for over 1620 lan-
guage pairs. The authors state that their project
makes 135 million parallel sentences available in 96
languages, of which only 34 million are aligned with
English. One of the largest pairs is the Ukrainian-
Russian one, amounting to 2.5 million sentences
(Schwenk et al., 2019). It should be noted that the
source of Ukrainian-Russian sentences could be
numerous Ukrainian sites with parallel language
versions, which tend to use automatic translation.

The Ukrainian language is represented in two
multilingual parallel corpora on Sketch Engine,
namely OPUS parallel corpus covering 40 lan-
guages (the size of Ukrainian texts is 2.5 million
tokens) and OpenSubtitles: multilingual corpus in
58 languages (the size of the Ukrainian part is 5
million tokens) (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016).

Only some automatically built parallel corpus
projects are listed in this section. It is essential
to mention, for example, the OpenSubtitles cor-
pus practices. It differs from other automatic cor-
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pora by using a time-based approach and intra-
language alignment as subtitles in one language
often have many variants, which allows for more
accurate learning of nuances and variations in the
language (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016).

Most of the listed projects are available for down-
load through the OPUS website or in different for-
mats. One is the TXT format ParaCrawl, a bilin-
gual text where sentences are aligned in a one-line
per sentence format in 2 columns. For users who
need to become more familiar with technology, the
Sketch Engine platform will be helpful, featuring
both OpenSubtitles and parallel corpora in 40 lan-
guages from OPUS in a search interface.

However, it is essential to note that they often lack
precision in alignment and data cleanliness, which
can impact the quality of the results. For instance,
due to the automated nature of the alignment pro-
cess, there may be instances where sentences or
phrases are not accurately matched (Zarin, a et al.,
2015). Similarly, cleaning may sometimes leave
irrelevant or noisy data.

Such projects are useful for purposes such as
training machine translation models (Tiedemann
and Thottingal, 2020), but are not completely suit-
able for linguistic research due to their frequent
noisiness and lack of accuracy, which is impossible
on such large arrays of text. This is why, despite
advances in technology and smaller size, manually
collected corpora are extremely useful in literature
research, translation studies, comparative and ty-
pological studies.

In this paper, we present ParaRook||DE-UK
(Shvedova and Lukashevskyi, 2023-2024), which
is the first large German-Ukrainian corpus col-
lected and verified manually, with detailed meta-
annotation and morphosyntactic annotation, and
searchable online. The title refers to the Ukrainian
monolingual reference corpus GRAC (grak is the
Ukrainian name for rook) and also sounds like "pair
of hands" in Ukrainian.

2. Composition and structure of
ParaRook||DE-UK

2.1. Texts
The history of German-Ukrainian literary translation
is a complex and interesting field (Ivanytska, 2015).
We aimed to show samples of German-Ukrainian
translation from different periods, namely Soviet,
with specific features of the time, and contempo-
rary.

As shown by M. Ivanytska, German-Ukrainian
translations were sometimes made not directly be-
tween two languages, but through the mediation
of a Russian translation. We tried to reduce the
amount of such texts in the corpus, because the

influence of the intermediary language is often very
noticeable in them. In the example below, the Rus-
sian translator did not render the author’s idiom,
but instead used expressive syntax. The Ukrainian
translator calqued this syntactic construction, which
is not very frequent in Ukrainian.

• (de) Ich bin ein ausgewichster Panzermann,
aber die sind doch keine halbe Nase weniger
schlau! [I am a good tankman, but they are
not less smart!] (Dieter Noll. Die Abenteuer
des Werner Holt. 1960)
(ru) Už na čto ja byvalyj tankist, no oni ničut’ ne
glupee! (Translation by V. Kurilla, R. Galperin.
1962)2

(uk) Naščo vže ja buvalyj tankist, ale vony ani-
troxy ne durniši! (Translation by Y. Mykhailyuk.
1965)

According to M. Ivanytska, censorship did occur
in Ukrainian translations from German under the
Soviet regime, and our material also shows this. In
such cases, we keep the untranslated text in the
corpus without a Ukrainian version (Table 2).

In literary translations from German, we also
often find just omitted and shortened fragments,
cases of inaccurate translation, rearranged sen-
tences, etc. that are not related to censorship.

Lion Feuchtwanger. Erfolg.
1929

Ukrainian
translation.
Oleksa Oleksa
Synyčenko. 1980

Möglich, daß in Bayern die
Justiz besonders bösartig
und verbohrt gehandhabt
wurde, aber viel anders war
es ringsum auch nicht.
[It is possible that justice
was administered in Bavaria
in a particularly malicious
and biased manner, but it
was not much better in other
countries.]

Možlyvo, ščo v
Bavariï pravo-
suddja čynyly
osoblyvo zlisno
j uperedženo,
ale ne nabahato
krašče bulo i v
inšyx kraïnax.

In Ungarn, auf dem Balkan,
in Rußland stand es vielle-
icht noch schlimmer als auf
der bayrischen Hochebene.
[In Hungary, the Balkans,
and Russia, the situation
was probably even worse
than on the Bavarian
Plateau.]

—

Table 2: Soviet Censorship in German-Ukrainian
Translation.

2Hereinafter, examples in Cyrillic are transliterated.
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ParaRook||DE-UK has size of 382 thousand
sentences and 6,3 million tokens in the German-
language part. The core of the corpus currently
consists of 20th-century fiction translated from Ger-
man into Ukrainian. The corpus contains 58 texts:
53 translated from German and 5 from Ukrainian.
The corpus features works by 29 famous German-
speaking authors from different countries, which
makes it possible to compare regional variants of
the German language. The corpus includes novels
by Erich Maria Remarque, Thomas Mann, Heinrich
Mann, Hermann Hesse, Alfred Döblin, Dieter Noll,
Heinrich Böll, Günter Grass, Patrick Süskind (Ger-
many), Franz Kafka, Stefan Zweig, Robert Musil,
Gustav Meyrink, Joseph Roth (Austria), Friedrich
Dürrenmatt (Switzerland), and other writers (Ap-
pendix B).

2.2. Annotation and Technical Details
The texts for the corpus were collected manually
from public libraries on the Internet (the sources
are given in the metadata), most Ukrainian texts
were taken from GRAC. The original texts and trans-
lations were aligned using the InterText program
(Vondřička, 2014), and the alignment of all texts
was checked and corrected manually. All the cases
of inaccurate translation were saved in the corpus
for research, the texts were aligned without chang-
ing the structure of the original text or translation.
Aligned parallel texts are saved in tmx format, e.g.:

<tu><prop type="x-sentbreak">|#|</prop>
<tuv xml:lang="de"><seg>Der Knabe war klein,

die Berge waren ungeheuer.</seg></tuv>
<tuv xml:lang="uk"><seg>Xlop’ja bulo male,

hory – vysočezni.</seg>
</tuv>
</tu>
The parallel corpus was annotated with UDPipe2

(Straka, 2018) using Universal Dependencies mod-
els, namely GSD for German (Petrov, 2023) and
IU for Ukrainian (Kotsyba, 2016). The choice of the
German model was based on model evaluations on
the official UD website (Nivre, 2015 - 2024), while
the Ukrainian model was the only one presented.
Ukrainian’s current Universal Dependencies model
achieves an accuracy rate of 97.5% for POS tag-
ging, 91.6% for morphological features, and 81.7%
for syntactic relation (Kotsyba, 2018).

The Universal Dependencies were chosen be-
cause their annotation is universal regardless of the
language of the analyzed text, and the process can
be optimized using graphics processors, particu-
larly NVIDIA CUDA technology, which significantly
speeds up computation, as opposed to using a
traditional CPU.

The annotation of documents in the parallel cor-
pus also includes syntactic relations between words
within a sentence, which can serve as a source of

data for contrastive syntactic analysis (Poiret et al.,
2021). During the preprocessing of the corpus ma-
terials, the text was segmented into sentences us-
ing the SpaCy models appropriate to the language
of the text: uk_core_news_sm (Kurnosov, 2022)
and de_core_news_sm (Brants, 2023); this step
was necessary to improve accuracy in morphosyn-
tactic annotation using UD.

The corpus manager used was NoSketch En-
gine, one of the most featureful open-source
corpus manager solutions available. The cor-
pus is accessible for search on the website:
https://uacorpus.org/Kyiv/ua/pararook

Besides morphosyntactic annotation, the cor-
pus provides extensive metadata. The list below
presents all the necessary information regarding
metadata and tag descriptions.

word: Token attribute for a word.
lemma: Token attribute for lemma.
upos: Token attribute for UD part-of-speech tag.
xpos: Language-specific grammatical annota-

tion token attribute.
morphology: Morphological annotation.
head: Syntactically the main word in a sentence.
dependency_tag: Syntactic relationship of a

word in a sentence.
extra_dependency: Additional information

about the syntactic role of a word in a sentence.
authors_names_{uk|de}: Authors’ name in

Ukrainian/German.
translators_names_{uk|de}: Translators’ name

in UK/DE.
authors_born: Authors’ birth year.
authors_sex: Authors’ gender.
authors_regionCode: Authors’ region.
translators_regionCode: Translators’ region.
translators_born: Translators’ birth year.
translators_sex: Translators’ gender.
title_{uk|de}: Document title in UK/DE.
original_language: Original language.
date_{uk|de}: Year of creation in UK/DE.
pub_city_{uk|de}: City of publication in UK/DE.
publisher_{uk|de}: Publisher in UK/DE.
pub_year_{uk|de}: Year of publication in

UK/DE.
publication_{uk|de}: Title of publication in

UK/DE (magazine number, title of collection).
url_{uk|de}: Reference to the source of the doc-

ument in UK/DE.
An example of parallel sentences with metadata

is provided in Appendix A.

3. Using ParaRook||DE-UK

Since ParaRook||DE-UK is only available for on-
line search, it is intended primarily for academic
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linguistic and translation studies, for compiling dic-
tionaries, as well as for use in the process of human
translation.

A parallel corpus not only provides a richer range
of translation options in context than a dictionary,
but also enables research on phenomena that do
not have a well-established translation: it can be
used to study lacunarity and non-equivalent linguis-
tic patterns (Sitchinava, 2016; Dobrovol’skij and
Pöppel, 2017; Mellado Blanco, 2019; Grabowski
and Groom, 2022)

For example, the German construction immer
noch ’still’ may be translated into Ukrainian in many
different ways, or it may be omitted in translation
at all. In a random sample of one hundred parallel
sentences from ParaRook||DE-UK, the following
translation variants were found: i(j) dosi (21 times),
vse(use) šče (15), šče(išče) (15), i(j) dali (7), tak
samo (7), j (4), vse (2), vse(use) ž taky (2), vse odno
(1), dali (1), zavždy (1), i vse odno (1), i dosi šče
(1), j tak samo (1), poky ščo (1), skil’ky zavhodno
(1), tak use j (1), teper (1), u krajn’omu razi (1), šče
j dovho (1), šče j dosi (1), šče raz (1), jak i raniše
(1). In 12 cases of 100, the German construction
had no equivalent in Ukrainian translation at all, e.
g.

• (de) Wir tranken, und immer noch standen
die Uhrzeiger, wie sie schon seit drei Wochen
standen: auf halb elf. (Heinrich Böll. Irisches
Tagebuch. 1957)
(uk) My pyly, a strilky hodynnyka stojaly na
misci, jak i ves’ čas protjahom ostannix tr’ox
tyžniv, — na piv na odynadcjatu. (Ukr. trans-
lation by Volodymyr Šelest. 1989)

When working with one language, the transla-
tion presented in the parallel corpus can be used
as an additional layer of annotation, which makes
it possible to search by semantics. This advan-
tage of parallel data is already being extensively
used for automatic word sense disambiguation (Yee
Seng Chan and Zhong, 2007; Hwee Tou Ng and
Chan, 2003; Banea and Mihalcea, 2011; Shahid
and Kazakov, 2013), and it can be useful for a man-
ual lexical research as well. Below is an example of
search results in ParaRook||DE-UK of a Ukrainian
word kaminec’ that has two meanings, a commonly
used ’small stone’ and a rarely used ’fruit bone’.
To find examples in the second meaning only, the
German equivalent Kern was used, which helped
to specify the required sense.

• (de) Weißrot klappern Störche auf Dächern,
daß Kirschen die Kerne ausspucken... (Gün-
ter Grass. Blechtrommel. 1959)
(uk) Bilo-červoni busly triskotjat’ na daxax pro
te, ščo vyšni vypl’ovujut’ svoï kaminci... (Ukr.
translation by Oleksa Lohvynenko. 2005)

• (de) Sie brach eine der überreifen Früchte auf,
warf den Kern zu Boden und reichte ihm eine
der Hälften. (Dieter Noll. Die Abenteuer des
Werner Holt. 1960)
(uk) Potim rozlomyla najspilišyj plid i, vykynu-
všy kaminčyka, prostjahla polovynu Hol’tovi.
(Ukr. translation by Jurij Myxajljuk. 1965)

More examples of the use of parallel corpora for
manual research and teaching can be found in the
relevant work presented in our bibliography.

4. Conclusions and Future Plans

The first representative German-Ukrainian parallel
corpus has been created and is available to search
online. This is an important language resource that
provides parallel texts for linguistic and translation
research. With this work, we would like to draw
attention to the importance of making computa-
tional linguistic resources more inclusive for philol-
ogists, not only for wider use of such resources in
academic work, but also for involving professional
linguists, translators, and texts experts in the devel-
opment of quality textual data.

In the future, we plan to add more texts trans-
lated from Ukrainian into German and to develop
parallel corpora for other languages with Ukrainian,
primarily English and French.

It is possible to create a much larger German-
Ukrainian corpus based on ParaRook||DE-UK by
adding non-fiction texts, such as legal, news, and
subtitles, which are usually translated quite literally
and require less manual alignment checking. They
can be downloaded from the Internet and automat-
ically aligned.

As currently a single Universal Dependencies
model is available, we plan to expand the range of
models at hand for the Ukrainian language in UD.
This expansion aims to improve the accuracy of
morphosyntactic analyses and contribute to devel-
oping more robust and diverse linguistic tools.

5. Limitations

Since we check the alignment manually, it would be
a challenge to collect a corpus larger than several
millions of tokens. Manual alignment checking is
highly desirable for fictional texts, where the trans-
lation is often not quite literal, but it takes a lot of
time.

Based on Universal Dependencies, the current
morphosyntactic analysis of the Ukrainian lan-
guage needs to yield optimal accuracy. Improving
this system is of great importance for the further
development of parallel corpora. While the current
accuracy is promising, more is required for large
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corpora. Optimal accuracy is critical in syntax stud-
ies that use parallel corpora to ensure reliable and
meaningful findings.
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9. Appendix A: Example of parallel
sentences with metadata

Ukrainian Text:
<doc authors_names_uk="Maks Friš"

↪→ authors_names_de="Max Frisch"
↪→ translators_names_uk="Jevhen
↪→ Popovyč" translators_names_de="
↪→ Jevhen Popovyč" authors_born
↪→ ="1911" authors_sex="M"
↪→ translators_born="1930"
↪→ translators_sex="M"
↪→ authors_regionCode="D-Z-CH"
↪→ translators_regionCode="UA-C-CRK &
↪→ UA-KYV-KYV" title_uk="Štiller"
↪→ title_de="Stiller"
↪→ original_language="DE" date_uk
↪→ ="1968" pub_city_uk="Kyv"
↪→ pub_year_uk="1970" publication_uk
↪→ ="" url_uk="http://chtyvo.org.ua/"
↪→ pub_city_de="Berlin" publisher_de
↪→ ="Suhrkamp Verlag" publication_de
↪→ ="" date_de="1954" url_de="library
↪→ .lol/fiction/447
↪→ EC7654424E50DD38BA58324825B29"
↪→ orthography="sučasnyj pravopys"
↪→ genre="" source="PRI" theme=""
↪→ media="" style="FIC">

<align>
<s>
1 C’oho ce PRON Pd--nnsgn Animacy=Inan|

↪→ Case=Gen|Gender=Neut|Number=Sing|
↪→ PronType=Dem 2 obj _ _

2 vystačylo vystačyty VERB Vmeis-sn
↪→ Aspect=Perf|Gender=Neut|Mood=Ind|
↪→ Number=Sing|Tense=Past|VerbForm=
↪→ Fin 0 root _ SpaceAfter=No

<g/>
3 . . PUNCT U _ 2 punct _ SpacesAfter=\r

↪→ \n
</s>
<s>
1 Vin vin PRON Pp-3m-snn Case=Nom|Gender

↪→ =Masc|Number=Sing|Person=3|
↪→ PronType=Prs 2 nsubj _ _

2 zasmijavsja zasmijatysja VERB Vmeis-sm
↪→ Aspect=Perf|Gender=Masc|Mood=Ind|
↪→ Number=Sing|Tense=Past|VerbForm=
↪→ Fin 0 root _ SpaceAfter=No

<g/>
3 . . PUNCT U _ 2 punct _ SpaceAfter=No
</s>
</align>

</doc>

German Text:
<doc authors_names_uk="Maks Friš"

↪→ authors_names_de="Max Frisch"
↪→ translators_names_uk="Jevhen
↪→ Popovyč" translators_names_de="
↪→ Jevhen Popovyč" authors_born
↪→ ="1911" authors_sex="M"
↪→ translators_born="1930"
↪→ translators_sex="M"
↪→ authors_regionCode="D-Z-CH"
↪→ translators_regionCode="UA-KYV-KYV
↪→ & UA-C-CRK" title_uk="Štiller"
↪→ title_de="Stiller"
↪→ original_language="DE" date_uk
↪→ ="1968" pub_city_uk="Kyv"
↪→ pub_year_uk="1970" publication_uk
↪→ ="" url_uk="http://chtyvo.org.ua/"
↪→ pub_city_de="Berlin" publisher_de
↪→ ="Suhrkamp Verlag" publication_de
↪→ ="" date_de="1954" url_de="library
↪→ .lol/fiction/447
↪→ EC7654424E50DD38BA58324825B29"
↪→ orthography="sučasnyj pravopys"
↪→ genre="" source="PRI" theme=""
↪→ media="" style="FIC">

<align>
<s>
1 Das der PRON PDS Case=Nom|Gender=Neut|

↪→ Number=Sing|PronType=Dem,Rel 2
↪→ nsubj _ _

2 genügte genügen VERB VVFIN Mood=Ind|
↪→ Number=Sing|Person=3|Tense=Past|
↪→ VerbForm=Fin 0 root _ SpaceAfter=
↪→ No

<g/>
3 . . PUNCT $. _ 2 punct _ SpacesAfter=\

↪→ r\n
</s>
<s>
1 Er er PRON PPER Case=Nom|Gender=Masc|

↪→ Number=Sing|Person=3|PronType=Prs
↪→ 2 nsubj _ _

2 lachte lachen VERB VVFIN Mood=Ind|
↪→ Number=Sing|Person=3|Tense=Past|
↪→ VerbForm=Fin 0 root _ SpaceAfter=
↪→ No

<g/>
3 . . PUNCT $. _ 2 punct _ SpaceAfter=No
</s>
</align>
</doc>
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10. Appendix B: Corpus content and
statistics
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Abstract
This paper presents NER-UK 2.0, a corpus of texts in the Ukrainian language manually annotated for the named
entity recognition task. The corpus contains 560 texts of multiple genres, boasting 21,993 entities in total. The
annotation scheme covers 13 entity types, namely location, person name, organization, artifact, document, job
title, date, time, period, money, percentage, quantity, and miscellaneous. Such a rich set of entities makes the
corpus valuable for training named-entity recognition models in various domains, including news, social media posts,
legal documents, and procurement contracts. The paper presents an updated baseline solution for named entity
recognition in Ukrainian with 0.89 F1. The corpus is the largest of its kind for the Ukrainian language and is available
for download.

Keywords: Named Entity Recognition, NER, Evaluation datasets, Manual annotation

1. Introduction

Named entity recognition (NER) is a fundamental
task in natural language processing (NLP) that in-
volves finding a sequence of tokens that denotes
a specific concept, like a location, a person, or an
organization. NER is often an essential component
for other NLP tasks such as information extraction
(Liu et al., 2021), question answering (Xu et al.,
2021), or information retrieval (Aliwy et al., 2021).

In the classic setup, NER is formalized as a se-
quence labeling task. Despite the recent advances
in NLP systems, particularly the emergence of large
language models (LLMs), new high-quality anno-
tated datasets for developing NER systems are still
in high demand. Specifically, recent work (Qin et al.,
2023; Wang et al., 2023) discusses the poor perfor-
mance of LLMs as zero-shot classifiers for the NER
tasks in comparison to fine-tuned pre-trained lan-
guage models that rely on task-specific annotated
datasets.

The need for labeled data is even more apparent
in the context of low-resource languages, narrow
domains, or task-specific entity types, where the
systems experience a scarcity of data as is. To
address this need and to facilitate further advance-
ments in NER and related tasks, we present NER-
UK 2.01, a new corpus of texts in Ukrainian manu-
ally annotated for a rich set of entities. The corpus
contains 560 texts of multiple genres labeled for
13 entity types, totaling 21,993 entities. This paper
provides a description of NER-UK 2.0 and sets a
new baseline for the NER task in Ukrainian.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we review the related work on corpora

1https://github.com/lang-uk/ner-uk

for NER in Ukrainian. Section 3 presents previous
work that includes the development of the first ver-
sion of NER-UK and the motivation to build the sec-
ond version. Section 4 describes the new tagset,
sources of texts for the corpus, and the data anno-
tation process. Section 5 presents the results in the
form of corpus statistics, inter-annotator agreement,
and the new NER baseline for Ukrainian. Finally,
Section 6 summarizes the contributions, and Sec-
tion 7 acknowledges the limitations of the presented
corpus.

2. Related Work

To our knowledge, NER-UK 2.0 is the only pub-
licly available corpus of manually annotated entities.
Makogon and Samokhin (2022) mention creating
a news corpus of manually annotated entities for
Ukrainian, but the described dataset was never pub-
licly released. Their annotation scheme included
five entity types: person, location, organization,
product, and other. Further, we review datasets
that are publicly available but automatically anno-
tated.

The POLYGLOT-NER corpus (Al-Rfou et al.,
2014) contains Wikipedia articles automatically an-
notated for the task of named entity recognition.
The labeling scheme defines three entity types:
person, location, and organization. The corpus
covers 40 languages, including Ukrainian.

WikiANN (Pan et al., 2017), similarly, builds
on Wikipedia and solves a related task of auto-
mated entity tagging and linking for person names.
Ukrainian is included as part of the multilingual
dataset.
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In 2022, Kurnosov V. published Ukr-Synth2, a
large silver standard Ukrainian corpus automat-
ically annotated for part-of-speech tags, syntax
trees, and three entity types: person, location, and
organization. The corpus represents the Ukrainian
subset of Leipzig Corpora Collection (Goldhahn
et al., 2012) which originates from newspaper texts.

Although the amount of annotated data in the
mentioned corpora is enviable, the limited set of
entity types, the lack of quality verification, and
the focus on Wikipedia and news genres pose lim-
itations with regard to the wide adoption of these
resources. We are set to fill the identified gaps with
the release of the NER-UK 2.0 corpus.

3. Background and Motivation

In 2016, our team introduced the first version of the
named entity recognition corpus for the Ukrainian
language called NER-UK3. This corpus comprised
262 texts borrowed from the multi-genre BRUK
corpus (Starko and Rysin, 2023), totaling 237,327
words and including press, religious texts, fiction,
legal documents, and other types of writing. NER-
UK featured crowdsourced manual annotation of
7,441 entities across four distinct types: person
(4,387 entities), location (1,614 entities), organiza-
tion (780 entities), and miscellaneous (660 entities).
The latter covered names of holidays, sports events,
natural disasters, etc.

The creation of NER-UK marked a significant
milestone, providing the Ukrainian NLP community
with a valuable resource for developing and evalu-
ating NER systems and, more recently, large pre-
trained language models, like roberta-large4. Data
from the corpus was used to train state-of-the-art
(SOTA) NER systems5, contributing to advance-
ments in Ukrainian natural language processing.
Additionally, the choice of BRUK as the source of
texts for entity annotation presented opportunities
for multi-task learning since BRUK is also anno-
tated for parts of speech.

With regard to the limitations of NER-UK, it
should be noted that the corpus was of a relatively
small size and had a limited entity set. The mis-
cellaneous entity type was too broad and not very
informative. The genre diversity, while beneficial in
providing a varied set of contexts, resulted in a low
density of entities in the texts of certain genres.

2https://huggingface.co/datasets/
ukr-models/Ukr-Synth

3https://github.com/lang-uk/ner-uk/
tree/master/v1.0

4https://huggingface.co/benjamin/
roberta-large-wechsel-ukrainian

5https://huggingface.co/dchaplinsky/
uk_ner_web_trf_best

We started the NER-UK 2.0 project with the aim
of addressing the limitations of NER-UK. Specifi-
cally, we set the following goals:

• increase the size of the corpus while preserv-
ing high quality standards;

• increase the density of entities in the corpus
with better source text selection;

• adopt a more extensive tagset that would of-
fer both a bigger number of entity types and a
better granularity of entities, making the anno-
tations more informative.

4. NER-UK 2.0 Corpus Creation

This section describes the updated tagset, the cor-
pus composition, and the annotation process.

4.1. Annotation Scheme
In the first version of NER-UK, we considered per-
son, organization, location, and miscellaneous as
named entities. Inspired by the extended set of en-
tities in Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014),
we introduced nine additional entity types for NER-
UK 2.0, which resulted in the refined annotation
guidelines, better granularity of the miscellaneous
type, and broader applicability of the annotations.

The full list of entities includes:

• ORG — a name of a company, brand, agency,
organization, institution (including religious, in-
formal, non-profit), party, people’s association,
or specific project like a conference, a music
band, a TV program, etc. Example: UNESCO.

• PERS — a person name where person may
refer to humans, book characters, or humanoid
creatures like vampires, ghosts, mermaids, etc.
Example: Marquis de Sade.

• LOC — a geographical name, including names
of districts, villages, cities, states, counties,
countries, continents, rivers, lakes, seas,
oceans, mountains, etc. Example: Ukraine.

• MON — a sum of money including the currency.
Examples: $40, 1 mln hryvnias.

• PCT — a percent value including the percent
sign or the word "percent". Example: 10%.

• DATE — a full or incomplete calendar date that
may include a century, a year, a month, or a
day. Examples: last week, 10.12.1999.

• TIME — a textual or numerical timestamp. Ex-
amples: half past six, 18:30.
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• PERIOD — a time period, which may consist
of two dates. Examples: a few months, 2014-
2015.

• JOB — a job title. Examples: member of par-
liament, ophthalmologist.

• DOC — a unique name of a document, in-
cluding names of contracts, orders, bills, pur-
chases. Example: procurement contract
CW2244226.

• QUANT — a quantity with the unit of measure-
ment, such as weight, distance, size. Exam-
ples: 3 kilograms, a hundred miles.

• ART (artifact) — a name of a human-made
product, like a book, a song, a car, or a sand-
wich. Examples: Mona Lisa, iPhone.

• MISC — any other entity not covered in the
list above, like names of holidays, websites,
battles, wars, sports events, hurricanes, etc.
Example: Black Friday.

The proposed tagset for entity annotation intro-
duces a list of numerical entities and splits the
broad MISC class used in the previous version of
the corpus into ART (e.g., The Bible), JOB (e.g.,
POTUS), DOC (e.g., Criminal Code of Ukraine),
and MISC (everything else).

4.2. Corpus Composition
Seeking to double the NER-UK corpus in size, we
searched for a data source that would complement
BRUK, already used for the first version of NER-
UK, but would be richer in entities and have a more
industry-applicable domain. We selected a sam-
ple of Nashi Groshi6 extracted from the UberText
2.0 corpus (Chaplynskyi, 2023) because this web-
site focuses on the Ukrainian economy and anti-
corruption efforts. The texts mention a variety of
persons and organizations, formal bids and con-
tracts, dates, sums of money, and references to
official documents. With this composition, we in-
creased the size of the corpus and the density of
entities.

4.3. Annotation Process
We adapted our annotation guidelines to the ex-
tended set of entities listed in 4.1, as well as added
more examples and corner cases. The annota-
tion guidelines in Ukrainian7 and English8 can be
accessed through our repository.

6https://nashigroshi.org
7https://github.com/lang-uk/ner-uk/

blob/master/doc/README.md
8https://github.com/lang-uk/ner-uk/

blob/master/doc/README_en.md

To collect entity annotations, we chose the Vulyk
crowdsourcing platform9, with a plugin based on the
brat annotation tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012). The
plugin allows assigning entity labels to the selected
spans of text.

The annotation team consisted of fifteen native
speakers of Ukrainian, the majority of whom were
students of the Department of Theory, Practice and
Translation of German at the National Technical Uni-
versity of Ukraine “Igor Sikorsky Kyiv Polytechnic
Institute.”

The annotation project was broken into two parts:

1. We pre-annotated the Nashi Groshi subcor-
pus with our best model10 trained on the first
version of NER-UK for four classes: ORG,
PERS, LOC, and MISC. The annotators then
corrected the model annotations when nec-
essary and provided new annotations for the
remaining nine entity types.

2. The BRUK subcorpus had already been man-
ually annotated as part of the first version of
NER-UK. Thus, the task of the annotators was
to re-label the MISC entities, since this class
was redefined, and provide new annotations
for the remaining nine entity types.

Each text within the annotation project was
labeled by at least two annotators. The best-
performing annotator then manually adjudicated
annotation conflicts; the labels presented for adju-
dication were anonymized in order to prevent po-
tential bias. Throughout the project, we responded
to the annotators’ feedback and updated examples
and corner cases in the guidelines to ensure the
high quality and consistency of manual annotations.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Corpus Statistics
As a result of the annotation project, the NER-
UK 2.0 corpus contains 560 texts boasting 21,993
entities in total. Notably, the number of entities in
the BRUK subcorpus increased by 25%, and, like
we expected, the Nashi Groshi subcorpus proved to
be much richer in entities than BRUK. While BRUK
shows an average of 3.9 entities per 100 words,
Nashi Groshi quadruples this number to an average
of 16 entities per 100 words. A closer inspection of
entity type distribution shows that the Nashi Groshi
subcorpus contains twenty times more sums of
money, five times more organization names, and
three times more dates and document names than

9https://github.com/mrgambal/vulyk
10https://huggingface.co/dchaplinsky/

uk_ner_web_trf_large
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the BRUK subcorpus. On the other hand, the re-
annotated BRUK shows 2.5 times more person
names and four times as many MISC entities, which
we interpret as the effect of its genre diversity.

Table 1 presents the size of the subcorpora and
the number of annotated entities. We provide de-
tailed information on the entity type distribution
across the subcorpora in Appendix A.

Texts Words Entities
BRUK 262 237,327 9,289
Nashi Groshi 298 79,102 12,704
NER-UK 2.0 560 323,200 21,993

Table 1: The size and the number of annotated
entities in the two subcorpora of NER-UK 2.0.

Since NER-UK 2.0 expands the original NER-
UK, which already has a dev-test split utilized in the
NLP community, we made an extra effort to align
the new split with the existing one. The updated
dev set contains 391 texts with 15,062 entities, and
the updated test split contains 169 texts with 6,931
entities. Both the dev and test sets show an equal
proportion of BRUK and Nashi Groshi subcorpora;
the distribution of entities in the dev and test is also
very similar. We provide detailed information on
the entity type distribution in the dev and test sets
in Appendix B.

5.2. Corpus Format
NER-UK 2.0 is released in the Brat Standoff for-
mat11. This format allows for nested annotations,
which came in handy with the introduction of new
entity types. The updated annotation guidelines al-
lowed for nesting of certain entity types. The most
frequent examples of nesting include time periods
(PERIOD) that may contain two separate DATE
entities and organization names (ORG) that may
contain a person name (PER).

The code released together with the dataset
can be used to convert the corpus into the IOB
(Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995) and BEIOS (Jie et al.,
2021) formats, discarding the nested annotations,
to be used with the systems that do not handle
nesting.

5.3. Inter-Annotator Agreement
While most annotation tasks rely on Cohen’s Kappa
(Cohen, 1960) for measuring the inter-annotator
agreement (IAA), previous research (Grouin et al.,
2011) argues that for NER annotations, Cohen’s
Kappa is not the most relevant measure because it
relies on the number of negative examples, which
is unknown for named entities. Another limitation

11https://brat.nlplab.org/standoff.html

originates from the nested nature of the annotations
in our corpus, which makes it impossible to use
Cohen’s Kappa on the token level or F1 score as
was proposed by Brandsen et al. (2020). Instead,
we report IAA as follows:

IAA = Am/(Am +Ad),

where Am denotes the number of fully matched
annotations and Ad the number of differing anno-
tations between the two sets of annotated entities
per document. With the proposed metric, we cal-
culated IAA for each document in the corpus and
report the average IAA of 0.84.

5.4. New NER Baseline
To assess the quality of NER with NER-UK 2.0, we
trained a classifier using the Ukrainian version of
the previously mentioned roberta-large model. The
model was trained with the spaCy framework12 us-
ing nearly-default configuration for the spaCy NER
task on transformers, except we set hidden_width
to 128 and learn_rate to 1e-5 with no warmup. This
configuration was identical to the one we used to
train the SOTA model on the previous version of
the dataset to ensure fair comparison.

The four entity types present in the original NER-
UK corpus outline the space for comparison. Table
2 shows that with NER-UK 2.0, the quality improved
for LOC and ORG, while the quality of MISC recog-
nition dropped drastically. However, the results of
the MISC recognition are not directly comparable
since the definition of this class was redefined in
NER-UK 2.0.

With regard to all thirteen entity types, the model
showed the precision of 0.9 and recall of 0.89. The
model learned to recognize persons, locations, or-
ganizations, and most numerical entities well but
showed much worse results for MISC (0.35 F1),
DOC (0.44 F1), and TIME (0.6 F1). While DOC and
TIME are simply too infrequent in the corpus, the
low quality of recognition for MISC may lie in the
broad definition of this entity type. See Appendix C
for the full report on precision, recall, and F1 for
each entity type.

The model is available for download at our Hug-
ging Face hub13.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new corpus for
Ukrainian named entity recognition called NER-
UK 2.0. The corpus was manually annotated for
thirteen entity types, most of which are not available

12https://spacy.io
13https://huggingface.co/dchaplinsky/

uk_ner_web_trf_13class
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NER-UK 1.0 NER-UK 2.0
Entity Label Prec. Recall F1 Prec. Recall F1

PERS 0.960 0.974 0.967 0.961 0.966 0.963
ORG 0.806 0.782 0.794 0.940 0.896 0.917
LOC 0.914 0.878 0.896 0.923 0.911 0.917
MISC 0.833 0.688 0.753 0.393 0.324 0.355
Weighted Avg. 0.920 0.928 0.913 0.898 0.886 0.892

Table 2: Performance of the roberta-large model for the four original entity types. The model was trained
and tested on each version of NER-UK separately.

in standard corpora, and contains 21,993 entities
in total. Such a rich set of entities and the vari-
ety of genres used as source texts make the cor-
pus invaluable for training named-entity recognition
models in various domains.

The retraining of our previous SOTA model on
the new corpus showed improvement in recogni-
tion quality on two out of three core entity types:
organization and location. The model reached the
average level of 0.89 F1. The flexibility of the an-
notation scheme allows to remove or merge some
entity types to train new models for a particular task
at hand. We leave further experimentation, like fine-
tuning of large language models on NER-UK 2.0,
for future work.

The corpus is the largest of its kind for the
Ukrainian language and is available for download
in the Brat Standoff and IOB formats.

7. Limitations and Ethical
Considerations

We acknowledge the following limitations of the
NER-UK 2.0 dataset:

• A substantial part of the corpus originates from
a single source — Nashi Groshi. While these
texts are rich in entities, providing models with
ample training data, they may also create a
certain level of bias.

• The corpus includes texts written after 2010
and has no samples from earlier times.

• A few entity types, like DOC and TIME, are too
infrequent to be used for model training/testing.

• The definition of the MISC entity is too broad
to be useful.

The authors verified that the corpus contains no
personally identifiable information.

The authors acknowledge using Grammarly for
paraphrasing and revision in the process of writing
this paper.
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A. Entity Type Distribution in
NER-UK 2.0 Subcorpora

Entity Label BRUK Nashi Groshi Total
ART 316 319 635
DATE 551 1,496 2,047
DOC 34 108 142
JOB 638 1,344 1,982
LOC 1,620 1,380 3,000
MISC 413 102 515
MON 46 897 943
ORG 782 4,431 5,213
PCT 77 186 263
PERIOD 255 341 596
PERS 4,415 1,820 6,235
QUANT 106 276 382
TIME 36 4 40
Total 9,289 12,704 21,993
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B. Entity Type Distribution in
NER-UK 2.0 Dev and Test Sets

Entity Label Dev Set Test Set Total
ART 398 237 635
DATE 1,448 599 2,047
DOC 102 40 142
JOB 1,323 659 1,982
LOC 2,179 821 3,000
MISC 373 142 515
MON 618 325 943
ORG 3,665 1,548 5,213
PCT 173 90 263
PERIOD 411 185 596
PERS 4,049 2,186 6,235
QUANT 293 89 382
TIME 30 10 40
Total 15,062 6,931 21,993

C. Performance of roberta-large
Trained and Tested on NER-UK 2.0

Entity Label Precision Recall F1

ART 0.703 0.907 0.792
DATE 0.901 0.928 0.914
DOC 0.609 0.350 0.444
JOB 0.729 0.674 0.700
LOC 0.923 0.911 0.917
MISC 0.393 0.324 0.355
MON 0.968 0.942 0.955
ORG 0.940 0.896 0.917
PCT 1.000 0.989 0.994
PERIOD 0.777 0.773 0.775
PERS 0.961 0.966 0.963
QUANT 0.890 0.910 0.900
TIME 0.667 0.600 0.632
Weighted avg. 0.898 0.886 0.892
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Abstract
In the digital age, geopolitical events frequently catalyze discussions among global web users. Platforms such as
social networks and messaging applications serve as vital means for information spreading and acquisition. The
Russian aggression against Ukraine has notably intensified online discourse on the matter, drawing a significant
audience eager for real-time updates. This surge in online activity inevitably results in the proliferation of content,
some of which may be unreliable or manipulative. Given this context, the identification of such content with information
distortion is imperative to mitigate bias and promote fairness. However, this task presents considerable challenges,
primarily due to the lack of sophisticated language models capable of understanding the nuances and context of
texts in low-resource languages, and the scarcity of well-annotated datasets for training such models. To address
these gaps, we introduce the TRWU dataset – a meticulously annotated collection of Telegram news about the
Russian war in Ukraine gathered starting from January 1, 2022. This paper outlines our methodology for semantic
analysis and classification of these messages, aiming to ascertain their bias. Such an approach enhances our ability
to detect manipulative and destructive content. Through descriptive statistical analysis, we explore deviations in
message sentiment, stance, and metadata across different types of channels and levels of content creation activity.
Our findings indicate a predominance of negative sentiment within the dataset. Additionally, our research elucidates
distinct differences in the linguistic choices and phraseology among channels, based on their stance towards the war.
This study contributes to the broader effort of understanding the spread and mitigating the impact of biased and
manipulative content in digital communications.

Keywords: News Messages, Dataset, Text Classification, Destructive content detection

1. Introduction

The proliferation of internet and web technologies
has had an impact on public discourse, shaping
opinions and perceptions. With a wealth of data
available from diverse sources, ranging from factual
information to personal opinions, navigating this in-
formational landscape can be daunting (Adams
et al., 2023; Mendoza et al., 2023). Therefore, the
exploitation of information literacy and critical think-
ing can distort public understanding and opinion
(Aslett et al., 2023). Traditional technological tools
have proven difficult in addressing these complex
challenges (Zakharchenko et al., 2021).

The complexity of discerning opinions from ob-
jective facts is compounded in politically charged
scenarios, such as the Russian invasion of Ukraine
in February 2022. The narratives surrounding such
events do not merely shape public morale but also
influence mental health, beliefs, and international
perspectives on credibility and support (Haq et al.,
2022). In this context, the automated classification
of content based on its biases becomes a pivotal
tool for fostering a more informed and trustworthy
Web environment (Meel and Vishwakarma, 2020).
Previous efforts have explored various computa-
tional approaches to address these challenges, in-
cluding classification (Solopova et al., 2023), text

summarization (Galeshchuk, 2023b), and topic
modeling (Ustyianovych et al., 2023), particularly
in Ukrainian and Russian contexts (Galeshchuk,
2023a). However, the development of robust, ex-
plainable, and efficient models capable of accu-
rately identifying the biases of textual content re-
mains a pressing and relevant challenge. Such
models not only aid in filtering and understand-
ing content but also play a vital role in educat-
ing users about the nuances of misleading infor-
mation. Communication strategies and linguistics
constantly evolve with new approaches developed
to interact with and address the target audience.
Therefore, technological means for processing and
understanding natural language and communica-
tion contexts need to remain up to date to keep up
with current issues.

Our research contributes to this field by present-
ing a novel annotated dataset related to the Rus-
sian aggression against Ukraine with a multi-task
transformer-based model trained to identify geopo-
litical stance, sentiment, and the presence of hate
or discrimination in the input message. By lever-
aging the capabilities of large language models
(LLMs), we delve into the intricacies of textual data,
seeking to unveil patterns that distinguish biased
narratives. Our findings underscore the potential of
these technologies to enhance our comprehension
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of biased content and, by extension, to promote a
nuanced and critical engagement with information
in the digital age.

2. Related Work

The study of information campaigns in digital envi-
ronments has become increasingly pertinent with
the advent of social networks and web technolo-
gies. These platforms are not solely conduits for
the spreading of factual information; they also serve
as sites for strategic communications aimed at influ-
encing public opinion and garnering support within
online communities. An illustrative example of how
digital platforms can be utilized for such purposes
is observed in the analysis of various information
campaigns, including those conducted on social
media platforms (Courchesne et al., 2022). This
study investigates the dynamics of online activity
associated with significant geopolitical events, high-
lighting the capacity of strategic communication
efforts to engage with and influence digital commu-
nities. The analysis, which encompasses a broad
dataset of social media accounts, reveals a marked
increase in online activity coinciding with pivotal
events and underscores the effectiveness of co-
ordinated information dissemination strategies in
capturing public attention and shaping narrative
discourse.

The comprehensive examination of these social
media activities, including a study of over 126 thou-
sand accounts, illustrates the challenges faced by
content moderation teams and the sophisticated
nature of modern information campaigns. Such
studies highlight the complexity of digital informa-
tion verification and the need for advanced method-
ologies to understand and navigate the intricacies
of information manipulation in the digital age. A re-
cent study by Park et al. (2022) describes the Voy-
naSlov dataset that was collected from two social
networks, Twitter and VKontakte, to analyze and
detect media opinion manipulations related to the
Russian war in Ukraine. It consists of more than 38
million posts based on Russian media statements
and expressions. The authors focus on distinguish-
ing sources into state-affiliated and independent.
As expected, the usage of words and phases dif-
fers between these two categories along with the
formed topics distribution. The study results high-
light a spike in user engagement and the number
of generated posts after the invasion began on
February 24, 2022. This observation confirms how
real-world events engage users in online activity
and content creation.

Fedushko et al. (2023) proposed innovative meth-
ods to support real-time decision-making about an-
tagonistic user behavior on social networks. The
proposed techniques showed significant results in

decreasing the number of destructive content gen-
erated and shared, which contributed to more sus-
tainable interactions in online communication. The
developed models consider decisions, information
environment, and decision-making criteria as the
key processes for online community management.
The methods were validated on a Facebook online
community and showed an increase in user partici-
pation (and community size) in just one month after
implementing the strategy for sustainable commu-
nity development, indicating that it is possible to
alert and guide users about the dangers of posting
destructive comments online.

Threat detection in Web communication is an-
other aspect that is worth attention and can be tack-
led with AI- and data-driven technologies. Seman-
tic analysis combined with communication behav-
ioral models is already successfully used to handle
threats in social media discussions. Fedushko and
Benova (2019) suggests a process for performing
users’ semantic analysis in an online environment,
which improves the efficiency of threat detection by
up to 40%.

Since a large number of discussions occur on
social media platforms, it is crucial to understand
the formed trends and patterns, especially in the
context of specific subjects and objects. Visualiza-
tion techniques might be efficiently used to investi-
gate opinions and perform social communications
mining. These methods were successfully used
to analyze opinions appertained to such topics: 1)
energy sources and 2) social network brands of
academic institutions (Gutierrez et al., 2021). Our
dataset and model contribute to the area of social
media and instant messages analysis in order to
have a full picture of the public stance towards spe-
cific topics, including sensitive ones.

Transformers and large language models have
been effectively applied for the detection of unre-
liable information within news and online content.
A case in point is the HQP dataset specifically col-
lected to facilitate the identification of misinforma-
tion by incorporating 30 thousand tweets related to
the war between Russia and Ukraine. This dataset
is notable for its differentiated labeling approach,
categorizing data into "high-quality" and "weak" la-
bels. High-quality labels are distinguished by their
validation through human review, ensuring the trust-
worthiness and accuracy of the data. In contrast,
weak labels lack human validation, presenting a po-
tential challenge to model accuracy (Maarouf et al.,
2023). The methodology adopted for data labeling
in the HQP dataset, and the subsequent applica-
tion of pre-trained language models, showcases
the critical role of high-quality labels in enhancing
model performance. The achieved results highlight
this, with models trained on high-quality labeled
data achieving an Area Under the Curve (AUC)
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score of 92.25. This outcome indicates a signifi-
cant improvement in the model’s ability to detect
untrustworthy content accurately, highlighting the
importance of rigorously validated data during the
design of effective detection systems.

Applications of few-shot learning and zero-shot
classification are other promising areas discussed
to improve the detection of harmful content and
bias, and puzzle out related information trustworthi-
ness tasks (Nayeon et al., 2021; Liew et al., 2023;
Modupe et al., 2023; Yao et al., 2022).

3. Telegram War News Dataset

3.1. Dataset Collection

The Russian-Ukrainian war dataset has been col-
lected from thoroughly selected pro-Russian and
pro-Ukrainian Telegram channels. The selection
of channels is based on the lists of reliable versus
untrustworthy information sources provided by the
Ukrainian Center for Countering Disinformation (for
Countering Disinformation, 2022) and the Institute
of Mass Information (of Mass Information, 2023).
Telegram is an instant messaging application with
700 million monthly active users. It offers the op-
tion to create channels for broadcasting content to
large audiences. Each message can contain me-
dia content, which makes it suitable for multimodal
news analysis (Wang et al., 2022b). Users in a
channel can leave comments and reach with emo-
jis, which leads to another exciting area of research
– online user engagement and behavior analysis
(Fedushko et al., 2020). Telegram has an open API
for extracting data from specific channels (based
on their ID). We collected data from six news and
blog-like channels regularly posting content about
the Russian war against Ukraine. Statistics on the
number of messages retrieved from each channel
are given in Table 1.

The total number of messages collected is
252,677 from January 1st, 2022 until December
14th, 2023. At the time of writing, new data is being
collected for further processing. Each message
contains the channel name, timestamp, message
ID for the selected channel, and the text of the mes-
sage itself. The messages have been labeled using
the gpt-3.5-turbo-1106 large language model
with a human-in-the-loop to ensure the reliability of
the assigned labels. Additional data validation and
normalization were accomplished to standardize
the labels and meet the actual research purpose.
Messages are labeled according to the channel’s
attitude mentioned in Table 1 and randomly split
into training, validation, and testing sets with such
percent ratios: 90%, 5%, and 5% correspondingly.

3.2. Dataset Statistics
The uniqueness of our dataset primarily derives
from its comprehensive compilation process and
focused applicability to the Russian-Ukrainian war.
Unlike conventional datasets that predominantly
source from widely used social media platforms
like Twitter and Facebook, our dataset uniquely
taps into the Telegram instant messaging platform.
This choice was deliberate, given Telegram’s dis-
tinct user base and communication style, which
significantly differ from other platforms. Telegram
channels offer a rich amount of data in varied
tones—ranging from news and factual reports to
blog posts and opinion pieces. This diversity not
only improves the dataset but also makes it excep-
tionally versatile for Natural Language Processing
(NLP) research, promoting a broad exploration of
communication techniques and content types.

A pivotal aspect of our dataset’s development
was a thorough selection of sources, ensuring
that each included channel introduced a clear
stance (pro-Russian or pro-Ukrainian) regarding
the war. This careful curation process guarantees
the dataset’s relevance and validity for studies fo-
cusing on sentiment analysis, manipulative content
detection, and the examination of targeting tactics.
Our research aims to analyze the sentiment of mes-
sages from a pro-Ukrainian perspective. It’s impor-
tant to consider that the same message can be
interpreted differently by audiences based on their
viewpoints and backgrounds.

Further distinguishing our dataset is the use of
GPT-3.5 for initial labeling, tasked with extracting
sentiment and filtering out irrelevant content. This
step was augmented by human validation to ensure
the accuracy and reliability of the labels assigned
by the AI, addressing potential biases and inaccu-
racies inherent in automated processes.

Our motivation to create this dataset facilitates a
nuanced analysis of communication patterns, en-
abling researchers to identify harmful and mislead-
ing content effectively. Its applicability extends to
improving government accounting information sys-
tems, as demonstrated by related studies, show-
casing its potential to influence a wide range of
fields positively (Duan et al., 2023). By carefully cu-
rating, labeling, and validating our dataset, we have
created a resource that stands out for its method-
ological stringency and direct relevance to current
geopolitical events, offering invaluable insights into
the dynamics of information dissemination and re-
ception in the digital age.

According to Table 1, 152,502 (55.19%) of the
content is retrieved from pro-Russian sources,
whereas 123,812 (44.80%) entities belong to pro-
Ukrainian channels. All the channels’ sentiment
most frequent value except rian_ru is negative, and
for the latter it is neutral. A histogram with the col-
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Channel Stance Count Fraction Mean Mode
token count sentiment

rian_ru Pro-Russian 79,663 28.83% 28.26 neutral
ROSSIYA_SEGODNIA Pro-Russian 69,238 25.05% 55.16 negative

uniannet Pro-Ukrainian 67,727 24.51% 48.58 negative
radiosvoboda Pro-Ukrainian 33,225 12.02% 108.63 negative

UkrPravdaMainNews Pro-Ukrainian 22,860 8.27% 46.34 negative
ZE_kartel Pro-Russian 3,601 1.30% 74.91 negative

Table 1: Number and percentage of messages per channel

Figure 1: Text Length Histogram with mean, me-
dian, and standard deviation ranges.

lected data text length is shown in Figure 1. The
mean and median values are 373.47 and 259, re-
spectively, and the standard deviation is 376.63.
Also, 89.79% of the messages are below one stan-
dard deviation from the mean, meaning that their
length is less than or equal to 750.10. After text
preprocessing, the mean text length was reduced
by 32%.

We provide a summary of the number of remain-
ing tokens per message after applying preprocess-
ing, which includes text cleaning, stopword removal,
and lemmatization. The mean and median token
count after text preprocessing are 29.52 and 21
respectively, and the standard deviation is 29. The
obtained distribution pattern is similar to the one
for text length and is shown in Figure 2.

3.3. Semantic Analysis

Analyzing data on the semantic level is crucial to
extracting meaning from the text and understand-
ing the critical features of the studied sources con-
cerning word usage and style. To create a gen-
eral comprehension of the text data after clean-
ing and lemmatization, we identified the most fre-
quently used words: "Ukraine", "Russian", "war-
like", "claim", "connection", "USA", "Putin", "Zelen-
skyi", "offensive", "sanction", "destroy", "weapon".

Figure 2: Histogram for the number of tokens with
mean, median, and standard deviation ranges.

There are 92,342 and 118,870 unique entities used
in pro-Russian and pro-Ukrainian channels, respec-
tively. This is an exciting finding since there are far
more pro-Russian messages; nevertheless, the
word usage within pro-Ukrainian sentences is sig-
nificantly richer.

We observed a “separation” in vocabulary be-
tween the two sides: 57.06% of the unique words
used by the pro-Ukrainian sources do not appear
in pro-Russian channels; within Pro-Russian chan-
nels, this rate is 44.72%. We analyzed unique
words within each side and found that they mainly
include derogatory named entities against the op-
posite side, abbreviations, local areas and regions,
and words with local and specific meanings. For
example, unique words from pro-Russian channels
contain the character "Z" which is known to be
their symbol of the war. Also, the word "war" itself
is replaced by "special military operation". Some
pro-Ukrainian publications might contain Ukrainian
words even though the text piece is written in Rus-
sian. This factor contributes to the number of
unique words used between the sources and can
help our model differentiate between these origi-
nating sources. The data presented in the figure 3
compares sentiment classification results from an
automated method using OpenAI API gpt-3.5-
turbo-1106 model with human validation. The
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Figure 3: Sentiment proportion by method

figure illustrates the proportion of messages cat-
egorized as negative, neutral, and positive. The
AI-based sentiment analysis results show that the
majority of the dataset, 53.13%, exhibits a negative
sentiment. Neutral sentiments, which may repre-
sent unbiased reporting, factual statements, or am-
biguous content, constitute 33.30% of the dataset.
Positive sentiments, indicative of optimism and sup-
portive statements, account for 13.45%. A small
fraction of the data (not represented on the figure),
merely 0.12%, is categorized under mixed senti-
ments, highlighting texts that possibly contain con-
flicting emotions or viewpoints. In contrast, human
validation results based on a randomly selected
sample of labeled messages, are in a different senti-
ment distribution. While the proportion of negatively
classified messages is similar to the GPT-3.5 re-
sults, human validation assigns a significantly lower
proportion as neutral and a considerably higher pro-
portion as positive. The discrepancy, specifically in
the positive category, may be due to the detailed
and contextual understanding that human valida-
tors bring to the task, which automated systems
like GPT-3.5 may not fully capture, especially in the
complex and sensitive context of war-related com-
munications. The figure highlights the critical role
of human oversight in sentiment analysis and the
importance of multimodal validation for sensitive
topics. The obtained sentiment values correspond
with the stance and source channel of the message.
The sentiment distribution underscores the com-
plexity and variability of the sentiments expressed in
the Web communication, offering valuable insights
into the ruling attitudes and perceptions within the
collected data. However, it should be noted that
the AI-based labels offered sentiment classification
from a prospective without favoritism to any side of
the war. A refined version of the prompt with few-
shot learning might improve the obtained results
and make them suitable to identify the sentiment
according to specific requirements.

We highlight the need to employ entity-level sen-
timent detection since distinct sentiments can be
assigned to multiple entities represented in a piece

of text (Rønningstad et al., 2022). This approach
would contribute to the identification of the mes-
sage’s stance toward the war, and provide insights
on the named entities represented within the text.
Also, it offers a multi-faceted sentiment analysis
compared to examining data from a single perspec-
tive.

Figure 4 shows 7-day window rolling average
sentiment values by channel’s attitude and applied
methodology to detect sentiment over time. The us-
age of the rolling average sentiment score smooths
out the noise, providing a clear view of the overall
trends over time. Pro-Russian channels are rep-
resented with mostly negative sentiment scores
according to the GPT-3.5 classification through-
out the observed period. The sentiment scores
for pro-Russian channels (shown in blue) demon-
strate changes over time but with a generally less
pronounced variance. In contrast, the sentiment
scores for pro-Ukrainian channels (shown in or-
ange) appear to follow a similar trend, maintaining
lower average sentiment values compared to their
pro-Russian counterparts. However, the sentiment
values for pro-Ukrainian channels also fluctuate,
suggesting that external factors and evolving news
dynamics impact them. Therefore, when evaluat-
ing sentiment with technological means, it is im-
portant to consider the biases of these analytical
tools being used. Our research results show that
the GPT-3.5 model tends to interpret themes of war
and conflict with a negative sentiment despite the
evidence that some messages might be perceived
differently by specific users. This is supported by
the consistently negative sentiment scores given to
massages of both channel viewpoints throughout
the period studied. So, our finding highlights the
importance of method selection in sentiment analy-
sis studies and underscores the value of multiple
analytical approaches comparison for a compre-
hensive view of trends in digital communication.
Nevertheless, the employed GPT-based method
proves the sentiment scores are mainly negative
due to the nature of events.

3.4. Challenges and Limitations
Detecting biased, misleading, and manipulative
content in such a dynamic environment as instant
messaging platforms or social media is challenging
because new data gets generated and shared in
real-time, forming patterns unseen in historical data.
So, usage of methods like incremental learning
(Shan et al., 2020; Abdalla et al., 2022; Barve et al.,
2022; Wang et al., 2022a) and well-established
ML operations processes are becoming extremely
helpful in these scenarios (Shukla and Cartlidge,
2022; Jarrahi et al., 2023; Mäkinen et al., 2021).

Furthermore, there is very little properly and pub-
licly available labeled data to identify such con-
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Figure 4: 7-day window rolling average GPT-3.5 sentiment score per channel stance

tent in the context of the Russian-Ukrainian war.
Ukrainian is considered a low-resource language,
with few available tools and models (Gomez et al.,
2023). Selecting relevant sources and designing
comprehensive labeling methods is crucial for de-
veloping high-performing models in the future. With
that in mind, care was taken to collect data that was
clearly associated with either side of the war and
represented the respective attitude in their Web
publications. For instance, a Ukrainian-based Tele-
gram channel UkrPravdaMainNews was chosen
because it posts pro-Ukrainian news, whereas the
Russian-based channel rian_ru, which is part of
a well-known Russian news agency, was chosen
because it contains pro-Russian publications. The
application of GPT-3.5 to assign such labels as
geopolitical stance, sentiment, and presence of dis-
crimination in an input text allowed us to identify the
most relevant to the subject matter messages. Addi-
tional human validation, which included exploratory
data analysis and verification of the assigned labels,
significantly improved the dataset.

Additionally, the usage of machine learning mod-
els, DNNs (deep neural networks) as well as statis-
tical methods can confirm whether there is a statis-
tical difference between these and other examined
labels. Topic models can be applied to categorize
the data in an unsupervised manner and provide
insights about the subject matters they contain.

Our dataset contains both pro-Ukrainian and
pro-Russian texts written in the Russian language.
However, there is a shortage of pro-Russian publi-
cations in Ukrainian which complicates achieving
the defined goal for this language. Data augmen-
tation methods including transformer-based trans-
lation might become handy to overcome this chal-
lenge (Liu et al., 2023; Gong et al., 2022). This

is also a promising way to develop a multilingual
model in further research.

About 40% of the messages in the dataset are
not related to the war between Russia and Ukraine,
which has been identified with GPT-3.5 zero-shot
classification and human verification. Controlling
the percentage of these entities is crucial to keep
an optimal balance between relevant and extrane-
ous messages in order to accomplish the modeling
part. So, employing means to denoise the data
and extract the most informative samples is crucial
to reach the target of this study.

4. Data Processing

The whole workflow is depicted in Figure 5. The
diagram outlines a multi-stage process for analyz-
ing and processing text data from Telegram mes-
sages, aimed at evaluating the dataset’s predic-
tive capabilities with conventional machine learning
methods and fine-tuning language models. The for-
mer technique involved input text cleaning and pre-
processing using spaCy ru_core_news_lg and
ua_core_news_lg language pipelines, creating
word embeddings with fastText, and vectors manip-
ulation. The fastText model was trained with the
following parameters: vector size of 300, window
size of 5, minimum word frequency of 3, training al-
gorithm was skip-gram, ten epochs, and four worker
threads. Then, the formed word embeddings were
passed to the XGBoost classifier for hyperparam-
eter tuning and evaluation. The data processing
required for performing the NLP transformer-based
approach consisted of such steps: text data clean-
ing, prompts generation for zero-shot classifica-
tion, extraction and standardization of the LLM’s
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output, and data unification. The formed dataset
contained the text messages with corresponding
Telegram metadata (ID, datetime, channel) and
assigned labels by gpt-3.5-turbo-1106. The
following prompt instructions were provided to the
large language model: "Analyze the following mes-
sages related to the war between Ukraine and Rus-
sia. For each message: 1. Determine the senti-
ment (positive, negative, neutral, etc.) expressed
in the message. 2. Identify geopolitical attitude or
hate/discrimination and in favor of what side it is
expressed: indicate whether it’s pro-Ukrainian, pro-
Russian, or any other geopolitical stance. Take into
account that messages might contain glorification,
hate, and discrimination, which should be consid-
ered when classifying attitudes. 3. If the message
lacks a geopolitical attitude or isn’t related to the
conflict, mark it as not applicable to geopolitical at-
titude. The output should be returned as a Python
dictionary array with such keys: message ID, sen-
timent, detected favorable attitude, and whether a
message contains hate or discrimination (yes or
no)". Human validation was accomplished after-
ward to ensure data quality, standardized values
for categorical variables, and accurate annotation.
We employed exploratory data analysis of the GPT-
based labels to find and correct abnormal or un-
expected values, gather statistics, and correlate
them to find mislabeled entities. A sample of the
data was taken for manual validation, and accu-
racy scores between human and AI-based labels
were calculated. The obtained human validation
results show mediocre performance in determining
the proper sentiment in the context of events like
a war. On the other hand, the AI agent did more
than 80% correct on the geopolitical attitude and
identifying irrelevant content. The data was passed
as input to language models for fine-tuning. The
returned outputs by the AI-based agent were trans-
formed and converted into a pandas data frame
and joined with the original dataset to make it suit-
able for model training. This workflow is crucial
for the methodological processing of raw Telegram
messages into valuable information assets through
advanced NLP techniques. Each step of the pre-
sented workflow is designed to enhance the overall
predictive performance and capabilities of the mod-
els.

5. Text Classification

The modeling part was performed on the collected
Telegram War News dataset, first to assess its
predictive performance using the XGBoost clas-
sifier and, second, to build a robust multi-task lan-
guage model capable of distinguishing between
pro-Ukrainian and pro-Russian messages, their
sentiment, and stance. Such a model will become

extremely helpful in mitigating the consequences
of bias and misleading content spreading through
Internet resources with specific attitudes.

5.1. Experimental Settings

We conducted hyperparameter optimization target-
ing the Area Under the Curve (AUC) score, com-
plemented by a 3-fold cross-validation strategy for
the XGBoost classifier on the training dataset. The
evaluation of the optimized model was carried out
on a separate testing set. Each input document
was represented as a 300-dimensional vector. The
search for optimal hyperparameters utilized the hy-
peropt package, with a defined search space that
included the maximum depth of trees, learning rate,
fraction of data used per iteration, minimum weight
of child nodes, gamma as the regularization param-
eter, subsample ratio of features for constructing
each tree, and the type of boosting model employed.
We conducted a total of 35 trials, with the Tree of
Parzen Estimators (TPE) algorithm chosen for the
optimization process.

Fine-tuning of the multi-task language models
was executed on computing instances equipped
with NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs. We utilized the
google/mt5-base and xlm-roberta-base for
their multilingual capabilities in text tokenization
and subsequent fine-tuning phases. The training
phase involves fine-tuning the models on the multi-
variable data frame with a custom PyTorch Dataset
instance, which efficiently manages data fetch-
ing. The models, specifically MT5EncoderModel
and XLMRobertaModel, were adapted with cus-
tom adjustments to their output layers and loss
computation methods, assigning distinct weights
to each predictive variable. The variables for pre-
diction included: the channel’s originating source
attitude, sentiment, stance, presence of discrimi-
nation, combined channel’s attitude and sentiment,
and a merge of stance and sentiment. Tokenization
restricted the text input to a length of 256 tokens.
The training process spanned 10 epochs with batch
sizes of 64 for both training and evaluation. Evalu-
ation is conducted on a separate validation dataset
to assess the model’s accuracy and effectiveness
in handling both tasks simultaneously, leading to its
subsequent deployment for real-world applications.

5.2. Results

The optimal set of hyperparameters to build a
robust XGBoost classifier for a message orig-
inating channel’s attitude was: booster: ’gb-
tree’; colsample_bytree: 0.99837; gamma:
0.17946; learning_rate: 0.18935; max_depth: 17;
min_child_weight: 14; and subsample: 0.89539.
The final AUC scores on training and testing sets
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Figure 5: Telegram data inference pipeline

are 0.9715 and 0.9065, respectively. We com-
puted such metrics as accuracy (0.9088), precision
(0.9062), recall (0.8862), and F1 score (0.8961) as
well.

The multi-task model displayed above-mediocre
performance with an average accuracy of 0.74. It
effectively identified the originating channel’s at-
titude with a high accuracy of 0.95 and detected
the presence of discrimination with an accuracy of
0.94. However, when the model was tasked with
simultaneous detection of channel attitude and sen-
timent, the accuracy slightly reduced to 0.67, and
further to 0.51 for combining geopolitical stance
and sentiment. This indicates a more challenging
scenario when the model is required to discern mul-
tiple nuanced aspects concurrently. These results
show that while the model exhibits high accuracy
with certain individual tasks, particularly in detect-
ing the originating channel attitude and discrimi-
nation, there is a trade-off in performance when
multitasking on sentiment and geopolitical stance.
The obtained results highlight the complexity of
multi-faceted analysis and point to opportunities for
further improvement in multi-task modeling. It is
worth paying detailed attention to data labeling and
fine-tuning more complex language models. Also,
the application of a single-task classification might
improve the performance and design a specific tar-
geted classification tool.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Our research introduces the TRWU dataset, com-
prising texts from pro-Ukrainian and pro-Russian
Telegram channels, featuring both factual and opin-
ionated content. This dataset’s uniqueness lies
in its contemporaneous nature and thoroughly se-
lected sources, delivering a comparative analysis
of communication patterns. We used text min-
ing to identify key lexical features and word us-
age across different channels. Our classification
pipeline, which integrates spaCy, fastText, and XG-
Boost, was optimized to predict the stance of mes-
sages. We uncovered essential hyperparameters
for optimal performance. We used zero-shot clas-
sification along with human validation for data la-
beling. The fine-tuned multi-task language model
successfully classified the originating channel’s at-
titude and presence of discrimination. Our findings
indicate a need for enhanced sentiment detection
tools for Ukrainian and Russian languages.

Future Work. Our proposed future work includes:
1) advancing stance and sentiment classification
with rigorous labeling and model fine-tuning; 2) im-
plementing vector databases for efficient document
collocation; 3) context-based entity sentiment anal-
ysis, especially in conflict-related discourse; 4) pur-
suing excellence in model performance for both
multi-task and single-task objectives; 5) further de-
veloping models for low-resources languages like
Ukrainian (Laba et al., 2023).
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7.1. Ethical considerations
We are aware that the dataset we collected might
contain harmful content because of the nature of
the data. We have attempted to be unbiased in col-
lecting the data from the selected channels and
have not tried to censor any content. So, we
will take respective precautions to warn users of
this once the dataset is released. Therefore, eth-
ical considerations are crucial when working this
dataset for bias and manipulative patterns detec-
tion since content related to subjects like war can
be sensitive, distorted, or unfair (Deepak, 2021).
We strongly recommend evaluating the results with
fairness metrics and using machine learning mon-
itoring to improve observability and awareness of
how such systems perform (Ashktorab et al., 2023).
Utilizing tools for interpretability and explainability is
essential to tackle this challenge and ensure trans-
parency of the models.
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Abstract
To build large language models for Ukrainian we need to expand our corpora with large amounts of new algorithmic
tasks expressed in natural language. Examples of task performance expressed in English are abundant, so with a
high-quality translation system our community will be enabled to curate datasets faster. To aid this goal, we introduce
a recipe to build a translation system using supervised finetuning of a large pretrained language model with a
noisy parallel dataset of 3M pairs of Ukrainian and English sentences followed by a second phase of training using
17K examples selected by k-fold perplexity filtering on another dataset of higher quality. Our decoder-only model
named Dragoman beats performance of previous state of the art encoder-decoder models on the FLORES devtest set.

Keywords: machine translation, parameter-efficient fine tuning, large language models, unsupervised data
selection, perplexity filtering

1. Introduction

The availability of the data is the most important
ingredient when one needs to pretrain general-
purpose large language models for a specific natu-
ral language task or a set of tasks. While it is rela-
tively easy to obtain a good and balanced dataset
under specific domain for the English language,
it is much harder to do the same for other under-
resourced languages such as Ukrainian.

Since curating a corpus of tasks in Ukrainian is
a large endeavor, and given a large body of work
done for English, we consider existing instruction
tuning datasets as a source of tasks to reuse in
Ukrainian using automatic machine translation.

This work focuses on improving the current state
of machine translation from English to Ukrainian.

We contribute a recipe for finetuning a large pre-
trained language model with publicly available data
to build a translation system (section 3, section 4).
This matches state of the art performance of the
best encoder-decoder model on a common multi-
lingual benchmark using a consumer GPU with 24
GiB of VRAM. We release training, evaluation code,
datasets, and model at https://github.com/
lang-uk/dragoman. Our main results are sum-
marized in Table 1. We provide examples of the
top-5 best and worst translations on the FLORES
devtest set in the Appendix A.

We base pretrained model selection on evalua-
tion in few-shot learning setting (section 5). We find
that it’s a promising method to design tasks without
training, and the model can perform comparably
to specialized systems given increased inference
budget and auxiliary translation scoring functions,
yet still underperforms our finetuned recipe.

Model BLEU ↑
Finetuned
Dragoman P, 10 beams (section 3) 30.4
Dragoman PT, 10 beams (section 4) 32.3
Zero shot and few shot (section 5)
Llama 2 7B 2-shot, 10 beams 20.1
Mistral-7B-v0.1 2-shot, 10 beams 24.9
gpt-4 10-shot 29.5
gpt-4-turbo-preview 0-shot 30.4
Pretrained encoder-decoder
NLLB-3B, 10 beams 30.6
OPUS-MT, 10 beams 32.2

Table 1: Main results. Our Dragoman models im-
prove existing state of the art on translation from En-
glish to Ukrainian on FLORES-101 devtest (Goyal
et al., 2022), a multilingual benchmark of trans-
lated sentences from web articles. We compare to
state of the art encoder-decoder models, NLLB-3B
(Team et al., 2022) and OPUS-MT (Tiedemann and
Thottingal, 2020).

2. Supervised Finetuning

We cast machine translation as a likelihood maxi-
mization of a density p of Ukrainian sentences Y =
”перекладене речення” ∈ Y conditioned on their
English sources with quasi-instruction formatting:
X = ”[INST] translated sentence [/INST]” ∈ X .

The density is parametrized using a neural net-
work with frozen pretrained weights θ:

argmaxϕ pθ,ϕ(Y |X) (1)

We implement the conditional language model-
ing objective by masking out tokens of X when
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Dataset Pairs Filters Example Order Best BLEU ↑Lang BPC LaBSE Len diff
1m unfiltered 963k - - - - Random 28.26
1m filtered 958k En/Uk <3.33 >0.91 <50 Random 29.47
3m filtered 2.9m En/Uk <3.25 >0.85 <50 By LaBSE score, dissimilar first 30.37
8m filtered 8m En/Uk <5 >0.5 <50 By LaBSE score, dissimilar first 30.19

Table 2: Summary of experiments with Paracrawl subcorpora. Legend of filters: Lang denotes language
filters, BPC denotes maximum sum of bits per character measures, LaBSE denotes maximum sentence
embedding cosine similarity between source and target sentences, Len diff denotes maximum difference
in length between source and target in characters. Example ordering impacts data loading in the training
loop.

computing token-wise cross entropy of shifted tar-
gets. We only optimize extra low rank adapter (Hu
et al., 2022) parameters ϕ after nf4 quantization
(Dettmers et al., 2023). In practice we use large
rank values and adapter mixture weights. All train-
ing runs proceed for one epoch and we use dropout
(Srivastava et al., 2014) for regularization against
data noise.

We use Mistral-7B-v0.1 (Jiang et al., 2023) as a
base pretrained decoder-only transformer, as it per-
forms favorably in our few-shot experiments (sec-
tion 5).

3. First Phase: Heuristic Filtering of
Paracrawl

We use the publicly available Paracrawl dataset
(Bañón et al., 2020). This dataset contains
13,354,365 English-Ukrainian sentence pairs, col-
lected by automatically matching similar sentences
in large corpora of internet text.

We have identified issues with translation pairs,
including a significant number of repetitive or in-
correct examples. We encounter a large subset of
repetitive weather forecasts following the template
“The temperature in <x> is <y> degrees,” and sen-
tences from site navigation menus. Additionally,
many texts appear to be scraped from adult web-
sites, containing low-quality, machine-translated
samples. We have spotted numerous instances
of incomplete or significantly incorrect translation
pairs. Some target sentences were written in lan-
guages other than Ukrainian.

To control the quality of the sentences, we apply
multiple heuristics.

Language filtering gcld3 library1 provides lan-
guage detection capabilities. We remove all sen-
tences that failed to verify as Ukrainian or English.
Perplexity thresholding We score source and
target sentences using two decoder-only models
trained on different monolingual datasets (Radford
et al., 2019; Minixhofer et al., 2022) and sum their
bits per character measures.

1https://github.com/google/cld3

Translation mismatch filtering LaBSE (Feng
et al., 2022) embeds sentences into a space, where
similar sentences in different languages are close
together. We use it to filter out badly aligned sen-
tence pairs.

Length filtering The lengths of the original and
translated sentences reveal examples that are too
short or too long. Absolute differences of lengths
point to pairs with long target for the short source
and vice versa.

We arbitrarily choose joint values of filtering
thresholds to get the desired approximate example
counts: 1 million, 3 million and 8 million. We per-
form multiple experiments with these splits while
searching for optimal hyperparameters. We list
threshold values in Table 2 and best results for
each subset.

4. Second Phase: Unsupervised Data
Selection on Extended Multi30K

We use the best checkpoint from the previous fine-
tuning phase to train on a high-quality dataset: Ex-
tended Multi30K from Saichyshyna et al. (2023).
Switching datasets gives us a performance boost
of 1.97 BLEU. We additionally delete 11600 sen-
tences from the dataset using unsupervised per-
plexity filtering pipeline gaining 0.35 on the dev set
that translates to 0.3 BLEU on the devtest subset
of FLORES.

We use perplexity as a data selection criterion
to calculate thresholds to filter out highly surprising
sentences. We apply the k-fold cross-validation
technique to make the perplexity evaluation in-
domain. We split the training data into k = 5 folds
and train k models withholding one of the folds from
each run. Then we score every sentence using the
model that has not seen that sentence in training.
Next, we sweep for acceptable threshold values
by minimizing BLEU on the development set and
report results in Table 3. We plot the distribution
of scores in Figure 1. We also provide threshold
sweep results for training from base Mistral-7B-v0.1
checkpoint in Table 6. By comparing finetuned re-
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Figure 1: Distributions of sentence log probabilities
for each fold superimposed on top of each other.
Every bar color represents a unique fold; every ver-
tical line denotes a 60th percentile cutoff threshold.
The best percentile is chosen using grid search
shown in Table 3.

sults, we demonstrate that data from the second
phase alone is not enough to match the perfor-
mance of our best checkpoint.

Threshold Examples BLEU ↑
percentile dev devtest
20th 5800 31.57 32.06
40th 11600 31.65 32.16
50th 14500 31.76 32.36
60th 17400 31.80 32.34
70th 20300 31.51 32.17
80th 23200 31.44 32.46
95.4th (2σ) 28025 31.74 32.18
Full dataset 29000 31.45 32.04

Table 3: Extended Multi30K log probability thresh-
olds swept on FLORES dev set. We choose the
best checkpoint based on model performance on
FLORES dev subset using grid search for optimal
perplexity threshold value.

5. Few-Shot Translation

Conditioning the model on a sequence of demon-
strations of performing some task allows the model
to learn this task in-context, also known as “few-
shot learning” (e.g. Brown et al. (2020)), thanks to
the ability of the Transformers to modulate represen-
tations of its future tokens using past context, imple-
menting a specialized internal context-dependent
learning algorithm inside its weights (von Oswald
et al., 2023).

While few-shot learning allows to quickly try any
task with a low number of demonstrations, Liu et al.
(2022) have shown that parameter-efficient fine-

tuning allows smaller models achieve better per-
formance, effectively spending less floating point
operations per test example at inference time.

Setting up the model for finetuning requires a lot
of work, and in-context learning allows to quickly
probe capability of a large model using inference
software that performs efficient management of
key-value cache for speed (Kwon et al., 2023).

To test backbone models before finetuning, we
attempt decoding translations with a basic prompt
shown in Figure 2.

[INST] They are planning to host a party next week-
end. [/INST] Вони планують провести вечiрку
наступного вiкенду.
[INST] I enjoy swimming in the ocean and feel-
ing the salty breeze. [/INST] Менi подобається
плавати в океанi та вiдчувати солоний вiтер.
[INST]

Figure 2: Basic 2-shot prompt used for few-shot
translation. [INST] prefixes the beginning of the
source sentence and [/INST] denotes the begin-
ning of the target translation. These separators
are chosen arbitrarily (as in finetuning) and are not
special vocabulary items, even though they bear
visual resemblance to them.

We find that the model significantly underper-
forms compared to current state of the art trans-
lation models when using beam search (Tillmann
and Ney, 2003).

This decoding algorithm performs pruned
breadth-first expansion, scoring target sentence
prefixes using model’s own log probability, approxi-
mating maximum a-posteriori estimation of the best
translation.

Inspection of the n-best list of translation candi-
dates (beams) reveals that the models can produce
high-quality translations, however assign low prob-
abilities to them. We find the best possible trans-
lation by rescoring beams using the BLEU score
as a loss function (Kumar and Byrne, 2004) with
respect to the reference translation (the so-called
“oracle”).

We employ this oracle rescoring strategy to
gauge the potential capability of the model to pro-
duce good translations without finetuning, and find
that in a regime of increased computation (large
width of the beam) and assuming perfect selection
capability, a base model is competitive with special-
ized alternatives. We sweep over a grid of multiple
beam widths and report highest attainable BLEU
scores in Table 4.
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Beams Oracle BLEU ↑
Mistral-7B-v.01 Llama 2 7B

3 27.11 24.55
5 29.20 26.64
10 31.53 28.76
15 32.81 29.09
20 33.54 27.64
25 34.27 26.35
30 33.99 (decoder failure)
35 34.94
40 34.61

Table 4: We establish the upper bound of the la-
tent capability of pretrained base models to produce
high quality translations with by varying beam width
on the task of translating sentences from FLORES
dev given a 2-shot prompt. The ground truth oracle
determines the best beam. We use beam search
implementation by Kwon et al. (2023) with presence
penalty of 0.1. The results do not improve mono-
tonically with increasing beam size, and lengths of
hypotheses grow with maximum beam size, yield-
ing diminishing returns. This problem can be at-
tributed to label bias (Murray and Chiang, 2018),
and rectifying it will require extra regularization.

Consecutive sentences in FLORES are samples
from the same document. We hypothesize, dynam-
ically adjusting the prompt by inserting previous
translations will improve results. We observe that
the model indeed improves translation of certain
words such as proper nouns through access to cor-
rect definitions provided in the context (Figure 3),
however its overall performance degrades in other
examples.

We additionally attempt basic 0-shot with a
system prompt You translate English sen-
tences into native Ukrainian., and 10-
shot prompting using automatic prompt selection
based on similarity between source sentences ex-
periments with GPT-4 and GPT-4 Turbo and find
that commerical systems perform similarly to other
open source systems, as shown in Table 1.

6. Discussion and Limitations

Single-sentence translation Our system is
trained on demonstrations of standalone sentence
pairs.

Decoder-only models with long context win-
dows We choose to finetune existing decoder-
only models since the choice of models with al-
most the same architecture but different massive
pretraining data is abundant. The number of open-
source models released recently and their constant
improvement offers a good prospective for the ma-
chine translation tasks.

Source: RSPCA New South Wales chief inspector
David O’Shannessy told the ABC that surveillance
and inspections of abattoirs should be common-
place in Australia.
Hypothesis given random 2-shot context:
Головний iнспектор РСПКА Нового Пiвденного
Уельсу Девiд О’Шеннесi повiдомив ABC, що
спостереження та iнспекцiї аббатств повиннi
бути звичайним явищем в Австралiї.
Context example: [INST] Animal Liberation and
the Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals (RSPCA) are again calling for the
mandatory installation of CCTV cameras in all Aus-
tralian abattoirs. [/INST] Органiзацiя Звiльнення
тварин i Королiвське товариство iз запобiгання
жорстокому поводженню з тваринами (КТЗЖПТ)
знову закликають до обов’язкової установки камер
спостереження на всiх австралiйських бiйнях.
Hypothesis given relevant 2-shot context:
Головний iнспектор Королiвського товариства
iз запобiгання жорстокому поводженню з тваринами
(КТЗЖПТ) Нового Пiвденного Уельсу Девiд
О’Шеннесi заявив, що спостереження та iнспекцiї
бiйнi повиннi бути поширеними в Австралiї.

Figure 3: Few-shot translation with contextual
prompting allows the model to learn named enti-
ties on the fly. Without context, the model makes a
wrong guess trying to transliterate the abbreviation.

These models receive gradient from all outputs
during pretraining, and the self-attention mecha-
nism can see the input, the partial output, and ac-
cess past examples of translations in its context
window using induction heads (Olsson et al., 2022).

For efficiency, we only train on examples with sin-
gle short sentence pairs and do not pack context
windows full of tokens as done in pretraining. In
our early experiments, we find that our models still
generalize to inputs longer that what is seen in train-
ing. This generalization behavior is often attributed
to relative position embeddings (Dai et al., 2019;
Csordás et al., 2021). We leave evaluation of long
context attention stability under these conditions
for future work.

Training on the noisy dataset Data cleaning has
a positive effect on the resulting metrics. However,
our models trained on 8 million filtered, examples
perform worse than models trained on 3 million
examples (Table 2).

Tokenizer performance We used the LLaMA
and Mistral tokenizers during our experiments,
which use at least twice as many tokens to com-
press a sentence in Ukrainian of the same length
as an English sentence in character. In practice,
that means that generating a sentence in Ukrainian
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takes at least twice as many steps to generate. We
show a distribution of sentence token lengths in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Comparison of tokenizer compression
rates between English and Ukrainian using the
Mistral-7B tokenizer on the FLORES dev set.

Evaluation We choose BLEU-4 score (Papineni
et al., 2002) as our core evaluation metric and
model selection criterion. BLEU-4 measures 4-
gram precisions, where grams are defined as
words. We use the implementation and rely on
tokenization decisions of Post (2018). This metric
is sensitive to minor differences that do not affect
the meaning of the sentence, for example case in-
flections that tend to cascade to multiple adjacent
words. BLEU is known to poorly correlate with hu-
man judgement of translation quality, and Freitag
et al. (2022) recommend learned metrics.

Choosing an appropriate learned metric for judge-
ments of translation quality of Ukrainian requires
careful consideration, and incorporation of data
informed by the language community, such as a
curated corpus of grammar corrections that reflects
proper modern use of language (Syvokon et al.,
2023).

Regardless of limitations of BLEU, improvement
in BLEU still signals improvement in translation
quality in our regime.

WMT22 Our reviewers have pointed out that
WMT22 benchmark (Kocmi et al., 2022) includes a
test set for Ukrainian. Our model achieves 24.72
on the WMT22 test set without any postprocess-
ing, ranking behind the best result of Roussis and
Papavassiliou (2022) at 25.2 BLEU. We note that
the submission that scores relatively low on the
WMT22 test, scores comparably to our results on
FLORES. These data distribution properties require
closer exploration.

7. Related Work

Translation to Ukrainian Maksymenko et al.
(2023a,b) explore translation controllability by con-
ditioning the model on text embeddings that en-
code style by finetuning an encoder-decoder model.
They claim high quality translations on a private test
set.

Instruction-tuned language models Üstün et al.
(2024) explore large-scale translation efforts to
produce a multilingual instruction-tuned language
model Aya. This work translates large datasets like
the Flan Collection (Longpre et al., 2023) using the
NLLB-3B model (Team et al., 2022).

Translation systems Han et al. (2021) provide
an iterated backtranslation recipe to bootstrap neu-
ral machine translation systems using generative
models: zero-shot translation ability is used to pro-
duce candidates for few-shot demonstrations. Fil-
tered few-shot demonstrations are used to sample
new sentences for further finetuning for translation
in two directions.

Translation benchmarks Besides FLORES-101
(Goyal et al. (2022), or FLORES-200 (Team et al.,
2022), both include the same data for Ukrainian)
dataset used in this work, Tiedemann (2020) pro-
vides an additional dataset for multilingual evalua-
tion.

Data selection techniques Yang and Li (2023)
propose a perplexity filtering pipeline, in which the
data is split into k folds to classify low quality aug-
mentation generations produced by surrogate lan-
guage models. Sachdeva et al. (2024) provide
recipes on curating data for language models by
directly asking language models to score examples.

8. Conclusion

In this work, we build a translation system using a
two-phase data cleaning pipeline. We demonstrate
matching performance to state-of-the-art encoder-
decoder models for English-Ukrainian translation
task. Notably, our system exhibits superior per-
formance compared to the NLLB model, which
was instrumental in generating the Aya dataset
and contributed significantly to the advancement of
multilingual language models. Improved machine
translation could bring new capabilities to the next
generation of large language models trained for
the Ukrainian language. The recent improvements
made for decoder-only backbones and the general
dynamics of this process encourages us: we firmly
believe that recipes we propose in this paper can
be used to improve the quality of the translation by
simply upgrading the backbone model.
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Appendix

A. Translation Examples

Sample of top 5 worst examples by BLEU from
FLORES devtest set Source: While most of
their food would be familiar to us, Romans did
have their share of strange or unusual feast
items, including wild boar, peacock, snails,
and a type of rodent called a dormouse
Hypothesis: Хоча бiльшiсть їхнiх продуктiв
харчування було б знайомим для нас, римляни
мали свою частку дивних або незвичайних
страв, включаючи кабана, павича, равликiв та
гризунiв, званих куницями.
Reference: Переважно римляни харчувались
тим, що знайоме i нам, але були у них i свої
дивнi та незвичнi бенкетнi частування, серед
яких дикий кабан, павич, слимаки i гризун пiд
назвою вовчок.
BLEU: 1.72
Source: "I was moved every time we did a
rehearsal on this, from the bottom of my
heart."
Hypothesis: "Я був зворушений кожного разу,
коли ми робили репетицiю з цього приводу, вiд
щирого серця".
Reference: Мене це торкало кожен раз пiд час
репетицiї до глибини душi.
BLEU: 1.91
Source: Feral children may have experienced
severe child abuse or trauma before being
abandoned or running away.
Hypothesis: Дитина-дикун, можливо, пережила
жорстоке насильство над дiтьми або травму,
перш нiж бути кинутою або втекти.
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Reference: Може таке бути, що дикарськi дiти
були об’єктами жорстокого поводження або
отримали серйознi травми перед тим, як їх
полишили або вони втекли.
BLEU: 2.31
Source: Workers must often get their supe-
riors’ approval for any decisions they make,
and are expected to obey their superiors’
instructions without question.
Hypothesis: Працiвники часто повиннi
отримувати схвалення своїх начальникiв на
будь-якi рiшення, якi вони приймають, i
повиннi беззаперечно виконувати вказiвки своїх
начальникiв.
Reference: Працiвникам часто потрiбно
отримати схвалення керiвника щодо будь-яких
рiшень, а також вiд них очiкують беззаперечного
дотримання настанов керiвникiв.
BLEU: 2.32
Source: Typically there will be a tuition fee
to enroll in these educational programs.
Hypothesis: Як правило, буде плата за
навчання, щоб зареєструватися в цих освiтнiх
програмах.
Reference: Зазвичай такi освiтнi програми
платнi.
BLEU: 2.62

Sample of top 5 best examples by BLEU
from FLORES devtest set Source: The East
African Islands are in the Indian Ocean off
the eastern coast of Africa.
Hypothesis: Схiдноафриканськi острови
знаходяться в Iндiйському океанi бiля схiдного
узбережжя Африки.
Reference: Схiдноафриканськi острови
знаходяться в Iндiйському океанi бiля схiдного
узбережжя Африки.
BLEU: 100.00
Source: Earlier the Chinese news agency
Xinhua reported a plane to be hijacked.
Hypothesis: Ранiше китайське iнформацiйне
агентство Сiньхуа повiдомило про викрадення
лiтака.
Reference: Ранiше китайське iнформацiйне
агентство Сiньхуа повiдомило про викрадення
лiтака.
BLEU: 100.00
Source: For instance, they didn’t have corn,
nor tomatoes, nor potatoes, nor cocoa, and
no ancient Roman ever tasted a turkey.
Hypothesis: Наприклад, у них не було нi
кукурудзи, нi помiдорiв, нi картоплi, нi какао,
i жоден стародавнiй римлянин нiколи не
скуштував iндичку.
Reference: Наприклад, у них не було нi

кукурудзи, нi помiдорiв, нi картоплi, нi какао,
i жоден стародавнiй римлянин нiколи не
куштував iндичку.
BLEU: 90.95
Source: The luminosity and rotation are used
together to determine a star’s Rossby number,
which is related to plasma flow.
Hypothesis: Свiтнiсть i обертання
використовуються разом для визначення
числа Россбi зiрки, яке пов’язане з потоком
плазми.
Reference: Свiтнiсть i обертання
використовуються разом для визначення
числа Россбi зiрки, яке пов’язане з плазмовим
потоком.
BLEU: 83.26
Source: But being placed in the "high tropics"
just a few degrees north of equator you
will need to deal with both heat (always)
and strong sun (when the sky is clear, more
rarely).
Hypothesis: Але перебуваючи в "високих
тропiках" всього в декiлькох градусах на пiвнiч
вiд екватора, вам доведеться мати справу як з
спекою (завжди), так i з сильним сонцем (коли
небо чисте, рiдше).
Reference: Але, перебуваючи в "високих
тропiках" всього в декiлькох градусах на пiвнiч
вiд екватора, вам доведеться мати справу як зi
спекою (завжди), так i з палючим сонцем (коли
небо чисте, рiдше).
BLEU: 82.47
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Model BLEU ↑ spBLEU chrF chrF++
Finetuned
Dragoman P, 10 beams (section 3) 30.38 37.93 59.49 56.41
Dragoman PT, 10 beams (section 4) 32.34 39.93 60.72 57.82
Zero shot and few shot (section 5)
LLaMa-2-7B 2-shot 20.1 26.78 49.22 46.29
RWKV-5-World-7B 0-shot 21.06 26.20 49.46 46.46
gpt-4 10-shot 29.48 37.94 58.37 55.38
gpt-4-turbo-preview 0-shot 30.36 36.75 59.18 56.19
Google Translate 0-shot 25.85 32.49 55.88 52.48
Pretrained
NLLB 3B, 10 beams 30.46 37.22 58.11 55.32
OPUS-MT, 10 beams 32.2 39.76 60.23 57.38

Table 5: We evaluate generated translations with the sacrebleu library to calculate BLEU, spBLEU, chrF,
and chrF++ metrics on the FLORES DEVTEST set. Metric spBLEU was calculated with default BLEU
values and tokenizer flores101. Tokenization and detokenization are done using the models’ default
tokenizers. Evaluation is performed on detokenized sentences with corresponding reference sentences.

Threshold Examples BLEU ↑
percentile dev devtest
20th 5800 25.14 25.49
40th 11600 25.39 25.45
50th 14500 25.79 25.93
60th 17400 26.07 26.01
70th 20300 26.00 25.72
80th 23200 25.90 26.08
95.4th (2σ) 28025 25.91 25.81
Full dataset 29000 25.74 25.67

Table 6: Evaluation scores for model, finetuned from Mistral-7B-v0.1 directly on Extended Multi30K
dataset. We performed log probability thresholds sweep on FLORES dev set. We demonstrate that data
from the second phase alone is not enough to match the performance of our best checkpoint. Perplexity
filtering improves downstream performance over training on full Extended Multi30K dataset.
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Abstract
WordNet is a crucial resource in linguistics and natural language processing, providing a detailed and expansive
set of lexico-semantic relationships among words in a language. The trend toward automated construction and
expansion of WordNets has become increasingly popular due to the high costs of manual development. This study
aims to automate the development of the Ukrainian WordNet, explicitly concentrating on hypo-hypernym relations that
are crucial building blocks of the hierarchical structure of WordNet. Utilizing the linking between Princeton WordNet,
Wikidata, and multilingual resources from Wikipedia, the proposed approach successfully mapped 17% of Princeton
WordNet (PWN) content to Ukrainian Wikipedia. Furthermore, the study introduces three innovative strategies for
generating new entries to fill in the gaps of the Ukrainian WordNet: machine translation, the Hypernym Discovery
model, and the Hypernym Instruction-Following LLaMA model. The latter model shows a high level of effectiveness,
evidenced by a 41.61% performance on the Mean Overlap Coefficient (MOC) metric. With the proposed approach
that combines automated techniques with expert human input, we provide a reliable basis for creating the Ukrainian
WordNet.

Keywords: WordNet, Ukrainian, Large Language Models, Hypernym Discovery, Lexicography

1. Introduction

WordNet is an invaluable resource that offers a
well-structured and comprehensive list of lexical
and semantic relationships between words in a lan-
guage. This highly versatile resource is widely used
by experts in linguistics, psychology, and natural
language processing (NLP). Unlike a conventional
thesaurus, WordNet arranges concepts based on
their semantic and lexical relations to other con-
cepts. Its broad applications include word sense
disambiguation, machine translation, information
retrieval, automatic text classification and summa-
rization (Morato et al., 2004).

In recent years, scholars studying languages
other than English have tried to tackle the issue
of the absence of digital lexical databases similar
to the Princeton WordNet (Miller, 1994). Due to
the high expenses associated with creating tax-
onomies manually, there has been a growing inter-
est in automatic methods for building and enhanc-
ing WordNets. Various researches have demon-
strated the effectiveness of this approach in pro-
ducing and expanding WordNets for multiple lan-
guages, such as Chinese (Wang and Bond, 2013),
Arabic (Elkateb et al., 2006), and Urdu (Adeeba
and Hussain, 2011).

The main objective of this paper is to intro-
duce a new approach that utilizes multilingual re-
sources from Wikidata1 and Wikipedia2 to build the

1https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/
Wikidata:Main_Page

2https://www.wikipedia.org

Ukrainian WordNet. The primary focus of this work
is on hypo-hypernym relations, a fundamental type
of semantic relation for nouns that reflects the hi-
erarchical structure of WordNet. It links general
terms to more specific ones. For example, rose is
a hyponym of flower, which is a hypernym of rose.

By concentrating on hypo-hypernymy, we aim to
create a strong foundation for the Ukrainian Word-
Net that can be further expanded with other seman-
tic relations in the future.

This work presents contributions that include:

• Automated methods for constructing and ex-
tending the Ukrainian WordNet, specifically
linking techniques between Princeton Word-
Net, Wikidata and multilingual resources from
Wikipedia, which have enabled the mapping
of 17% of PWN to Ukrainian Wiki.

• Three strategies for generating candidate
words to fill gaps in the constructed Word-
Net basis: machine translation, the Hypernym
Discovery model, and Hypernym Instruction-
Following LLaMA. The latter achieved high-
performance results on the MOC metric
(41.61%).

• Established a scalable foundation for creating
a comprehensive and reliable WordNet for the
Ukrainian language and published the artifacts
of this work, including code and data, in the
GitHub repo3.

3https://github.com/lang-uk/wikidrill
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 contains an overview of related work.
Section 3 describes in detail the pipeline of our ap-
proach: compiling the basis for Ukrainian WordNet
utilizing existing resources and methods for filling
the gaps. We describe the statistics of the datasets
obtained using the methodology described in the
previous section and introduce the main experi-
ments performed for the Hypernym Discovery task
and instruction-tuned LLaMA in Section 4. We dis-
cuss the limitations of our approach, draw conclu-
sions, and present future work in Section 5.

2. Related Work

The Princeton WordNet of the English language
is widely regarded as the most comprehensive
and established WordNet (Miller, 1994). With over
117,000 synonym sets and diverse relations, the
PWN4 has formed the benchmark for WordNets in
other languages.

In the literature, two common approaches are
used for building a WordNet for other languages:
merge and expand (Vossen, 1997).

The merge approach involves developing a
language-specific semantic network and integrat-
ing its synsets with those of the Princeton WordNet
in the final stage of the project.

The expand approach involves mapping or trans-
lating local words to the synsets of an existing Word-
Net. While the expand approach is more efficient
and requires less linguistic knowledge, it may result
in less accurate representations of the semantic
and lexical structure of the language.

Nevertheless, many WordNet developers opt for
this approach due to the universal structure of lexi-
cal semantics that exists across languages (Youn
et al., 2016).

The first published works on the construction
of the Ukrainian WordNet were carried out in the
2010s.

Kulchytsky et al. (2010) conducted a study that
focused on analyzing the relationships between
nouns in the Princeton WordNet, selecting core
nouns for the Ukrainian language, and organizing
them into a hierarchical structure. The resulting
WordNet-like dictionary includes 194 synsets, of
which 183 are interconnected by hypo-hypernymy,
14 by antonymy, and 150 by meronymy/homonymy.
The research in question was conducted manually
using frequency dictionaries. Unfortunately, the
project was not continued, and the results were not
made publicly available.

Anisimov et al. (2013) described the devel-
opment of a lexical semantic database for the
Ukrainian language called UkrWordNet. The ar-
ticle focuses on the research and development of

4https://wordnet.princeton.edu

automated techniques for replenishing and extend-
ing UkrWordNet. The method developed for cre-
ating new nodes involved generating them from
Ukrainian Wikipedia articles and binding them to
the synsets of UkrWordNet. The paper also pro-
posed a new measure of semantic similarity using
latent semantic analysis (Deerwester et al., 1990)
to improve the quality of the bindings. After man-
ual post-processing, UkrWordNet contained over
82,000 synsets and approximately 145,000 nouns
in the lexicon. Unfortunately, the work has never
been publicly released.

In their article, Siegel et al. (2023) introduced
Ukrajinet 1.05, a lexical database centered around
physics terminology. The database contains 3,360
synonym sets of 8,700 words and shares a method-
ology similar to that used in creating OdeNet6 for
the German language (Siegel and Bond, 2021).
However, Ukrajinet 1.0 does not include hypo-
hypernym relations, essential for establishing a hi-
erarchical structure of nouns within the WordNet
framework.

Other developments in the field of the Ukrainian
WordNet include materials7 from theses of students
of Lviv Polytechnic National University, but they are
of a limited size.

Hence, developing an open-source WordNet for
the Ukrainian language, with a representative num-
ber of relations, remains an ongoing area for re-
search.

3. Proposed Approach

Our methodology for creating the basis of the
Ukrainian WordNet builds on the expand approach.
Figure 1 summarizes the proposed methodol-
ogy. We propose utilizing the Princeton Word-
Net as a pivot structure, and linking it to Wikidata
and Ukrainian Wikipedia. By mapping Ukrainian
Wikipedia titles to synsets in the PWN and iden-
tifying hyponyms for each synset, a tree diagram
is constructed using these resources. The result-
ing tree contains nodes that could not be linked
to Ukrainian Wikipedia and thus lack a Ukrainian
equivalent. We call them gap nodes and further pro-
pose the Gap Ranking algorithm to identify the best
gap nodes for filling. To generate candidate words
to fill these gaps, several strategies are proposed.
The first strategy utilizes English lemmas trans-
lated into Ukrainian with Google Translate, Bing,
and DeepL. The second strategy adapts the Hy-
pernym Discovery task for Ukrainian and gener-

5https://github.com/
hdaSprachtechnologie/ukrajinet

6https://github.com/
hdaSprachtechnologie/odenet

7https://github.com/lang-uk/wordnet/
tree/main/resources
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed methodology for developing the Ukrainian WordNet foundation through
integration with Princeton WordNet, Wikidata, and Wikipedia.

ates candidates given the gap hyponym. The third
strategy generates hypernym candidates with the
Instruction-Following LLaMA model. The hypernym
candidates generated via the three strategies are
then aggregated in a MongoDB and surfaced in an
annotation tool built with Payload CMS to stream-
line further human annotation. Overall, the pro-
posed approach combines automated techniques
with expert human input to create a comprehensive
and reliable resource for the Ukrainian language.

3.1. PWN and Wikidata

Our methodology leverages the linking between
Princeton WordNet and Wikidata, as proposed by
McCrae and Cillessen (2021). First, we utilize the
synset’s ID to identify the PWN synset linked with
Wikidata. This link allows us to search for the cor-
responding Ukrainian Wikipedia article using the
Wikidata Q identifier. At this point, we encounter
two possible scenarios. If the search yields a re-
sult, we acquire a word that can populate a node
in our lexical tree. However, if the search does not
provide any results, we temporarily store the En-
glish lemma from PWN at this node, intending to
address this issue later. The techniques for filling
these gaps are elaborated upon in subsequent sec-
tions. Once we have identified a linked synset, we
proceed to discover hyponyms associated with the
given synset ID.

3.2. Gap Ranking

The Gap Ranking algorithm aims to identify the
most suitable gap nodes for filling, specifically those
with the highest number of non-gap children in the
given tree. We consider these most suitable be-
cause filling them creates the highest number of
links. The algorithm utilizes a depth-first search
(DFS) tree traversal method to determine the ideal
path. Beginning from the root node, it recursively
navigates the tree, viewing each node as a poten-
tial gap node. For each gap node, the algorithm
computes the number of valid pairs of nodes in its
subtree by considering its non-gap children. The
algorithm then ranks the gap nodes based on the
number of identified valid pairs.

This metric is instrumental in identifying the gap
nodes with the greatest potential for enhancing the
quality of the Ukrainian WordNet. With this algo-
rithm, we found that completing 793 gaps would
result in 5403 new hyper-hyponym pairs in the
Ukrainian WordNet.

3.3. Candidate Generation

We used two methods to generate candidates to
fill gaps in our lexical resource. The first method
involved automatic translation from English to
Ukrainian. The second method used the hyponym
of the gap to generate hypernyms with the help
of the Hypernym Discovery model and Instruction-
Following LLaMA.
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Gap DeepL Direct DeepL Contextualized Translated PWN3.1
performance продуктивнiсть вистава вистава, спектакль

produktyvnist vystava vystava, spektakl
head cabbage качанна капуста качанна капуста головна капуста

kachanna kapusta kachanna kapusta holovna kapusta
agency агентство агентство офiс, орган

ahentstvo ahentstvo ofis, orhan

Table 1: Comparison examples of gap translations obtained using machine translation methods. All terms
are nouns. The gap is identified as the most optimal for filling using the algorithm described in Section 3.2

3.3.1. Machine Translations

To run automatic translation, we utilized three dis-
tinct methods. Initially, we accessed the existing
Ukrainian translation8 of Princeton WordNet 3.1,
which was developed with Google Translate and
Bing. Subsequently, we relied on the neural ma-
chine translation capabilities of DeepL (Ronzon,
2018). This process entailed directly translating in-
dividual lemmas and creating contextual sentences
in the format of "<Synset lemmas> is a <PWN
gloss>.", from which we extracted the first lemma
and recorded it as a candidate for the gap.

Ultimately, this approach enabled us to promptly
produce a list of potential translations for the gap
nodes, although due to the lack of specialized train-
ing or fine-tuning of the machine translation mod-
els for the Ukrainian language their accuracy re-
mains arguable. For example, machine transla-
tion can generate Russianism9, such as "kachanna
kapusta" seen in row 2 of Table 1, or false con-
cepts like "holovna kapusta," which do not exist
in Ukrainian. Furthermore, the issue of ambigu-
ity, demonstrated in rows 1 and 3, presented chal-
lenges by offering multiple possible senses. Al-
though employing specialized Word Sense Disam-
biguation systems, as suggested by Laba et al.
(2023), could mitigate this issue, exploring such
solutions falls beyond the scope of this paper.

3.3.2. Hypernym Discovery and LLaMA

To perform Hypernym Discovery in the Ukrainian
language, we adopted the setting provided for
this task by Camacho-Collados et al. (2018). We
utilized the supervised part of the model pro-
posed by Bernier-Colborne and Barrière (2018),
the SemEval-2018 Task 9 winners. Their approach
uses pre-trained word embeddings and projection
learning to discover the hypernyms of a given query
(hyponym).

Pretrained large language models (LLMs) have
showcased remarkable results in various natural

8https://github.com/lang-uk/wordnet/
tree/main/pwn_translated_basic

9https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Russianism

language processing (NLP) tasks, leading us to
explore their potential for Hypernym Discovery. A
previous study conducted by Hanna and Mareček
(2021) utilized a prompting methodology to inves-
tigate BERT’s (Devlin et al., 2019) understanding
of hypernymy. Our research focused on the poten-
tial of another advanced LLM, multilingual LLaMA
(Touvron et al., 2023), which has exhibited excep-
tional performance on various NLP benchmarks.
Instead of prompting, we opted to fine-tune LLaMA
by providing hypernym instructions to determine if
it can suggest hypernyms.

3.4. Evaluation Metrics
Camacho-Collados et al. (2018) proposed evalu-
ating the Hypernym Discovery systems as a soft
ranking problem. This involved utilizing the top N10

hypernyms generated by the model and evaluat-
ing performance using Information Retrieval (IR)
metrics:

1. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) measures how
well a system is able to rank the relevant hy-
pernyms by rewarding the position of the first
correct result in the ranked list of outcomes.

2. Mean Average Precision (MAP) measures
the average correctness of retrieved hyper-
nyms for each query word and averages these
across all dataset queries.

3. Precision at k (P@k) measures the number
of correctly retrieved hypernyms at different
cut-off thresholds.

To better understand the model’s ability to predict
relevant hypernyms regardless of their order, we
propose the Mean Overlap Coefficient (MOC) as
an additional evaluation criterion:

MOC =
1

|Q|

|Q|∑

i=1

|GTi ∩ Pi|
|GTi|

, (1)

where Q represents the number of queries, GT
represents the set of ground truth hypernyms, and

10Set the value to 6 for our experiments.
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P represents the predictions for a given input term.
The numerator calculates the number of common
hypernyms between the ground truth and predicted
sets, while the denominator ensures that the metric
is normalized by the size of the ground truth set.

For our specific task of generating candidates for
professional annotators, we found the MOC score
to be the most helpful metric as it indicates the
proportion of relevant values predicted regardless
of their order.

We used the same metrics to measure the per-
formance of the Instruction-Following LLaMA.

4. Experimental Results

4.1. WordNet Basis
To link the data from PWN, Wikidata, and Ukrainian
Wikipedia, we implemented a Python scraper us-
ing the web-crawling framework Scrapy (Hoffman
et al., 2008), wtf_wikipedia library (Kelly, 2017)
for Wikipedia parsing, wn package (Goodman
and Bond, 2021), which provides an interface
to WordNet data, and an RDF (Resource De-
scription Framework) query language SPARQL
(Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008).

We managed to link 17% of the Princeton Word-
Net, resulting in 21,015 synsets forming the founda-
tion of the Ukrainian WordNet. Out of the 127,020
PWN3.1 synsets, we could link 23% to Wikidata;
subsequently, 17% of those synsets were con-
nected to the Ukrainian Wikipedia. These results
reflect the linking percentage as of April 2023. Due
to the dynamic nature of Wikidata, with its contin-
uous updates and expansions, subsequent itera-
tions of this experiment could yield an even higher
proportion of linked synsets. Table 2 provides an
overview of the general statistics.

# synsets % synsets
PWN3.1 127,020 100%
-> Wikidata 29,730 23%
-> Ukrainian Wiki 21,015 17%

Table 2: General statistics related to the develop-
ment of the Ukrainian WordNet basis, including the
total number of synsets in the PWN3.1, the number
and percentage of synsets linked to Wikidata and
the Ukrainian Wikipedia.

In addition, we developed a dataset of Ukrainian
Hypernymy Pairs consisting of noun pairs that
express hypernymy relationships between words.
Please, refer to Table 3 for the detailed dataset
statistics. We maintained the partition of hyper-
nyms and hyponyms with their instances that is
offered by PWN in our dataset. In this split, the in-
stance hypernym denotes a reflexive type, while an
instance hyponym represents a specific instance

of something. For example, the instance hypernym
of Dnipro River is river. We identified a few data
samples where the word on the left is the same
as the word on the right (e.g., <river, river> pair),
resulting from multiple WordNet IDs linking to the
same Wikidata page. To improve the quality of the
dataset, we removed such entries. The dataset11 is
available for public use through the Hugging Face
platform and can be particularly useful for the Hy-
pernym Detection task, which involves presenting
a model with pairs of words and asking it to deter-
mine whether a specific relationship exists between
them.

Relation Type % pairs
Hypernym-Hyponym 6,906
Co-Hyponyms 42,860
Hypernym-Instance 2,971
Co-Instances 22,927

Table 3: Ukrainian Hypernymy Pairs dataset statis-
tics. This table presents the number of word pairs
obtained for each type of relationship.

4.2. Hypernym Discovery
To advance research in the field of hypernym dis-
covery, SemEval-2018 Task 912 was organized
(Camacho-Collados et al., 2018). The participants
were asked to build a system that discover suit-
able hypernyms from a target corpus given an in-
put term. The organizers (of the task) provided a
reliable framework for evaluating proposed mod-
els with the IR metrics described in Section 3.4.
To perform Hypernym Discovery in the Ukrainian
language, we adopted the setting provided for this
task.

4.2.1. Dataset Creation

Following the approach of Camacho-Collados et al.
(2018) in SemEval, our data gathering process in-
volved a series of sequential steps, beginning with
the compilation of a vocabulary. Our objective was
to establish an all-encompassing list of prospective
hypernyms by identifying words that appeared at
least five times within the chosen corpus. To do so,
we utilized UberText 2.013 (Chaplynskyi, 2023), a
corpus that boasts 31GB of data and around 2.5 bil-
lion tokens, which accurately represents the variety
and abundance of the Ukrainian language.

The original Hypernym Discovery dataset con-
sisted of two main components: input hyponym

11https://huggingface.co/datasets/
lang-uk/hypernymy_pairs

12https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/17119

13https://lang.org.ua/en/ubertext/
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along with its type and gold hypernyms. The type
is either a concept (hyponym) or a named entity
(instance). Utilizing the created Ukrainian Word-
Net basis, we automated the extraction of these
terms, including direct and indirect hypernyms up
to five nodes deep to mirror the original setup. The
refinement process involved:

• Excluding overly broad terms from the upper
levels of the WordNet hierarchy;

• Normalizing entries by removing bracketed in-
formation that comes from the Wikipedia titles;

• Discarding non-unigram terms;

• Eliminating entries composed of Latin char-
acters, which usually denote animal species,
plants, etc.;

• Excluding terms without a direct hypernym re-
lation.

We maintained a frequency threshold, requiring
terms to appear at least five times in the UberText
corpus. The classification of input terms, as in-
stances or hyponyms was determined automatically
via synset relation parameters.

The resulting dataset14, consisting of 4,890 sam-
ples, offers a balanced split for training and test
sets alongside a smaller trial set for developmental
evaluation.

4.2.2. Model Setup

This work employs the supervised part of the Hy-
brid Approach to Hypernym Discovery, developed
by Bernier-Colborne and Barrière (2018) and ac-
cessible on GitHub15.

To establish a baseline, we utilized 200-
dimensional word2vec embeddings with a skip-
gram model, trained according to the specifica-
tions outlined in the abovementioned research
(HD_Baseline). As the next step, we chose to ex-
plore the fasttext embeddings, which are advan-
tageous for Ukrainians because of their ability to
capture subword information (HD_Fasttext). Hyper-
parameters were based on previous studies (Ro-
manyshyn et al., 2023), and the vector size was
increased to 300 dimensions.

4.2.3. Results

Table 4 summarizes the model’s performance
by each metric. Overall, we can see that the
HD_Baseline model performed the best overall, but
HD_Fasttext achieved the highest score in terms
of the MOC metric.

14https://github.com/lang-uk/wikidrill/
tree/main/hypernymy_discovery/hd_dataset

15https://github.com/gbcolborne/
hypernym_discovery

4.3. Hypernym Instruction-Following
LLaMA

We utilized a parameter-efficient tuning technique
called low-rank adaptation (LoRA) to fine-tune
LLaMA-7B on hypernymy instructions (Hu et al.,
2021). This approach involves freezing the pre-
trained model’s weights and adding trainable rank
decomposition matrices into each layer of the trans-
former architecture, reducing the number of train-
able parameters for downstream tasks (Maurya,
2023).

4.3.1. Intructions Dataset

We developed instruction datasets of three different
types and ran experiments on them. The data for
Hypernym Discovery was used as a basis. The
main difference is that we merged training and trial
(dev) sets into one.

Lean Approach. Our initial method involved gen-
erating simple prompts that instructed the model
to provide a specific number of hypernyms for a
given term. For example, we would ask the model
to "Generate six hypernyms for ’lavender’." While
we could generate 2,490 instructions, the model’s
performance was poor.

Full Setup. We improved the instruction set by
creating 19 distinct patterns for each query, us-
ing ChatGPT for initial generation, and manually
validating the results. This approach greatly en-
hanced model performance, resulting in 47,310
input prompts. We utilized various query formats,
including "What are broader terms for ’lavender’?"
to broaden the model’s comprehension across sim-
ilar phrasings.

Multiple Relations. Building on our enhanced ap-
proach, we introduced instructions for hypernyms,
hyponyms, and co-hyponyms, maintaining 19 hy-
pernym patterns while adding 13 for co-hyponyms
and 14 for hyponyms. This resulted in 78,149 sam-
ples, but we noticed a dip in performance, suggest-
ing potential overgeneralization. Further research
is needed to balance instruction diversity and speci-
ficity effectively.

4.3.2. Results

Our testing across the Lean, Full, and Multiple mod-
els utilized identical input queries and gold hyper-
nyms from the Hypernym Discovery dataset, with
tailored strategies to mitigate specific challenges
encountered in each setup.

For the Lean model, given its simplicity, we ap-
plied a heuristic of repeating each instruction three
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MOC MRR MAP P@1 P@3 P@6
HD_Baseline 26.55 29.23 20.84 25.25 20.22 19.3
HD_Fasttext 27.63 28.7 19.87 22.42 19.53 18.76

Table 4: Our Hypernym Discovery systems performance on the test set. HD_Baseline refers to the model
with word2vec embeddings, HD_Fasttext to the one using fasttext. The best score for each model is
marked in bold.

MOC MRR MAP P@1 P@3 P@6
LLaMA_Hypernymy_Lean 6.38 4.54 2.92 3.08 2.88 2.8
LLaMA_Hypernymy_Full 41.61 42.6 36.74 39.0 36.27 35.93
LLaMA_Hypernymy_Multiple 37.07 35.48 31.19 30.42 31.72 30.8

Table 5: The LLaMA fine-tuning results with hypernymy instructions using different setups.
The LLaMA_Hypernymy_Lean setup only uses the most basic hypernymy instructions, while
LLaMA_Hypernymy_Full includes 19 instruction patterns for a single input query. In the Multiple setup,
three relation types were used in addition to diverse patterns.

times and aggregating unique hypernym candi-
dates to counteract issues of non-responses or
repetitive outputs. This approach aimed to enhance
result reliability.

In contrast, while not facing duplication issues,
the Full and Multiple setups sometimes produced
no candidates. To address this, we diversified
the testing instruction set, employing four varied
prompts to elicit hypernyms, thus balancing output
richness and relevance. This method prioritized
candidate frequency and maintained the model’s
original proposal order for equally frequent terms,
aligning closely with the evaluative framework of
the Hypernym Discovery task. The prompts were
as follows:

1. Надай менi декiлька гiперонiмiв до слова
"input_term". (Give me some hypernyms to
the word "input_term".)

2. Надай менi шiсть гiперонiмiв до слова "in-
put_term". (Give me six hypernyms to the
word "input_term".)

3. Якi слова є гiперонiмами поняття "in-
put_term"? (Which words are hypernyms of
the term "input_term"?)

4. Якi загальнi поняття описують слово "in-
put_term"? (What general concepts describe
the word "input_term"?)

Table 5 showcases the superior performance
of the LLaMA_Hypernymy_Full model across all
metrics, reflecting the effectiveness of our compre-
hensive and nuanced instruction and evaluation
methodology.

4.4. Error Analysis
In addition to analyzing quantitative results, we
also performed a qualitative evaluation of the out-

puts produced by our top-performing models based
on MOC scores from our experiments. Figure 2
presents a metrics comparison of HD_Fasttext and
LLaMA_Hypernymy_Full.

Figure 2: Metrics comparison of the two top-
performing models based on MOC score for all
entity types.

We randomly sampled several examples from
our testing dataset to further investigate the models’
predictions.

As we can see from Table 6, the model tends
to overfit to frequently occurring hypernyms such
as метрополiс (metropolis), мунiципалiтет (munic-
ipality), дистрикт (district), and органiзм (organ-
ism), resulting in incorrect predictions. However,
when these candidates are true hypernyms, the
model generally ranks them as the top predictions.
Moreover, the MOC metric proves helpful in cases
where the ground truth contains only one hypernym,
such as the рiчка (river) hypernym for the Ориноко
(Orinoco) query and the model ranks it as the last
candidate. Notably, the model can also suggest
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Query OC HD_Fasttext Predictions
High OC examples

молюски 67 органiзм, їжа, безхребетнi, дистрикт, артефакт, рослини
shellfish organism, food, invertebrates, district, artifact, plants
Ориноко 100 органiзм, дистрикт, мунiципалiтет, метрополiс, артефакт, рiчка
Orinoco organism, district, municipality, metropolis, artifact, river

Low OC examples
Гiпатiя 17 дистрикт, органiзм, мунiципалiтет, артефакт, їжа, метрополiс
Hypatia district, organism, municipality, artifact, food, metropolis
Сапфо 0 метрополiс, артефакт, органiзм, дистрикт, мунiципалiтет, їжа
Sappho metropolis, artifact, organism, district, municipality, food
Query OC LLaMA_Hypernymy_Full Predictions

High OC examples
холангiт 100 симптом, запалення, хвороба
cholangitis symptom, inflammation, disease
Неккар 100 рiчка
Neckar river

Low OC examples
метамфетамiн 0 опiати, наркотик, анальгетики
methamphetamine opiates, narcotic, analgesics
Сент-Джонс 0 озеро, рiчка
St. John’s lake, river

Table 6: Examples of predictions made by the HD_Fasttext and LLaMA_Hypernymy_Full models, showing
input queries, overlap coefficients (OC), and top predicted hypernyms. High OC values indicate accurate
predictions, while low values reflect mismatches. Correct predictions are underlined.

relevant candidates absent in the ground truth, as
observed in the Low OC Entity examples, where it
proposed органiзм (organism) as a hypernym for
Сапфо (Sappho), which is not the direct hypernym
but still relevant as it is the same case as for query
hyponym Гiпатiя (Hypatia), where the органiзм
(organism) was present in gold hypernyms.

The instruction-following LLaMA model appears
to be confident in its predictions, often providing the
same answer for four instructions, resulting in fewer
variants of predictions. For instance, it predicts the
single hypernym рiчка (river) for the input term
Неккар (Neckar). Furthermore, in this scenario,
the memorization problem of frequent hypernyms
is less noticeable.

In addition, the model can predict relevant hy-
pernyms that are not present in the ground truth
set, such as хвороба (disease) for the input word
холангiт (cholangitis) and наркотик (narcotic) for
метамфетамiн (methamphetamine).

Another challenge the model faces is the ambi-
guity of some hyponyms. For instance, by provid-
ing the hypernym рiчка (river) for the entity Сент-
Джонс (St. John’s), the model may have referred
to an actual river in Florida, United States, while
our data referred to a city in Canada.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

This paper reports on the ongoing efforts in build-
ing the Ukrainian WordNet. We proposed a data-
driven approach for automated hypernym hierarchy
construction. By mapping PWN, Wikidata, and
Wikipedia, we have created a robust foundation
for this new WordNet resource. Additionally, we
have developed a simple Gap Ranking algorithm
to determine the best gap nodes for filling.

To generate candidates for filling the gaps, we
have explored various techniques, including ma-
chine translation that uses the current missing node
in the tree and two others that use information about
its children — Hypernym Discovery and Instruction-
Following LLaMA.

To adapt SemEval 2018 Task 9: Hypernym Dis-
covery to the Ukrainian language, we have created
Hypernym Discovery datasets and utilized an ex-
isting large language corpus Ubertext2.0.

Furthermore, we have investigated the capabili-
ties of state-of-the-art LLMs for solving the Hyper-
nym Discovery task. We have demonstrated how to
construct a sufficiently large set of instructions from
an initial small dataset and how LLMs can be fine-
tuned to create a chatbot-like assistant specializing
in a particular hypernym suggestion task.
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5.1. Limitations
Please be aware that our work is subject to certain
limitations.

To establish a WordNet basis, we initially mapped
the Ukrainian language to English, which may not
fully capture all linguistic nuances and cultural phe-
nomena and could contain errors. Hence, it is cru-
cial to have further professional verification and
input from linguists.

Another restriction is that, according to our ap-
proach, each obtained synset is represented by
only one lemma due to Wikipedia articles being
primarily represented by one word and linking is
on the synset level. As a result, additional effort is
required to add synonyms to the obtained lemma-
synsets.

Overall, our approach is limited to only creat-
ing hypo-hypernym relations. Further research is
needed to include other lexico-semantic relations.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the pro-
posed method has the potential to be adapted
for other languages as long as comprehensive
Wikipedia data is available.

5.2. Future Work
As creating WordNet is a complex and lengthy pro-
cess, there is ample opportunity for future research
to improve its coverage and quality. To this end, we
have identified critical areas for improvement that
we hope to focus on going forward:

1. One priority is to leverage Wikipedia as a con-
stantly updated resource by rerunning the link-
ing algorithm of Wikidata and Ukrainian Wiki
to obtain more initial pairs. Additionally, we
can independently add links to Wikidata us-
ing annotated gaps, thereby enhancing this
resource.

2. Exploring larger LLaMA or other open-source
language models is another promising direc-
tion that can significantly boost performance
on our task.

3. An essential next step is to create a high-
quality and comprehensive manual for annota-
tors, which will take the WordNet development
pipeline to a new level.

4. Ultimately, WordNet should have a user-
friendly interface accessible to the general pub-
lic.
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Abstract
This study presents a benchmark for evaluating the Visual Word Sense Disambiguation (Visual-WSD) task in
Ukrainian. The main goal of the Visual-WSD task is to identify, with minimal contextual information, the most
appropriate representation of a given ambiguous word from a set of ten images. To construct this benchmark, we
followed a methodology similar to that proposed by Raganato et al. (2023), who previously introduced benchmarks
for the Visual-WSD task in English, Italian, and Farsi. This approach allows us to incorporate the Ukrainian
benchmark into a broader framework for cross-language model performance comparisons. We collected the
benchmark data semi-automatically and refined it with input from domain experts. We then assessed eight
multilingual and multimodal large language models using this benchmark. All tested models performed worse than the
zero-shot CLIP-based baseline model (Radford et al., 2021) used by Raganato et al. (2023) for the English Visual-
WSD task. Our analysis revealed a significant performance gap in the Visual-WSD task between Ukrainian and English.

Keywords: Visual-WSD, Multimodal LLM, Benchmark, Ukrainian

1. Introduction

The rise of Large Language Models (LLMs) repre-
sents a notable advancement in Natural Language
Processing (NLP), catalyzing outstanding progress
in text understanding and synthesis. Building upon
this milestone, Multimodal Large Language Mod-
els (MLLMs) emerged as a pivotal development.
MLLMs exhibit remarkable efficacy across diverse
domains, including but not limited to image classi-
fication, object recognition, and tasks integrating
textual and visual inputs.

Despite the distinguished milestones achieved by
MLLMs/LLMs, they confront various issues that can
detrimentally impact the performance of the models.
One such challenge involves problems associated
with hallucination generation (Huang et al., 2023).
This phenomenon frequently leads to producing
content that deviates from real-world facts or user
inputs. It causes significant challenges for the prac-
tical usage of these models and evokes concerns
on the reliability of LLMs in real-world applications.
Furthermore, MLLMs/LLMs demonstrate notably
inferior performance when engaged in processing
low-resource languages like Ukrainian.

In our study, we have opted to examine the ex-
tent of hallucinations linked to the utilization of
homonyms in the Ukrainian language. Figure 1
demonstrates visual hallucination of GPT4-Vision
model. This type of hallucination occurred during
the generation of an image representing Замок
(castle, translit: zamok) with the intended meaning
of Пристрiй (device, translit: prystriy). In English,
this would correspond to the term padlock.

Such hallucinations may arise from several po-

Figure 1: An illustration of GPT4-Vision visual hal-
lucination caused by ambiguous target word.

tential reasons. One contributing factor could be
the uneven frequency of usage among homonym
pairs, wherein certain homonyms are more fre-
quently employed than others. Another contribut-
ing factor might be the training of LLMs in multiple
languages. The scarcity of available data for low-
resource languages often leads subword tokenizers
to generate an imbalanced subword vocabulary. As
a result, LLMs encounter difficulties in generating
high-quality representations for tokens from low-
resource languages (Hangya et al., 2022; Holm-
ström et al., 2023). Another challenge emerges
during domain adaptation. Employing a uniform,
single approach to adapt a Language Model (LM)
across multiple languages, often referred to as the
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“one-size-fits-all” method, may prove ineffective due
to the unique semantic nuances present in each
language (Grangier and Iter, 2022). For instance,
a direct translation of a legal term from English to
Ukrainian might overlook certain intricate mean-
ings or contextual connotations pertinent to the
Ukrainian legal context.

The principal aim of our investigation is to con-
struct a benchmark for gauging the issue of hal-
lucinations related to MLLMs/LLMs concerning
homonyms. This is achieved by assessing the effi-
cacy of relevant models in tackling the Visual-WSD
task. This task involves providing a target ambigu-
ous word and a restricted context, accompanied by
ten images. The Visual-WSD task requires the iden-
tification of the most relevant image corresponding
to the intended meaning of the ambiguous word.
In addition, we give an exhaustive account of a
comparative analysis of the performance of sev-
eral relevant Multilingual MLLMs on the developed
benchmark and demonstrate that there is a notable
disparity in performance in the Visual-WSD task
between Ukrainian and English.

2. Related Works

Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is a general
task of identifying the intended sense of a poly-
semantic word in a particular context, typically from
a predetermined sense inventory. Although recent
advances of LLM’s have naturally led to multimodal
settings of that task, until now, the research on
WSD in the Ukrainian language has been primarily
focused on textual modality alone.

One of the approaches (Laba et al., 2023) em-
ploys a fine-tuning of LM in a semi-supervised man-
ner to improve its performance on the WSD task
in Ukrainian. In their study, the authors indicated
that language model-based solutions outperform
traditional methods (Barba et al., 2021; Moro et al.,
2014). They also compiled a benchmark based
on the Dictionary of Ukrainian Language (SUM)
(Rusanivskyi, 2010), which can be used to assess
the performance of various models on the textual
WSD task in Ukrainian.

The popularity of the visual generative models
like DALL-E (Ramesh et al., 2021) or Stable Diffu-
sion (Rombach et al., 2022) and the abundance of
visual information around was probably the reason
why Task 1 of the SemEval-2023 conference was
on the Visual-WSD. The methodology of the com-
petition (i.e., the dataset and evaluation metrics) is
described in Raganato et al. (2023). The datasets
are available in English, Italian, and Farsi, enabling
testing different approaches to the solution of the
Visual-WSD task.

Most of the suggested solutions were based
upon the foundation of the CLIP model (Radford

et al., 2021) utilizing Teacher Learning technique
(Hinton et al., 2015). Teacher Learning is a domain-
agnostic machine learning technique that transfers
knowledge from a pre-trained teacher model to a
new student model. This method has been suc-
cessfully applied not only in multimodal settings but
also in various other tasks (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019; Wu et al., 2020).

Carlsson et al. (2022) give a successful example
of applying the Teacher Learning technique with
Multilingual CLIP. Their approach relies solely on
machine translation and thus eliminates the need
for visual data in the target language. The pro-
posed objective is to reduce the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) between the embeddings produced
by the teacher model and the student model for
translated texts. Rather than optimizing directly for
cosine similarity, as in the original CLIP training,
MSE is employed due to its proven effectiveness
in providing a better learning response.

A comparable but slightly different approach was
proposed by Reimers and Gurevych (2020). Their
aim was to minimize the MSE between the embed-
dings generated by the teacher model and those
produced by the student model for both the source
sentences and their translations.

The recent LLaVA-1.5 model (Liu et al., 2023)
utilizes a completely different approach based on
visual instruction tuning. This model operates pri-
marily as a standard causal LM, taking language
instructions (a user text prompt) as input and gen-
erating a language response. Its ability to process
images is facilitated by an independent vision en-
coder model, which converts images into language
tokens that are seamlessly integrated into the user
text prompt. The LM and vision encoder of LLaVA
are built upon two reference models known as Vi-
cuna (Zheng et al., 2024) and CLIP (Radford et al.,
2021), respectively.

Even though some of the mentioned approaches
to the Visual-WSD task are language-agnostic, the
efficiency of the respective models in completing
instructions in one language cannot be evaluated
on datasets in another language, since most chal-
lenges are caused by word polysemy, which is typi-
cally language-specific. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there are currently no evaluation resources
in languages other than those proposed in the
SemEval-2023 Task 1, and this hampers research
of multilingual and multimodal LMs. That was one
of the main motivations for us to create an evalua-
tion dataset for the Visual-WSD task in Ukrainian
following the methodology of Raganato et al. (2023)
and to benchmark on it the available approaches.
We hope these resources will facilitate future re-
search in multimodal language models.
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3. Approach

In this section, we provide a rationale for select-
ing specific textual and visual data sources and
describe the data collection process and semi-
automation of the annotation process employed
to create the benchmark.

3.1. Data sources
Effective evaluation of the Visual-WSD task re-
quires image-word pairs with challenging word in-
stances, e.g. those with multiple meanings (polyse-
mantic words). Ukrainian Wikipedia1 seemed to be
a good source for identifying such words; however,
our subsequent analysis revealed multiple prob-
lems and shortcomings (misleading links, missing
images/sections, irrelevant articles, etc.) in data
collected that way. Consequently, we opted to use
homonyms listed in reliable dictionary sources.

The dictionary of homonyms of the Ukrainian
language (Demska and Kulchytskyi, 1996) is seem-
ingly the only thorough and reliable research work.
The dictionary is only available as a published phys-
ical book; with the authors’ and publisher’s per-
mission, we run the Optical Character Recognition
(OCR) software to transform the textual information
into a soft copy.

After refining the dictionary post-OCR quality,
experts in the Ukrainian language and special-
ized knowledge in Ukrainian philology performed
a thorough selection of homonyms. The selected
homonyms are nouns (to optimize the search for
visual complementary material), of high usage fre-
quency in the modern Ukrainian language (accord-
ing to the Shvedova et al. (2017–2024)), and are
full (with the aligned paradigm of forms).

In the annotation stage, links to the correspond-
ing Wikipedia sources were collected, including the
word in the proper sense and the accompanying
image. It is worth noting that while Wikipedia pro-
vided a convenient source and API for automating
data collection process, its reliability was occasion-
ally compromised. There were eminent challenges
such as the absence of a direct article for certain
words or missing images on the page of word def-
inition. Also, unlike its English counterpart, the
Ukrainian Wikipedia often suffers from incomplete
information and numerous missing sections.

3.2. The methodology for constructing
the benchmark

Each entry in the benchmark includes a target word
along with one or multiple trigger words paired with
ten unique images: one image corresponds to the

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Ukrainian_Wikipedia

Figure 2: Example of the benchmark entry. The
word Коса (en: braid, transl: kosa) is ambiguous.
It corresponds to the meaning Заплетене волосся;
довге волосся (en: braided hair; long hair, transl:
zapletene volossya; dovhe volossya). The word
Волосся (en: hair, transl: volossya) is the trigger
word. The image that corresponds to the intended
meaning is b (underlined). The other three images
are examples of negative samples. Note: While
the task involves nine negative images, we only
display three negative images for simplicity.

intended meaning of the ambiguous target word,
serving as a positive sample. The remaining im-
ages are negative samples and correspond to

• alternative interpretations of the ambiguous
target word (3 images per entry);

• similar words within the domain (3 images per
entry);

• randomly selected concepts (3 images per en-
try).

Figure 2 provides a simplified overview of single
entry of the benchmark.

We generated positive samples by extracting the
title picture of the ambiguous word from its cor-
responding Wikipedia article. In cases where the
article lacked a valid image or any image altogether,
domain experts supplied one. Negative samples
for each word sense were constructed using other
Wikipedia articles from the same domain as the tar-
get sense. By employing such a method, we aimed
to discover articles about other senses of the am-
biguous word, similar concepts within the same
domain, and consequently, obtain corresponding
images. We also hypothesized that this approach
could lead us to discover images from completely
different, unrelated concepts.

Using this methodology, we collected forty nega-
tive samples for each word sense. Subsequently,
domain experts analyzed these samples and re-
tained only the nine most relevant images for each
group of negative samples.

We possessed a list of ambiguous words along
with their respective definitions provided by domain
experts. To generate trigger words for each entry,
we tasked domain experts with supplying several
words capable of identifying the intended meaning
of the word sense when considering the correlation
between definition and image. These trigger words
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were deliberately chosen to be sufficiently challeng-
ing so as not to reveal the meaning of the image
in isolation; the target word typically remained nec-
essary to comprehend the complete context. This
process aimed to ensure a demanding text disam-
biguation task.

At the time of evaluation, the benchmark included
87 homonyms. However, we are in the process of
expanding the homonym list and will update the
benchmark accordingly in the future.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we explore the metrics utilized to
assess model performance on our benchmark and
present the results of models evaluation.

To generate predictions, we compare the model
embeddings representing the query phrase and
those representing each candidate image. The can-
didate image showing the highest cosine similarity
to the query is then identified as the prediction.

In instances where the direct retrieval of em-
beddings is impossible (e.g., in GPT4-Vision), we
prompt the model with both the query and all image
candidates, and instruct it to rank the images from
the most closely associated with the query to least
associated.

4.1. Evaluation metrics
To evaluate models’ performance, we have used
the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) and HIT@1 met-
rics.

Given r = [r1, . . . , rn] as the image ranking pre-
dictions provided by a model, MRR is defined as:

MRR =
1

n

n∑

i=1

1

ri
× 100%, (1)

where n is the number of queries and ri is the rank
of the correct result for the i-th query. Another
metric we use is the HIT@1 score defined as

HIT@1 =
1

n

n∑

i=1

correct(ri)× 100%, (2)

where correct(ri) is an indicator function that
equals 1 if ri = 1 (i.e., the correct result is ranked
first) and 0 otherwise. The HIT@1 metric can also
be interpreted as the accuracy of the ranking model.

MRR evaluates the model’s efficiency in retriev-
ing relevant images by considering the position of
the first relevant image in the ranked list, providing a
comprehensive measure of retrieval effectiveness.

HIT@1 directly measures the model’s accuracy
in identifying the most relevant image by assessing
the proportion of queries for which the top-ranked
image is relevant.

Model HIT@1 MRR
XLM-Roberta-Large-
Vit-B-16Plus 42.78 60.30
XLM-Roberta-Large-Vit-L-14 40.21 58.65
XLM-Roberta-Large-Vit-B-32 39.69 57.69
GPT4-Vision 38.50 45.29
LABSE-Vit-L-14 35.57 54.37
clip-ViT-B-32-multilingual-v1 32.99 52.46
GCP Multimodal
Embeddings 22.68 41.74
LLaVA-1.5 14.43 33.03
clip-ViT-B-32-multilingual-v1
(baseline on English language) 60.48 73.88

Table 1: The HIT@1 and MRR metrics for multiple
multimodal models evaluated on the assembled
benchmark and sorted by HIT@1. Baseline results
for Visual-WSD in the English language are also
included for comparison (Raganato et al., 2023).

4.2. Results
Table 1 gives an overview of the performance eval-
uation metrics of multiple multilingual models on
the compiled benchmark.

The results demonstrate that all evaluated mod-
els performed less effectively in Ukrainian com-
pared to the English baseline model which high-
lights a disparity in performance between Ukrainian
and English in the Visual-WSD task.

5. Conclusion

This research introduces a benchmark for the
Visual-WSD task in the Ukrainian language2. Un-
like traditional single-modality benchmarks, we pro-
pose an approach that integrates textual and visual
modalities into a single benchmark.

Furthermore, we assessed various suitable multi-
lingual models using the compiled benchmark. Our
findings revealed a notable underperformance in
the Visual-WSD task for the Ukrainian language
compared to English.

6. Future plans

We plan to expand the list of homonyms by intro-
ducing such units that the neo-lexicography of the
Ukrainian language has not yet recorded. Still,
they have become a vital part of modern Ukrainian
speech (academic or informal). Examples of such
words are бот (en: bot, transl: bot) in meaning
програмний агент (en: program agent, transl:
prohramnyy ahent), град (en: hail, transl: hrad)

2U-VWSD benchmark
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in meaning бойова машина (en: combat vehicle,
transl: boyova mashyna) and many others.

We intend to publish the benchmark and a com-
piled set of homonyms and their corresponding
definitions as online resources, complete with an
API for accessing the materials3.

Furthermore, we plan to integrate the compiled
benchmark for the Ukrainian language into existing
benchmarks for other languages, facilitating the
research in multilingual and multimodal LLMs.

7. Limitations

Currently, we have constructed a benchmark using
a limited number of homonyms. Specifically, we
have focused on homonyms, which are nouns with
a high frequency of usage in Ukrainian. There exist
homonyms in the Ukrainian language that remain
undocumented in its neo-lexicography. At present,
we have excluded these homonyms from our bench-
mark. Nonetheless, these homonyms constitute a
significant component of the Ukrainian language.
Therefore, it is highly pertinent to include them in
model evaluations, considering their widespread
usage by speakers.

8. Ethical Statement

The domain experts engaged in our research are
proven professionals in Ukrainian philology, ensur-
ing a high standard of work in selecting suitable
images and contextual information. The images do
not contain any harmful or detrimental content.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of the UNLP 2024 shared task, the first Shared Task on Fine-Tuning Large Language
Models for the Ukrainian language. The goal of the task was to facilitate the creation of models that have knowledge
of the Ukrainian language, history, and culture, as well as common knowledge, and are capable of generating
fluent and accurate responses in Ukrainian. The participants were required to use models with open weights and
reasonable size to ensure the reproducibility of the solutions. The participating systems were evaluated using
multiple-choice exam questions and manually crafted open questions. Three teams submitted their solutions before
the deadline, and two teams submitted papers that were accepted to appear in the UNLP workshop proceedings and
are referred to in this report. The Codabench leaderboard is left open for further submissions.

Keywords: Large Language Models, LLM, Fine-Tuning, LLM Benchmarking

1. Introduction

The emergence of large language models (LLMs)
marked a significant step forward in the field of
natural language processing (NLP), providing a
single solution for the tasks of generating human-
like text. Creative writing, text evaluation, controlled
text generation have suddenly become available
to everyone, causing both a surge in popularity
of LLM-based tools like ChatGPT (OpenAI, 2022)
and discussions about the limitations and ethical
implications of using them (Borji, 2023; Kocoń et al.,
2023).

However, training an LLM requires significant
computational resources, which may be expensive
to obtain, and substantial amounts of text data,
which is not readily available for most natural lan-
guages, including Ukrainian. With the UNLP 2024
shared task, our goal was to facilitate the creation
of LLMs better adapted to the Ukrainian language,
history, and cultural context with reasonable com-
putational resources.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 gives an overview of LLM bench-
marks and methods of LLM language adaptation.
Section 3 describes the UNLP 2024 shared task
setup. Section 4 reviews the datasets available in
this shared task. Section 5 explains how the com-
peting systems were evaluated and ranked. Sec-
tion 6 presents the results of the shared task and
provides an overview of the submitted solutions.
Section 7 mentions how the competing systems
compare to GPT-4. Finally, Section 8 summarizes
the contribution, and Section 9 provides an ethics
statement.

2. Related Work

LLM Benchmarks. Evaluation methods for LLMs
fall into two broad categories. Firstly, there are
static, ground-truth-based benchmarks. These fea-
ture a predefined collection of tasks along with
correct answers, and an automated metric. Such
benchmarks have been the standard for assess-
ing models before the advent of LLMs. Over time,
numerous datasets of this kind have been created,
and many have been adapted for LLM evaluation:
GSM-8k (Cobbe et al., 2021), EXAMS (Hardalov
et al., 2020), MMLU (Hendrycks et al., 2020), and
AgiEval (Zhong et al., 2023), among many others.
These benchmarks are cost-effective, reproducible,
and can be executed automatically. However, they
are restricted to a limited range of tasks and are
often unsuitable for evaluating complex capabili-
ties like open-ended text generation and subjective
aspects such as humor and engagement. Conse-
quently, these benchmarks do not fully capture the
intricacies of LLM performance.

The second category involves benchmarks that
measure human preferences for LLM-generated
content. Typically, this involves a blind compari-
son between pairs of LLM responses to the same
prompt. These comparisons are then translated
into model rankings through systems such as Elo,
the Bradley-Terry model, or TrueSkill (Boubdir et al.,
2023; Bai et al., 2022; Bradley and Terry, 1952;
Herbrich et al., 2007). Some preference-based
benchmarks utilize a static set of prompts (Zheng
et al., 2024; Li et al., 2023), while others permit
open-ended interactions with the models (Chiang
et al., 2024; Kiela et al., 2021). Recently, there
has been a trend towards using advanced LLMs to
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replace human evaluators (Li et al., 2023; Chiang
and Lee, 2023; Zheng et al., 2024).

This shared task employs two complementary
benchmarks: an automated metric on multiple-
choice exam questions for testing LLM knowledge
and human ratings for the subjective evaluation of
open-ended text generation tasks.

LLM language adaptation. Despite the rapid
development of open LLMs, many of these models
primarily focus on English and offer limited sup-
port for other languages. A few notable excep-
tions (Üstün et al., 2024; Lin et al., 2021; Xue et al.,
2020; Liang et al., 2023) just underscore this trends.
Training a large language model from scratch de-
mands substantial resources, making it an imprac-
tical option for many researchers. A feasible alter-
native is to adapt existing models to one or more
languages by fine-tuning a model with a smaller set
of language-specific data. This adaptation process
may involve selecting a strong base LLM, curat-
ing language-specific datasets, expanding the vo-
cabulary, conducting continual pretraining (whether
full or adapter-based), translating instruction-tuning
datasets, generating synthetic data, clustering lan-
guages based on their similarities, among other
strategies (Lin et al., 2024; Csaki et al., 2024; Yong
et al., 2022; ImaniGooghari et al., 2023; Ebrahimi
and Kann, 2021; Blevins et al., 2024; Yang et al.,
2023; Zhu et al., 2023).

3. Task description

The UNLP 2024 shared task required participants
to fine-tune a large language model that can an-
swer questions about the Ukrainian language, his-
tory, and culture, as well as perform text-generation
tasks, all by producing fluent and factually accurate
text in Ukrainian.

To ensure fair competition with reproducible re-
sults, we enforced the following limitations:

1. Only LLMs with open weights such as Llama
2 (Touvron et al., 2023), Mistral 7B (Jiang
et al., 2023), Phi-2 (Javaheripi and Bubeck,
2023), Gemma (Mesnard et al., 2024), Aya
101 (Üstün et al., 2024), etc. were allowed to
be used in the shared task.

2. The models had to run on GPU with 16GB
VRAM and CUDA compute capacity 8.6. The
type and amount of compute used for training
were not limited, but the model weights and
activations had to fit and stay in the GPU mem-
ory entirely. CPU memory and disk offloading
were not allowed.

3. The weights of the final model had to be pub-
lished on the Hugging Face Hub1 or a similar

1https://huggingface.co/

open platform.

The participants were allowed to complement the
fine-tuning with various prompting strategies, like
few-shot learning or chain-of-thought reasoning, or
use retrieval-augmented generation (RAG) from
open data sources.

We split the evaluation of the submitted models
into two tracks: multiple-choice exam questions
and open questions. We provided the participants
with a set of multiple-choice exam questions for
training and validation and set up a Codabench2

environment to test the systems on a hidden test set.
For open questions, we shared sample questions
with the participants and ran a human evaluation
task to test the systems on a manually crafted test
set. See Section 5 for details.

Additionally, we highly encouraged the partici-
pants to use any external data of their choice, re-
leased a script that loads the provided dataset and
generates a sample prompt, and prepared sample
submission files for Codabench.

4. Data

We provided the participants of the shared task
with two datasets: multiple-choice exam questions
and manually crafted open questions. The dataset
statistics can be found in Table 1.

Task Split Size

Exam questions train 3,063
test 751

Open questions dev 20
test 100

Table 1: The sizes of the datasets provided in the
UNLP 2024 shared task.

Both datasets can be accessed through the
repository of the shared task3.

4.1. Exam Questions
This dataset contains machine-readable questions
and answers taken from the Ukrainian External
Independent Evaluation4 called ЗНО (transl: ZNO)
in Ukrainian. External Independent Evaluation is
a standard set of exams taken by schoolchildren
in Ukraine when they apply to higher educational
institutions. The dataset contains exam questions
from the years 2006-2023 and covers two subjects
only: History of Ukraine and Ukrainian language
and literature.

2https://www.codabench.org/
competitions/2046/

3https://github.com/unlp-workshop/
unlp-2024-shared-task/tree/main/data

4https://zno.osvita.ua/
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We filtered the dataset by extracting only multiple-
choice questions with one correct answer. We re-
moved questions that referenced images (maps,
portraits, photos, etc.). The final dataset was pub-
lished in the .jsonl format. The training set con-
tained 3,063 questions/answers from the years
2006-2019. The test set contained 751 questions
and hidden answers, spanning the years 2020 to
2023.

4.2. Open Questions
The dataset of open questions was crafted by two
native speakers of Ukrainian and comprised instruc-
tion prompts for text-generation tasks and common-
knowledge question-answering. The dataset con-
tained an equal distribution of the following:

• common knowledge questions on the topics of
Ukrainian literature, music, history, geography,
and culture;

• composition tasks that asked the model to
write messages across a set of formality levels,
lengths, and topics;

• rewrite tasks that asked the model to correct
the input text, simplify it, add humor, add more
details, or add emotions;

• evaluation tasks that asked the model to out-
line ways of improving the input text, analyze
emotions in text, answer follow-up questions,
brainstorm ways to complete the text, or find
an odd word in a row.

The final dataset was published as a .jsonl file in
the Alpaca dataset format5. The dev set contained
20 questions. The hidden test set contained 100
questions.

5. Evaluation

The competing LLM solutions for Ukrainian were
evaluated on two hidden test sets: exam questions
and open questions.

In the first track, we evaluated the models on a
hidden test set of 751 multiple-choice exam ques-
tions, where each question had one correct answer.
This setting allowed us to use accuracy as our pri-
mary metric to rank the competing LLM solutions.
The registered participants submitted their system
results using Codabench, which automatically com-
pared their results with the hidden answers, re-
turned the score, and placed the systems on the
leaderboard.

In the second track, we evaluated the models
on 100 manually crafted open questions. We asked

5https://github.com/tatsu-lab/
stanford_alpaca

the participants to send us their models’ answers
to the questions in the predefined format. We then
set up a side-by-side evaluation task in the Hug-
ging Face Spaces6. For that, we created a simple
space with the Gradio application that displayed a
question from the test set and two randomly chosen
anonymized model outputs. The user could then
vote which answer is better; if neither, declare a tie.
The model answers to all the questions and voting
logs were stored in a Firebase DB7.

We crowdsourced annotations from 63 native
speakers of Ukrainian from the Ukrainian NLP com-
munity who volunteered to join the annotation task.
The annotation guidelines for the human evaluation
are available in the repository of the shared task in
Ukrainian and English8.

We collected over 300 human judgments for
each competing model and used the TrueSkill (Her-
brich et al., 2007) ranking algorithm implemented
in the trueskill Python library9 to define the winner.
TrueSkill is a statistically based ranking system for
multiplayer competitions that infers the relative rank-
ings of players based on their performance against
each other. It uses the Bayesian inference algo-
rithm to estimate each player’s skill level.

6. Results and System Descriptions

A total of twenty-two teams registered for the UNLP
2024 shared task, but only three teams submit-
ted their solutions before the deadline: Sherlock,
CodeKobzar, and UkraineNow. Team Sherlock
submitted two distinct solutions, each evaluated
independently. Teams Sherlock and UkraineNow
submitted papers that were accepted to appear in
the UNLP workshop proceedings and are referred
to in this report. Team CodeKobzar provided their
system description by email.

We briefly review the systems here; for complete
descriptions, please see the corresponding papers.
Table 2 and Table 3 present the leaderboards for
the two tasks.

Rank Participant Accuracy
1 Sherlock (RAG) 0.49
2 Sherlock (no RAG) 0.42
3 CodeKobzar 0.39
4 UkraineNow 0.23

Table 2: The official UNLP 2024 shared task
results for the task of answering multiple-choice
exam questions.

6https://huggingface.co/spaces
7https://firebase.google.com/
8https://github.com/unlp-workshop/

unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/
annotation

9https://github.com/sublee/trueskill
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Sherlock (Boros et al., 2024) submitted winning
solutions for both tasks. The team used a set of
data-augmentation techniques with Mistral 7B.

Notably, the team used an array of diverse data
sources for training, including Ukrainian Wikipedia,
manually selected books on the target subject,
and several translated datasets, both free-text and
instruction-formatted. Due to the limiting factors in
the standard RAG process (e.g., low performance
of embeddings for Ukrainian), the team employed n-
gram techniques. This method outperformed con-
ventional similarity scoring approaches, with the
LLM itself generating n-grams to enhance the re-
trieval process.

The tuning process began with the base Mistral
7B model, Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.210. The team ex-
perimented with standard fine-tuning on different
datasets, delved into model weight merging, and
leveraged direct preference optimization training to
refine performance further. The availability of a test
set allowed for iterative testing of various method
combinations, optimizing the overall system effi-
cacy. The team has made both the source code11

and the model12 publicly available.
UkraineNow (Kiulian et al., 2024) fine-tuned the

open-source Gemma (gemma-2b-it13 and gemma-
7b-it14) and Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.115 LLMs with
a combination of instruction datasets, which in-
cluded 10,000 rows of the UAlpaca dataset16, 962
rows of their own UKID dataset, and 3,063 rows
of the ZNO dataset provided by the organizers of
the shared task. Due to resource constraints, the
team chose to use the LoRA (Hu et al., 2022) fine-
tuning approach, experimenting with various im-
plementations of LoRA adapters. The team put
extra effort into the quality evaluation of the mod-
els’ outputs, dedicating a section of the paper to
the phenomenon of code-switching, also known as
Azirivka17.

The fine-tuned gemma-2b-it model was submit-
ted for the competition. The team has made the
source code and the model available in their GitHub

10https://huggingface.co/mistralai/
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2

11https://github.com/adobe/
sherlock-backend/tree/UNLP2024

12https://huggingface.
co/SherlockAssistant/
Mistral-7B-Instruct-Ukrainian

13https://huggingface.co/google/
gemma-2b-it

14https://huggingface.co/google/
gemma-7b-it

15https://huggingface.co/mistralai/
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1

16https://github.com/robinhad/kruk
17https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Azirivka

repository18.
CodeKobzar19 by Ben Ye and Mariia Pono-

marenko is a large language model specifically fine-
tuned for Ukrainian language, employing the Chain
of LoRA technique (Xia et al., 2024) on the Vicuna-
13B pretrained model20. The initial dataset21 com-
prises articles from the Ukrainian Wikipedia, seg-
mented into 40.6K sentences to facilitate question
generation using the Mistral Medium API22. These
sentence-question pairs served as the basis for the
model’s first fine-tuning phase, focusing on ques-
tion generation and answering. The model was
trained for one epoch with a maximum sequence
length of 2,048 tokens, using the Nvidia A100 GPU.
After that, the LoRA layers were integrated with the
base model for a second round of training on the
same dataset.

In the third fine-tuning phase, the dataset was
refined to include only Ukrainian historical, literary,
and cultural content, supplemented by grammatical
rules from pravopys.net. This resulted in a new
dataset of 73.6K entries23, which was divided into
prompt-question and question-response pairings.
The model was then fine-tuned on the combination
of the aforementioned dataset and a corpus of ZNO
multiple-answer questions provided with the shared
task.

This iterative approach, through the Chain of
LoRA, enabled the KodKobzar model to perform
an iterative low-rank residual learning procedure to
approximate the optimal weight update and thereby
improve the model’s proficiency in grammatical
accuracy and sentence construction in Ukrainian.
However, since the training concentrated mainly on
question generation and answering, it constrained
the model’s broader generative abilities, and the
restricted dataset limited the model’s deeper under-
standing of Ukrainian culture, literature, and history.

7. Comparison with GPT-4

The participants of the shared tasks were limited in
the selection of models for fine-tuning with regard to
their size and accessibility. These limitations were
needed to ensure that the resulting solutions are
reproducible and practically useful to the NLP com-
munity. However, we were curious to understand

18https://github.com/PolyAgent/
from-bytes-to-borsch

19https://huggingface.co/ponoma16/
KodKobzar13B

20https://huggingface.co/lmsys/
vicuna-13b-v1.5

21https://huggingface.co/datasets/
byebyebye/ukr-wiki-qa-v1

22https://mistral.ai/
23https://huggingface.co/datasets/

byebyebye/ukr-wiki-qa-v2
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Rank Participant TrueSkill σ Number of judgments
1 Sherlock (no RAG) 26.77 0.75 330
2 Sherlock (RAG) 26.27 0.74 329
3 UkraineNow 24.89 0.75 326
4 CodeKobzar 23.79 0.76 311

Table 3: The official UNLP 2024 shared task results for the task of answering open questions. The
TrueSkill column shows the participant’s rating, and σ represents the confidence of the rating.

Rank Participant TrueSkill σ Number of judgments
1 GPT-4 28.48 0.79 474
2 Sherlock (no RAG) 25.05 0.75 462
3 Sherlock (RAG) 24.14 0.76 439
4 UkraineNow 23.16 0.76 455
5 CodeKobzar 22.17 0.77 414

Table 4: The non-official UNLP 2024 shared task results for the task of answering open questions. Here,
GPT-4 is included for comparison. The TrueSkill column shows the participant’s rating, and σ represents
the confidence of the rating.

how these fine-tuned open solutions compare to
the proprietary OpenAI models, in particular gpt-4-
061324, which was the latest OpenAI GPT version
at the time when the shared task started.

For the exam task, we used a very simple
prompt25 and the default parameters of GPT-4. The
model managed to achieve an accuracy of 0.61.
We also ran GPT-4 on the open questions task
and included the responses in the human evalua-
tion. Table 4 shows the gap between the winning
open-source solution and GPT-4.

This experiment set an ambitious goal for the
next iteration of this shared task.

8. Conclusion

We believe that the UNLP 2024 shared task was
instrumental in facilitating research on fine-tuning
large language models for the Ukrainian language,
and we hope that the insights from the teams’ re-
search will be useful to the NLP community. All the
datasets used in the shared task are available on
GitHub, and the competing systems were openly
published, which contributes to the reproducibility
of the shared task results and the creation of more
accessible LLMs.

The best-performing systems were submitted by
team Sherlock, scoring 49% accuracy on the exam
task (with RAG) and 26.77% rating on the open
question task (without RAG). The Codabench en-
vironment remains open for further submissions,
although any such submissions will be considered

24https://platform.openai.com/docs/
models/gpt-4-and-gpt-4-turbo

25https://github.com/unlp-workshop/
unlp-2024-shared-task/blob/main/
examples/random_baseline.py

outside of the UNLP 2024 competition.
The open LLMs used in the shared task included

Mistral 7B, Gemma, and Vicuna-13B. All system
descriptions mention the scarcity of open datasets
for the task at hand and show the creativity of the
researchers in creating new datasets.

In the next iterations of this shared task, we plan
to increase the size and variability of the test sets
and introduce automated metrics for the open ques-
tion evaluation, in addition to human evaluation.

9. Ethics Statement

To make sure that the participants of the shared
task have equal opportunities and that the resulting
solutions can be used by the research community,
the organizers of the shared task set strict limita-
tions on the size and accessibility of the models
that were allowed in the competition.

Upon entering the competition, all participants of
the shared task accepted the following terms and
conditions:

• All participants agree to compete in a fair and
honest manner in the shared task and not use
any illegal, malicious, or otherwise unethical
methods to gain an advantage in the shared
task.

• All participants agree to not distribute or share
the test data obtained during the shared task
with any third parties.

• All participants agree to make their solutions
publicly available upon the completion of the
shared task in order to facilitate knowledge
sharing and developments of the Ukrainian
language.
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To the best of our knowledge, the shared task
participants followed these terms and conditions.
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Abstract
We present our proposed system named Sherlock to UNLP 2024 Shared Task on Question Answering winning first
place. We employ a mix of methods, from using automatically translated datasets to perform supervised fine-tuning
and direct preference optimization on instruction-tuned models, to model weight merging and retrieval augmented gen-
eration. We present and motivate our chosen sequence of steps, as well as an ablation study to understand the effect of
each additional step. The resulting model and code are made publicly available (download links provided in the paper).

Keywords: large language models, direct preference optimization, instruction tuning, LLM, finetuning, RAG, model
merge, re-ranking, Ukrainian language, question answering, multiple choice, open-ended, open-source

1. Introduction

The work of Vaswani et al. (2017) has shaped
landscape of Natural Language Processing (NLP),
through the emergence of Transformer-based
Large Language Models (LLMs). Proprietary mod-
els such as GPT (Achiam et al., 2023) or Open-
Source alternatives such as LLama (Touvron et al.,
2023), Mistral (Jiang et al., 2023) and Bard/Gemini
(Manyika and Hsiao, 2023) are currently the num-
ber one choice in successfully solving difficult NLP
tasks such as translation, question answering or
user dialogue.

These achievements were made possible
through continuous improvements of machine
learning (ML) methods and techniques, most no-
tably being the development of the attention mecha-
nism(Ainslie et al., 2023) in tandem with better and
faster hardware. However, the noticeable leaps
in model performance often came with drastic in-
creases in the number of parameters, which in turn
added more stress to the hardware, resulting in
increased training and exploitation costs.

This research is part of the of the UNLP Shared
Task 2024(Syvokon et al., 2024), which focuses
on Ukrainian Question Answering via affordable
LLMs. Thus, our work is focused on compact
LLMs that run on a single consumer-grade GPU
or CPU. We set out to explore how to leverage
such models, both by fine-tuning them and by using
retrieval augmented generation (RAG).

In the following sections we’ll investigate related
methods and techniques (Section 2), provide de-
tails about the shared task, dataset and proposed
methodology (Section 3), and present our results
(Section 4) and conclusions (Section 5).

2. Related Work

The task of Question Answering is a long-standing
and well defined task in NLP, with the purpose of
answering a user’s question, posed in natural lan-
guage. The task itself has many variants (Zhang
et al., 2023); we’re focusing on text-aided selection
of the correct choice given a question and multiple
possible answers. To be able to better discrimi-
nate between the given choices, it is essential to
pair the LLM’s internal knowledge and reasoning
capabilities with external data and tools.

Primarily, we need an LLM that is able to follow in-
structions. It has been shown, both empirically and
otherwise that instruction tuning enables LLMs to
do specific, useful work (Jiang et al., 2024). Prompt-
ing techniques are routinely employed to increase
performance and guide models’ answers towards a
desired direction. The most basic prompt is to sim-
ply ask an LLM to do something (e.g. "zero-shot"),
without providing any examples in the prompt. Few-
shot means showing the LLM how to answer by
understanding the format, input and output from
the few examples given in the prompt, before ask-
ing the target question - this "primes" the model to
respect the same format as the already-answered
questions/tasks. Few-shotting is especially tricky
for smaller models (Touvron et al., 2023) that have
limited context-size.

Other prompting techniques, like Knowledge
Generation Prompting (Liu et al., 2022) or regu-
lar self consistency-checks, aim to make use of the
knowledge embedded in the model itself to aug-
ment its context and perform checking (the LLM
generates an intermediary step of a problem and
can check itself with an additional query to ascer-
tain whether it considers it has sufficient information
or the generated knowledge in the previous step
is correct, in order to move to the next generation
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Figure 1: Diagram of the best performing strategy for tuning and running the model. From left to right:
base model supervised finetuning, model merges, direct preference optimization yielding 2 models and
the final evaluation of the 2 models with and without RAG

step or attempt a final answer.
One powerful method to combat LLM hallucina-

tion while benefiting from external sources is to
perform Retrieval Augmented Generation (et al.,
2021). This technique involves using semantic em-
beddings of a user’s query to find pre-embedded
texts that are semantically close and that could help
in generating an answer. By externalizing the task
of information retrieval (by finding and adding it in
the LLM prompt), it lets the LLM focus more on
answering the question based on presented fact-
s/information rather than using its internal knowl-
edge which often might lead to hallucinations and
incorrect responses.

Other methods to further increase performance
look towards tuning model parameters. While LLMs
have been trained on huge amounts of text, they
likely benefit from limited fine-tuning on in-domain
data, a technique that helps shape their response
for the specific use-case. Here too we are faced
with a variety of choices and methods: from stan-
dard full parameter tuning with next-word prediction
to Direct Preference Optimization (Rafailov et al.,
2023). Furthermore, merging model parameters is
yet another powerful method to aggregate knowl-
edge (Sung et al., 2023).

3. Proposed Methodology

We employ a hybrid approach, in which (a) we per-
form fine-tuning on a LLM and (b) we augment the
input prompt with data extracted from our knowl-
edge base. Apart from structured and unstructured
fine-tuning, we experimented with various model
merges, which generated a sensible leap in perfor-
mance. Interestingly, even if our fine-tuning was
done using Ukrainian data, the model merge was
able to successfully preserve pre-existing knowl-
edge while blending newly acquired Ukrainian ca-
pabilities.

3.1. Fine-tuning experiments
In our initial assessment we experimented with mul-
tiple open-source LLMs (see Section 4 for results),
and chose Mistral-7b(Jiang et al., 2023) (instruct
version) as the backbone of our system as it was
the best performing out-of-the-box model.

Starting from the base model (Mistral-7B-Instruct-
v0.2), we performed a set of experiments that re-
sulted in diverging models (see Figure 1), which
were evaluated in an end-to-end manner. We used
4 datasets: IT, U, DPO and KB datasets, detailed
in the next section. The following steps were taken:

• Step 1a - Supervised finetuning on the IT-
Dataset: We fine tune the base model for 3
epochs, using a curated dataset of instruc-
tions in Ukrainian with the standard supervised
trainer (SFT);

• Step 1b - Supervised finetuning on the IT-
Dataset + U-Dataset): Similar to step 1a, but
using the IT and U Datasets. This step is de-
signed to help with multiple choice questions
as well as open-ended questions;

• Step 2 - Model merge: We merge each of the
models resulted in steps 1a and 1b with the
Neuraltrix1 model, which is a direct preference
optimized (DPO) variant of the baseline Mis-
tral model. This step and model choice were
introduced based on empirical evaluations of
the output. The merge method was Spherical
Interpolation. The results of this step are two
models: the merges of steps 1a and 1b with
the NeuralTrix model;

• Step 3 - DPO tuning (DPO-Dataset): We fur-
ther refine the two merged models by Direct
Preference Optimization using the Ukrainian
translated DPO dataset;

1https://huggingface.co/CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo
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• Step 4 - RAG enrichment (KB-Dataset):
Used only for the RAG-enabled approach, we
perform RAG enrichment of the prompts for
every question;

In the evaluation section (Section 4) we perform
ablation tests, but only for a test-set consisting of
multiple choice answers which could be evaluated
automatically without requiring human expert input.

3.2. Dataset Description
To finetune our models we used the following
datasets:

(a) IT Dataset - a dataset used for instruction
tuning, obtained by merging in a similar format Al-
pacaDataset (Taori et al., 2023), SQuAD (Ivanyuk-
Skulskiy et al., 2021), Ukrainian StackExchange2,
QUA-RC(Zyrianova and Kalpakchi, 2023), XQA (Liu
et al., 2019), Belebele (et al., 2023) and the ZNO
Dataset provided by UNLP3(Syvokon et al., 2024).
For datasets that were not in Ukrainian, we automat-
ically translated the content4 (jussa et al., 2022).

(b) DPO Dataset - a dataset for direct preference
optimization which is a obtained by automatically
translating the OpenOrca Dataset (Lian et al., 2023;
Longpre et al., 2023).

(c) KB Dataset - used only during the RAG
phase, this unstructured (free-text) dataset is com-
posed from the Ukrainian Wikipedia and a curated
list of Ukrainian school textbooks, listed in Table 1.
The approximate size is 3.8 GB.

(d) U Dataset - a subset of the KB dataset, used
in step 1, as the entire KB dataset was too large;
the randomly paragraph-level sampled dataset size
is 941 MB.

3.3. Retrieval Augmented Generation
In general, RAG is the procedure of enhancing
the model’s performance by adding information to
the input prompt, based on a set of documents
(the Knowledge Base). The procedure is straight-
forward: given a query (the question that needs
answering) we first embed it as a semantic vec-
tor using any embedding transformer. The knowl-
edge based is pre-segmented and embedded, and
stored into a vector database that allows fast simi-
larity search. The top-n documents that have the
highest semantic similarity (lowest cosine distance)
to the query embedding are those that will be added
as context in the LLM’s prompt.

However, there are a few caveats:

2https://huggingface.co/datasets/zeusfsx/ukrainian-
stackexchange

3https://github.com/unlp-workshop/unlp-2024-
shared-task/blob/main/data/zno.train.jsonl

4Translations were performed with NLLB-3B

System: You are a teacher of the Ukrainian lan-
guage and you want to find some documents that
contain the answer to the request.
System: You will follow all instructions.
Instruction: You may have to do several searches
to get the answer.
======example 1=====
Question: What song did ADDT compose: (a)
Driving by the sea; (b) Movement
Answer: 3 queries need to be run:
(a) What is ADDT
(b) When Driving by the Sea was created
(c) When Movement is created
========example 2=====
Question: Why did Alice follow the rabbit?
Option 1: she was bored; Option 2: she was
interested;
Answer: The following requests must be made:
(a) Was Alice bored when she was following the
rabbit?
(b) Was Alice curious when she followed the
rabbit?
========example 3=====
Question: What is the correct form of the adjec-
tive formed from the noun water: a) watery; (b)
anhydrous
Answer: The following requests must be made:
(a) How do nouns become adjectives?
(b) Rules for the formation of the word water.
========
Instruction: When presented with multiple
choices, for each choice you should issue a
search query.
Instruction: Answer one item per line!
Instruction: Speak exclusively in Ukrainian.
Instruction: Do not translate back to English.
Instruction: Do not use your own knowledge to
directly answer the question.
Instruction: Given the above instructions, an-
swer the following prompt:
Question: {query}

Answer:

Figure 2: Prompt used to split the input query into
subtasks. The query contains both the question
and variants if it is a multiple choice question.

(a) Semantic vectors are a very effective instru-
ment for information retrieval only if the topic/sub-
ject is consistent throughout the input text. This
is because the representation capacity of a fixed-
size vector is finite, and fitting multiple topics into
this finite vector would result in representation con-
flicts. Thus, one of the prerequisites for a high
performing information retrieval system is perform-
ing accurate topic-based segmentation of the
input documents.

(b) Additionally, computing semantic vectors is a
language dependent task and, in our initial exper-
iments, most out-of-the-box models were under-
performing on Ukrainian.

(c) The context window of the LLM plays a major
role in deciding how much content to retrieve
from the KB. Open-source models usually have
smaller context windows than commercial-grade
LLMs, which in turn requires a reduction in the
amount of input data received from the RAG phase.

With their limitations in mind, we designed a cus-
tom retrieval system that (a) works directly with key-
word indexing and search and (b) uses a LLM
to sequentially extract information and filter out
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Name Description
Довiдник з укр. мови та лiт.: Завдання в
тестовiй формi - Частина 1 (Ukrainian Language
and Literature Handbook: Test Form Tasks - Part 1), О.
М. Авраменко, М. Б. Блажко

Handbook providing test form tasks related to Ukrainian language and literature,
aimed at aiding in learning and assessment.

Львiвський Регiональний Центр Оцiнювання
Якостi Освiти: Українська Мова (Lviv Regional
Center for Educational Quality Assessment: Ukrainian
Language), Збiрник завдань для пiдготовки до
зовнiшнього незалежного оцiнювання, Львiв
2007

Collection of tasks for preparation for external independent evaluation in Ukrainian
language.

Практикум з правопису i граматики
української мови (Workbook on Ukrainian Language
Spelling and Grammar), I.П. Ющук

Handbook approved for use in general educational institutions by the Commission
on the Ukrainian Language of the Scientific and Methodological Council on Ed-
ucation of the Ministry of Education and Science, Youth and Sports of Ukraine.
This workbook combines theoretical principles with practical tasks, aiding in the
understanding of Ukrainian language grammar and improvement of spelling skills.

Новий довiдник: Українська мова. Українська
лiтература (New Handbook: Ukrainian Lan-
guage. Ukrainian Literature), М. Радишевська, В.
Погребенник, В. Михайлюта, Т. Корольова, Т.
Трош, О. Гудзенко

Handbook covering Ukrainian language and literature for school curriculum. Con-
tains concise text and illustrative examples for thorough understanding and quick
mastery of the material. Useful for exam preparation and entrance into higher
education institutions.

Український Правопис (Ukrainian Orthography),
Затверджено Кабiнетом Мiнiстрiв України,
2019

Official Ukrainian orthographic rules approved by the Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine,
the Presidium of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, and the Collegium
of the Ministry of Education and Science of Ukraine. It provides guidelines for
spelling, punctuation, and grammar, aiming to maintain consistency and clarity in
written Ukrainian language.

Українська Лiтература: Довiдник для
пiдготовки до ЗНО-2021 (Ukrainian Literature:
Handbook for the Preparation for the External Indepen-
dent Evaluation 2021), Дмитро Заєць

Handbook providing summaries and analyses of literary works covered in the
Ukrainian literature curriculum for the 9th, 10th, and 11th grades, including works
from ancient Ukrainian literature to contemporary authors, along with key literary
terms and concepts.

Iсторiя України: Хронологiчний i
термiнологiчний довiдник для пiдготовки
до ЗНО (History of Ukraine: Chronological and Termi-
nological Handbook for the Preparation for the External
Independent Evaluation), Олександр Геннадiйович
Полтавцев

Handbook providing key dates, concepts, and information on historical figures for
the Ukrainian history program in preparation for the External Independent Evaluation
(EIE)

100 тем. Iсторiя України (100 Topics. History of
Ukraine), Г. Т. Децюрiн

A comprehensive school course in 100 themes, designed to present the most
essential and obligatory topics for understanding the history of Ukraine. This book
is aligned with the educational program of the Ministry of Education and Science
of Ukraine, enabling systematic self-study and reinforcing key historical concepts,
terms, and definitions.

Iсторiя України. 10–11 класи: Наочний
довiдник (History of Ukraine. Grades 10–11: Visual
Guide), О. В. Гiсем, О. О. Мартинюк

Visual guidebook providing a clear and structured presentation of historical events,
designed to aid students in grades 10 and 11 with the systematic study of Ukrainian
history. It follows the educational standards set by the Ministry of Education and
Science of Ukraine.

Iсторiя України (History of Ukraine), О.Д. Бойко,
2002

A guidebook for the history of Ukraine, approved by the Ministry of Education and
Science of Ukraine as an educational manual for higher educational institutions.
It is characterized by its precision in language form, clarity in the expression of
thoughts, and facts that are set against the background of significant trends in
the comprehension of historical events, contributing to the formation of students’
concrete historical knowledge.

Table 1: Materials used in our unstructured dataset

unwanted data:
Step 1: Ask the LLM to analyze the input query

and extract a series of searches required to an-
swer the question (see Figure 2 for the prompt).
There can be any number of independent searches,
for every topic, term, definition, artwork, book etc.
present the input data;

Step 2: Take every previously generated item
and ask the LLM to imagine the keywords that need
to be used in the search process (see Figure 3
for prompt). The LLM is instructed to generate
unigrams, bigrams and trigrams. Bi- and trigrams,
are used in a document scoring process;

Step 3: Use full-text indexing (we used
OpenSearch5 as the backend), to look for the key-
words in the documents and retrieve the content. It
is important to mention that we keep the documents
as a whole and we avoid any pre-segmenting of
the data;

5https://opensearch.org/ - accessed 2024-03-28

Step 4: Score the documents, based on bi- and
trigrams and keep only the first top-k6 in the queue
(scoring details follow).

Step 5: Take each paragraph in the input data,
with a limited context window7 and ask the LLM to
look and the original query and at the paragraph
and say if it could help with that query in any way
- if the LLM says “yes”, the paragraph goes in a
special queue (see Figure 4 for prompt);

Step 6: RAG is done by combining the selected
paragraphs, with the original document titles and
presenting them as documents in the final prompt
(see Figure 5 for details).

Figure 6 shows the execution steps for the query
“Elements of expressionism are present in the work:
(a) "Stone Cross", (b) "Institute", (c) "Marusya"”,
where we translated interesting portions for reader

6In our experiments we used k = 6
7For context, we used one paragraph above, one

paragraph below and the title of the original document
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System: You are a teacher of the Ukrainian lan-
guage and you want to find some documents to
find the document that contains the answer to the
query.
Instruction: Write several keywords that will be
used to search for relevant documents. Creation
of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams.
Instruction: Output unigrams, bigrams and tri-
grams in three separate lines.
Instruction: You will follow the instructions
exactly. Do not write anything else.
Instruction: The first line must contain uni-
grams (individual words) separated by commas.
Instruction: The second line should contain bi-
grams (groups of two words) separated by commas.
Instruction: The third line must contain tri-
grams (groups of three words) separated by com-
mas.
Instruction: Write only in Ukrainian.
======example=====
Context: What Asimov wrote first: (a) Founda-
tion (b) I robot
Request: Learn more about the Isaac Asimov
Foundation
Answer: UNIGRAMS: Isaac, Asimov, Foundation,
book, chapter, summary, content, genre, year
BIGRAMS: Isaac Asimov, brief description, Foun-
dation description, publication date, Foundation
characters, Foundation genre
TRIGRAMS: Foundation of Isaac Asimov, Genre of
the book of the Foundation, Publication date of
the Foundation, Book of the Foundation about
================
Instruction: Speak only Ukrainian.
Instruction: words should be separated by
spaces, not underscores.
Instruction: Given the instructions above, solve
the following problem:
Context: {query}
Request: Learn more about {step}

Answer:

Figure 3: Prompt used to get the search terms for
each generated step in phase 1.

convenience. As shown, the model successfully
extracts the search phases, retrieved documents
for each step and manages to get the right context
in order to answer that elements of expressionism
are present in “Stone Cross”. In this case, the
source document was a Wikipedia page.

The document scoring algorithm is simple, be-
cause we rely on the LLM to perform the heavy
lifting and generate good input data. We take each
n-gram generated by the model and we split it into
tokens. We then look for tokens within the text and
if all tokens from the same n-gram appear very
close to each other (within a 5-word window), we
add +1 to the document’s score. If an n-gram ap-
pears multiple times, the score will be increased
each time the context conditions are satisfied. In
the end, we sort the documents based on their de-
scending score, keeping only the top-k documents
as RAG results.

Note 1: The choice in the number of document
for RAG might be sub-optimal. We set k=6 strictly
based on speed constraints.

Note 2: The context window for the paragraph
that is being analyzed was not tested against other
options, which means that bigger context or heuris-

System: You are a Ukrainian student trying to
find an answer to a question
System: Follow all instructions
Instruction: You will receive a paragraph from a
document, and you need to find the answer in it.
Instruction: If the document is not current,
write "No"
Instruction: If the document is current, write
"Yes"
Instruction: Answer Yes or No!
Instruction: Answer in Ukrainian
================ Example 1 - your answer in the
text=============
Query: does the text answer the question: is
Isaac Asimov the author of the Foundation
Document: Title: About the Foundation
Synopsis: Foundation is a novel written by Isaac
Asimov and is part of a saga.
Answer: Yes
================
================ Example 2 - your answer is not
in the text=========
Query: does the text answer the question: is
Isaac Asimov the author of the Foundation
Title: About the foundation
Contents: Isaac Asimov wrote many novels.
Answer: No
================
Instruction: Follow all the above instructions.
Instruction: Additional text, thoughts or ideas
are not allowed.
Instruction: Consider whether you can get any
useful information from the text. It is very
important that you do not miss the clues!!!!
Instruction: Using the above instructions and
examples, answer the following prompt:
Instruction: Look carefully at the context. If
the document can help answer what is in the con-
text, then your answer should be yes. It is very
important!
Query: Does the text contain the answer to the
question: {query}
Title:{title}
Content: {content}

Answer:

Figure 4: Prompt used to analyze paragraphs and
extract relevant content.

System: You are a Ukrainian teacher specializing
in literature and history.
System: If the request is in Ukrainian, an-
swer with the letters corresponding to the best
options from the list of possible answers.
System: When answering a question, return all
correct options (e.g. "Option 3: Golden Gate
Bridge")
System: You will fulfill all user requests
Instruction: There is only one correct answer to
the question.
======example:
These are the documents:
About the chicken and the egg:
The chicken came before the egg.
Question: What came first:
Option 1: Chicken;
Option 2: Egg
Answer: Option 1: Chicken;
==================
System: Base your knowledge primarily on these
documents:
{docs}
Query: {query}

Answer:

Figure 5: Prompt used to provide final answer,
based on RAG
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Extracted steps are : (a) дослiджуйте "Камiнний хрест" та експресiонiзм
(b) дослiджуйте "Iнститутка" та експресiонiзм
(c) дослiджуйте "Маруся" та експресiонiзм
Translated:
Extracted steps are :
(a) research The Stone Cross and Expressionism
(b) research The Institute and Expressionism
(c) research "Marusia" and Expressionism
Step 1. (a) дослiджуйте "Камiнний хрест" та експресiонiзм
Unigrams : елементи, експресiонiзм, творi, Камiнний, хрест,
дослiджуйте, епохи, вплив, мистецтво, перiод, контраст,
характеристики, тематика, художник, роль
Bigrams : елементи експресiонiзму, Камiнний хрест творi,
експресiонiзм епохах, експресiонiзм вплив, Камiнний хрест
перiод, експресiонiзм мистецтво, роль експресiонiзму,
художник експресiонiзму, експресiонiзм перiодизацiя, тематика
експресiонiзму, експресiонiзм характеристики, мистецькi напрямки,
погляди митцiв
Trigrams : елементи експресiонiзму творi, Камiнний хрест творi
перiод, експресiонiзм епох мистецтво, Камiнний хрест епохах
художник, експресiонiзм перiод вплив, мистецтво експресiонiзму
перiод, художник експресiонiзму творчiсть, експресiонiзм
перiодизацiя мистецтво, тематика експресiонiзму напрямки
Will analyze the following documents:
Мистецтво постмодернiзму
Камiнний хрест (новела)
Експресiонiзм
Дегенеративне мистецтво
Осика Леонiд Михайлович
Експресiонiзм
Wrote down:Камiнний хрест (новела): Для втiлення свого задуму
новелiст вдається до своєрiдної сюжетно-композицiйної органiзацiї
тексту, оперуючи водночас поетикою експресiонiзму, який
виявляється у художньому дослiдженнi сенсу страждань, якi
спонукають людину до пiзнання сутi свого iснування; в
емоцiйнiй загостреностi зображуваного, уривчастiй, «нервовiй»
динамiчно-експресивнiй фразi, напруженому драматизмi ситуацiї.
Лiричний струмiнь, який звучить у прощальних монологах героя,
«живцем перенесений мужичий спосiб бесiдування», «розкопки»
в збентеженiй, роз’ятренiй сум’яттями душi людини, бiль, жаль,
душевнi страждання визначають настрiй новели. Через вужчу,
конкретно-iсторичну проблему емiграцiї автор розкриває у творi
й значно ширшу, вiчну проблему сакрального зв’язку людини з
рiдною землею. Попри непосильну працю, суворий аскетичний
спосiб життя, Iван був щасливим, адже почувався часткою рiдної
землi, її господарем, бо доглядав, оживляв її. Героїчний поєдинок
селянина iз значно бiльшою за нього силою завершується перемогою
людини, яка перетворює природу, змушує родити хлiб. Герой
полюбив свою тяжку працю i свiй горб, який перетворив на родюче
поле, бо це наповнювало його iснування сенсом, давало йому
радiсть i гармонiю. Виїзд на чужину розiрвав у його душi цей
зв’язок iз навколишнiм свiтом. Iван Дiдух сприймає вiд’їзд як
власну смерть i через це ставить по собi хрест.
Translated:
Stone cross (novella): In order to implement his idea, the novelist resorts to a peculiar plot-
compositional organization of the text, at the same time operating with the poetics of ex-
pressionism, which is revealed in the artistic study of the meaning of suffering, which prompts
a person to know the essence of his existence; in the emotional acuity of the depicted, the
fragmented, "nervous" dynamic and expressive phrase, the intense drama of the situation.
The lyrical current that sounds in the hero’s farewell monologues, "the man’s way of talking is
transferred alive", "excavations" in the confused, enraged human soul, pain, regret, and mental
suffering determine the mood of the novel. Due to the narrower, specific historical problem
of emigration, the author reveals in the work a much broader, eternal problem of the sacred
connection of a person with his native land. Despite the hard work and the strict ascetic way
of life, Ivan was happy, because he felt like a part of his native land, its owner, because he
cared for it and revived it. The peasant’s heroic duel with a much greater force ends with the
victory of man, who transforms nature and forces him to give birth to bread. The hero loved
his hard work and his hump, which he turned into a fertile field, because it filled his existence
with meaning, gave him joy and harmony. Going to a foreign country broke this connection with
the surrounding world in his soul. Ivan Didukh perceives the departure as his own death and
because of this he puts a cross on himself.

Figure 6: Sample output for the query “Елементи
експресiонiзму наявнi у творi: (a) «Камiнний
хрест», (b) «Iнститутка», (c) «Маруся»” - trans-
lated: “Elements of expressionism are present
in the work: (a) Stone Cross, (b) Institute, (c)
Marusya”

tic methods of establishing the right context window
might yield better results. Also, we expect that a
dedicated segmentation model would perform bet-
ter than our current approach.

Note 3: Instead of asking the model to decide
if a paragraph is useful or not for the query, we
experimented with making the model take notes
and use the notes to generate the final answer.
This decreased the accuracy of the RAG process
for Ukrainian, but it showed promising results for
English. This finding merits further exploration.

Note 4: All the models we experimented with

followed instructions better when they were written
in English, regardless of them being fine-tuned or
not for Ukrainian.

Note 5: Though we tried to constrain the model
to generate unigrams, bigrams and trigrams sepa-
rately, this was not always successful. As such, our
scoring mechanism does not enforce exact n-gram
count. Instead, it just tokenizes the input based
on the “white space” character and works with any
number of resulting tokens.

Note 6: For multiple choice questions, asking
the model to produce the output as “Option 1: ....”
(text of the option included) yielded better results,
because the model seemed to follow this type of
instruction better than just being ask to respond with
the option number. This is a somewhat expected
behaviour as "forcing" the model "explain" its choice
makes it better ponder the option - probably more
attention is placed on the response in relation to
the option description, thus "reasoning" better.

4. Evaluation and Results

We present results of the evaluation carried out
against baseline models, of our fine-tuning experi-
ments, merges and assess the performance of our
RAG system.

We summarize our results in Table 2. Our initial
assessment focused on baseline model evaluation,
in order to see what architecture would perform
best. Ideally, we would experiment on all base
models the same way, but due to time and resource
limitations, we had to focus on a specific architec-
ture alone. Thus, we scored 3 baseline models
with no-RAG on the ZNO dataset: Llama-2-7B-
32K-Instruct, gemma-7b-it and Mistral-7B-Instruct-
v0.2. We went with the instruct models, because
the vanilla instances fail to follow instructions and
are hard to score.

As shown, Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2, has an out-
of-the box accuracy of 30.89%, versus the other two
models that fall bellow 24%. Interestingly, we note
that the baseline obtained by only returning option
1 across the entire dataset is around 24%, which
throws Llama and Gemma below this threshold and
Mistral slightly over.

In the next experiment we added RAG on top
of the baseline Mistral model, which increased its
accuracy by an additional 10%, from 30.89% to
40.21%.

For the next phase, we fine-tuned the baseline
model, first by using just IT Dataset and then by
combining IT and U Datasets. Non-RAG results
are 32.75% and 33.02%, while the RAG-enhanced
results are 40.87% and 41.14% respectively. This
shows that, in some cases, tuning with free text
and instruction data at the same time yields better
results, provided that the ratio between the two sets
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Base Model Finetuned RAG Merged Acc. (%)
Llama-2-7B-32K-Instruct No No No 19.13
gemma-7b-it No No No 23.70
CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo No No No 31.95
CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo No Yes No 36.48
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 No No No 30.89
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 No Yes No 40.21
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 IT Dataset No No 32.75
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 IT Dataset Yes No 40.87
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 IT + U Datasets No No 33.02
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 IT + U Datasets Yes No 41.14
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 No No CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo 40.04
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 No Yes CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo 47.00
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 IT Dataset No CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo 39.94
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 IT Dataset Yes CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo 48.46
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 IT + U Datasets No CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo 41.94
Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 IT + U Datasets Yes CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B-dpo 49.13

Table 2: Results obtained on the ZNO dataset by different network architectures, pretrained variants,
fine-tuned models and merges.

is close to 1.
The final stage of our experiments fo-

cused on model merges. For this, we used
CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B as the second fine-tuned
variant of Mistral. Note, that this is not an
instruction-tuned model, so its accuracy on the
dataset is very low. We merged (Spherical
Interpolation) the previously presented baseline
models, IT Dataset tuned and mixed tuned variants
with this new model and we performed DPO
tuning for one epoch on the result, using the
translated DPO Dataset. The results for non-RAG
vs RAG optimized prompt are 40.04%–47.00%
(for the base model), 39.94%–48.46% (for the
IT Dataset variant) and 41.94%–49.13% (for the
mixed variant).

Interestingly, there is a drop in performance for
the IT Dataset tuned and merged model with the
no-RAG flavour evaluation, but the RAG optimized
generation is better.

Finally, the best performing recipe was:
Step 1: Start with Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 and

perform fine-tuning on the combination of IT + U
Datasets;

Step 2: Merge with CultriX/NeuralTrix-7B using
Spherical Interpolation;

Step 3: Perform DPO tuning on the resulting
model, in our case using the DPO Dataset;

Step 4: Produce results using RAG-enhanced
prompts.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We present Sherlock, our proposed system that
achieved first place in the UNLP 2024 competi-
tion. Our system is a set of data-augmentation

techniques mixed with custom LLMs. We enumer-
ate key points in each of the data, prompting and
LLM-tuning areas:

Datasets: (a) We used many available data
sources: Ukrainian Wikipedia and manually se-
lected relevant books on the target subject; (b) We
translated and used several datasets, both free-text
and instruction-formatted

Retrieval Augmented Generation: (a) Due to
limiting factors in the standard RAG process (e.g.
embedding for Ukrainian does not have great perfor-
mance), we used n-grams to provide better results
than the standard similarity score; (b) We used the
LLM itself to generate n-grams.

LLM tuning: (a) We started from an already very
good instruction tuned model - Mistral 7B; (b) We
tried standard finetuning on different datasets; (c)
We experimented with model weight merging; (d)
We further enhanced performance by DPO training;
(e) Having a test set enabled us to experiment with
different combinations of the individual methods
above, to achieve an overall better result than each
individual method.

Finally, we are happy to announce that, for repro-
ductability we release both the source code8 and
the model9, hoping that this will further advance
efforts in building afordable LLMs that can run on
consumer-grade products, with low computational
requirements.

8https://github.com/adobe/sherlock-
backend/tree/UNLP2024

9https://huggingface.co/SherlockAssistant/Mistral-
7B-Instruct-Ukrainian
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Abstract
In the rapidly advancing field of AI and NLP, generative large language models (LLMs) stand at the forefront
of innovation, showcasing unparalleled abilities in text understanding and generation. However, the limited
representation of low-resource languages like Ukrainian poses a notable challenge, restricting the reach and
relevance of this technology. Our paper addresses this by fine-tuning the open-source Gemma and Mistral LLMs
with Ukrainian datasets, aiming to improve their linguistic proficiency and benchmarking them against other existing
models capable of processing Ukrainian language. This endeavor not only aims to mitigate language bias in
technology but also promotes inclusivity in the digital realm. Our transparent and reproducible approach encourages
further NLP research and development. Additionally, we present the Ukrainian Knowledge and Instruction Dataset
(UKID) to aid future efforts in language model fine-tuning. Our research not only advances the field of NLP but
also highlights the importance of linguistic diversity in AI, which is crucial for cultural preservation, education, and
expanding AI’s global utility. Ultimately, we advocate for a future where technology is inclusive, enabling AI to
communicate effectively across all languages, especially those currently underrepresented.

Keywords: Gemma 2b, Gemma 7b, Mistral 7b, LLM, Ukrainian, Multilingual Models, LoRA, Fine-Tuning

1. Introduction

The field of Natural Language Processing (NLP)
is expanding extremely quickly today, largely due
to the immense success of the generative Large
Language Models (LLM). Within only a few years,
these language models have become capable of
performing tasks like contextual understanding and
generation, few-shot learning, automated question
answering, sentiment analysis, emotion detection,
and many others with unprecedented quality.

1.1. Background
The significance of recent NLP advances, ob-

tained in such a short time, becomes even more
evident looking back at the long history of quantita-
tive language modeling. The first attempts to attack
the problem of computational linguistics date back
as far as 70 years ago, to the early 1950s (Shannon,
1951).

But it was not until the 2000s when the artificial
Neural Network (NN) proved its effectiveness in
the field (Bengio et al., 2000), notably applied to
the machine translation problem (Schwenk et al.,
2006). These models were mostly based on Re-
current Neural Networks (RNN) architecture like
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) and later Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) (Chung et al., 2014). Still, important mile-
stones were achieved during this period like the

introduction of word embeddings.
However, throughout most of the 2010s, while

other fields of Deep Learning (DL) like Computer
Vision (CV) and Reinforced Learning (RL) have
achieved very impressive results (Krizhevsky et al.,
2012; He et al., 2015; Silver et al., 2016), the NN-
powered NLP field still suffered from a number of
problems. This included the handling of long-term
dependencies, capturing bidirectional context and
overall difficulties with computational efficiency and
stability.

The breakthrough came with the invention of
the transformer architecture which introduced the
key component: the attention mechanism (Vaswani
et al., 2017).

1.2. The transformer era
The attention mechanism addresses the chal-

lenges of understanding both the immediate and
broader context of words in a sentence, solving
issues related to bidirectional context, long-term de-
pendencies, and convergence. Furthermore trans-
former architecture enhances the ability to process
data in parallel, significantly outperforming RNNs in
this regard. This advancement has paved the way
for the development of LLMs: highly complex lan-
guage models with billions of parameters, trained
on extensive corpora of text.

The early LLMs like Bidirectional Encoder Repre-
sentations from Transformers (BERT) (Devlin et al.,
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2019) and its successors have focused on under-
standing text and problems like text classification,
emotion recognition, etc. Although, with the emer-
gence of the Generative Pre-trained Transformer
(GPT) family (Radford and Narasimhan, 2018; Rad-
ford et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020; OpenAI, 2023),
focus has shifted towards generative tasks.

Training an LLM from scratch remains a cumber-
some and costly task. Nevertheless the general
nature of the training corpora allows them to fully
benefit from transfer learning, implementing the pre-
training and fine-tuning paradigm: once a model is
pre-trained on a large language corpus it can be
further fine-tuned for a specific use-case, requiring
relatively minor costs.

The LLMs available on the market can be split
into two groups: proprietary and open-source. Pro-
prietary models like GPT-4 and Gemini (Team,
2023) tend to have more parameters and offer
high out of the box performance in most common
tasks, but their use is restricted by the providers
and allows limited fine-tuning options. Open-source
models like LLaMa2 (Touvron et al., 2023), Mistral
(Jiang et al., 2023), Mixtral (Jiang et al., 2024) or a
recent Gemma by Google (Gemma Team, 2024)
offer full access to the model code and weights
and impose little to no restrictions on the use of the
model, making it a natural choice for fine-tuning
experiments. Open-source models often come in
a variety of sizes in terms of parameter number, al-
lowing lighter models to be run on consumer-grade
GPUs.

1.3. Motivation and objective
A substantial number of open-source models are

available on the market today. At the same time all
these models demonstrate a notable bias towards
the English language due to their training condi-
tions. The bias can manifest itself in a number of
ways, including to but not limited to the following:

1. Language and cultural bias. This can impair
a model’s usability for non-English speakers
and also perpetuate stereotypes or misunder-
standings about cultures.

2. Ethical and fairness concerns. The same
model may show considerably better perfor-
mance with English-speaking users, leaving
others with a subpar experiences.

3. Uneven knowledge representation. This can
lead to a skewed representation of global
knowledge, history, and perspectives, and em-
bed these biases into the model’s outputs and
decision-making processes.

The bias becomes particularly prominent in non-
European languages and languages that do not
use a Latin alphabet.

This has naturally motivated numerous schol-
ars and enthusiasts to put much efforts into fine-
tuning open-source models, predominantly LLaMa
2, in many languages, both European (Basile et al.,
2023; Vanroy, 2023) and non-European (Cui et al.,
2024; Gala et al., 2024a,b; Nguyen et al., 2023;
Azime et al., 2024; Kohli et al., 2023). Most of the
listed articles have been published within the last
months, and demonstrate great interest and involve-
ment in solving this linguistic bias issue. The im-
mediate benefits of having an open-source model
that is fine-tuned with a certain language include:

1. Reduction or elimination of cultural bias.

2. Flexibility in use-cases, including both aca-
demic and business.

3. Preservation of rare and low-resource lan-
guages.

The effort also promotes the creation of language-
specific datasets and development of the LLM-
oriented ecosystem. Even when a particular model
becomes obsolete, further progress is greatly facili-
tated by this groundwork.

1.3.1. Ukrainian sector of the LLMs

Ukraine is renowned for its dynamic IT commu-
nity, which thrives both in academic circles and the
commercial sector. The field of computational lin-
guistics is no exception, boasting the inception of
multi-billion dollar unicorns like Grammarly within
its borders. With the advent of LLMs, there has
been a keen interest in harnessing their capabil-
ities for solving NLP challenges in the Ukrainian
language.

Yet, until recently, these efforts have predom-
inantly focused on leveraging BERT-like models
(Tiutiunnyk, 2020; Laba et al., 2023; Katerynych
et al., 2021), while the realm of generative LLMs
has been somewhat overlooked. So far, UAlpaca
is the only publicly available LLM that has been
fine-tuned specifically for the Ukrainian language
(Had). Likewise, instructional datasets in Ukrainian
have been comparatively limited. The escalating
enthusiasm for generative, GPT-style LLMs under-
scores the need for models attuned to Ukrainian
linguistic and cultural nuances, further underlining
the significance of our research endeavors.

1.3.2. Objectives

The aim of the effort presented in the current
paper is multifold:

1. Create an open-source, free-to-use LLMs fine-
tuned for Ukrainian language and culture thus
expanding the Ukrainian presence in the NLP
field.
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Figure 1: Example of erroneous model inference
in Ukrainian.

2. Compare the performance of different open-
source LLMs, notably the SOTA Gemma
model.

3. Benchmark the trained models using the dedi-
cated Ukrainian dataset and compare them to
the proprietary models.

4. Introduce the UKID instruction training dataset
and make it publicly available for future fine-
tuning efforts.

5. Perform the entire process in a fair and re-
producible manner in order to facilitate future
efforts.

2. Dataset and the experimental setup

Despite the abundance of online tutorials avail-
able for training large language models, establish-
ing a reproducible setup for each model, complete
with an appropriate dataset in the necessary for-
mat, proved to be unexpectedly challenging. Every
model comes with its own set of constraints, includ-
ing hardware requirements, deployment methods
for inference, and specific approaches for process-
ing instructions.

2.1. Dataset collection

When our team started working on the shared
task for the UNLP conference, we were taken aback
by the scarcity of suitable datasets for fine-tuning
LLMs in Ukrainian. The organizers supplied a train-
ing dataset comprising 3,063 instruction rows, de-
signed to acclimate the model to the multiple-choice
format prevalent in the Ukrainian national examina-
tion. While this dataset proved valuable for training
the LLM to answer in a specific format, it was no-
tably limited in depth, offering little in terms of en-
hancing these LLMs’ parametric knowledge base.

Through multiple experiments, we determined
that 3-5 epochs of LoRA fine-tuning were suffi-
cient for the model to grasp the multiple-choice
format required for evaluation in the conference’s
shared task. However, the model’s responses were
lacking consistency, particularly when it generated
incorrect or nonsensical answers. For instance,
the model erroneously referred to "borsch," a well-
known Ukrainian dish, as an item used in cars (See
Figure 1).

This behavior underscored a deficiency in the
model’s general conceptual understanding, high-
lighting the pressing necessity to augment the
dataset with more content in Ukrainian.

Consequently, we leveraged the UAlpaca
dataset (Had) alongside Squad-uk (Drastic) which
happened to be the only instruction datasets in the
Ukrainian language available publicly.

Unfortunately, even after fine-tuning with these
datasets, we observed that the model still didn’t
improve much, even on the training dataset itself,
despite an improvement in sentence formulation
and conceptual understanding. This led us to re-
alize that a much more comprehensive approach
to dataset construction would be required. Both
UAlpaca and Squad-uk happened to be translated
versions of the general knowledge English-based
datasets, which is missing Ukrainian context and
knowledge that is specific to both cultural and his-
torical aspects that were being evaluated by the
questions in the exam dataset. This realization led
us to rethinking what kind of data we need and led
to the creation of our own dataset, the Ukrainian
Knowledge and Instruction Dataset (UKID), the first
Ukrainian instruction dataset rooted in a Ukrainian
context.

2.2. UKID methodology and construction
In formulating our hypothesis for the development

of the Ukrainian language model, we posited that
the model must align with the informational needs
of the general population, reflecting the genuine
interests and search behaviors of Ukrainian web
users. To identify the most pertinent sources of
intent-aligned knowledge, we turned to two widely
recognized platforms: Wikipedia and Google. Con-
sequently, we adopted a methodology focused on
aggregating the most frequented Wikipedia pages,
as determined by monthly traffic statistics, to en-
sure our dataset accurately captured the topics of
highest relevance to Ukrainian web users.

We collected 1,064 pages by targeting those
with monthly visit statistics ranging from 3,000 to
150,000. However, not all top-ranking Wikipedia
pages in Google search results proved pertinent
to our objective, as many described phenomena
or entities not relevant to Ukraine. To refine our
dataset, we employed a binary classification pro-
cess to discern between relevant and non-relevant
pages. This filtration mechanism is summarized in
the table below, showcasing relevant versus non-
relevant content (See Table 1). Through this me-
thodical approach, we identified 367 pages that
were suitable for inclusion in our dataset creation
process.

The proposed methodology suggests an opti-
mal approach for organizing an instruction-based
dataset, aimed at fine-tuning language models for
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Page Title Relevance
Ембер Герд Not Relevant
Емульсiя Not Relevant
Ендокринна система Not Relevant
Енеїда (Котляревський) Relevant
Енцефалiт Not Relevant
Еритроцити Not Relevant
Єлизавета II Not Relevant
Жадан i Собаки Relevant
Жанр Not Relevant
Житомир Relevant

Table 1: Showcase of relevant vs non-relevant con-
tent.

underrepresented languages. This strategy offers
the dual benefits of incorporating language-specific
contexts and embedding essential factual knowl-
edge into the model’s trainable parameters during
fine-tuning. Consequently, in addition to the con-
ventional "question-answer" instruction pairs, we
introduced a "fact_check" field. This addition acts
as a comprehensive and standalone source of truth,
enhancing the model’s ability to verify facts and im-
prove its accuracy. Performing this manually would
have been unrealistic given the time constraints of
the conference submission deadline, therefore an
automated approach was implemented through the
use of the Gemini 1.0 API and a few-shot learning
example that utilizes the summary abstract of the
Wikipedia page (See Figure.2)

As a result UKID-v0.1 was formed consisting of
962 question-answer-fact (QAF) pairs. Future work
needs to focus on expanding the dataset to match
other popular English-based datasets like Alpaca
and Squad that consist of tens of thousands of
rows. Even though the traditional notion of “less
is more” for general English-based models recom-
mends having smaller datasets (Zhou et al., 2023),
our learnings indicate that fine-tuning under the
constraints of lacking general conceptual under-
standing and context requires using much larger
datasets.

Additionally, we have contemplated further en-
hancements to the UKID format, such as incorpo-
rating the original paragraphs from which the QAF

Figure 2: Prompt to generate UKID examples

pairs were derived to provide additional context.
However, this aspect of the project remains unad-
dressed at present.

A crucial consideration in dataset development
is tailoring the instruction format to the specific
requirements of different models. For instance,
Llama, Mistral, and Gemma each necessitate
unique formats. Overlooking this critical aspect
has empirically led to suboptimal outcomes, though
these observations have yet to be formally docu-
mented. The adaptation of datasets to align with
the distinct formats of these models is essential for
maximizing their performance and efficacy.

3. Fine-tuning

3.1. Gemma models
First, we fine-tuned a Gemma-2B and a Gemma-

7B model, from a recently published family of open
models.

We used official “gemma-2b-it” and “gemma-7b-
it” weights published by Google and followed official
fine-tuning guidelines on the Vertex AI platform.
The final python notebook is located in the "from-
bytes-to-borsch" github repository.

Fine-tuning for gemma-2b-it was performed with
a combined dataset consisting of 13,063 instruc-
tions, which included from the 10,000 rows of
UAlpaca dataset and 3,063 rows from the ZNO
dataset provided by organizers of the conference.
Fine-tuning for gemma-7b-it was performed with a
dataset consisting of 14,025 instructions (10,000
rows of UAlpaca, 3,063 rows of ZNO and 962 rows
of UKID).

Due to resource constraints, we chose to use
a LoRA (Hu et al., 2022) fine-tuning approach.
We used a LoRA adapter implementation from
the Keras v3 library, with lora_r = 4, resulting in
11,067,392 trainable parameters, instead of the full
7B for the case of Gemma-7B.

The resulting model was published on the asso-
ciated github repository. Unfortunately due to the
time constraints we were not able to submit the 7B
to the UNLP competition benchmarking, and only
submitted results from the 2B instruct model.

3.2. Mistral model
As a second alternative, we used a completely

different fine-tuning pipeline with the help of the
axolotl tool to streamline the fine-tuning process.
We used a 4x Nvidia Tesla A100-80Gb GPU in-
stance on Microsoft Azure cloud for training. Due
to compute constraints we chose to use the LoRA
(Hu et al., 2022) approach once again, this time
implemented using Hugging Face transformers li-
brary.
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We used an AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and
Hutter, 2017) with common starting point hyper-
parameters for the LoRA adapters (lora_r = 32,
lora_alpha : 16), which resulted in 32,505,856 train-
able parameters.

For Mistral-based fine-tunes we used the
"mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.1" weights and
“LlamaTokenizer” tokenizer.

The training was performed using ZNO and
Uk-Squad datasets. Both datasets have a
Llama/Alpaca instruction format and collectively
produced 37,890 rows of instructions.

More details of the configuration and execution
can be found in the associated github repository.

4. Benchmarking results

We performed benchmarking using two test
datasets: multiple choice questions (MCQ) and
open questions (OQ).

The MCQ dataset comprises 3,063 questions
from the Ukrainian External Independent Testing
(EIT) test, a standard government test for college
admission taken by secondary school students.
This dataset splits into 1,139 Ukrainian history ques-
tions and 1,925 Ukrainian language and literature
questions, reflecting the standard knowledge ex-
pected in Ukrainian schools. We evaluated this test
automatically.

The OQ dataset contains 100 instruction-based
questions prompting models to complete genera-
tive tasks, such as finishing a story or summarizing
an event. We evaluated this dataset manually.

Below, we detail our benchmarking setup and
criteria, focusing on the fine-tuned Gemma models,
Gemma7bFT and Gemma2bFT, alongside an out-
of-the-box model, Gemma7b, for reference.

4.1. Multiple choice questions
We presented all questions from this dataset

within a uniform prompt in Ukrainian, instructing
models to select the single correct answer in letter
form. Despite this directive, models frequently in-
cluded extraneous information, necessitating man-
ual filtration to extract the required letter codes.
Correct responses matched the letter codes ex-
actly. Table 2 displays the models’ performance
percentages in each category.

4.2. Open questions
Evaluating open questions required a more nu-

anced approach, examining responses across four
categories:

• Ukrainian (U): the response is given in the
Ukrainian language.

Model History (%) L&L (%)
GPT4 82.95 47.12
Gemini 71.97 40.99
GPT3.5 52.37 26.65
MistralFT 40.16 22.86
Gemma7bFT 37.96 21.71
Gemma2bFT 28.91 20.57
Gemma7b 26.36 19.01

Table 2: Model benchmarking with multiple choice
questions.

• Facts/Coherence (C): factual correctness and
coherence of the given answer.

• Relevance (R): the answer aligns with the
given instructions.

• Grammar (G): stylistic and grammatical evalu-
ation.

Each response could earn up to 1 point per cate-
gory, with the results and average scores presented
in Table 3.

Model U C R G Avg
GPT 4 97 79 85 79 85
GPT 3.5 97 61 79 74 77.75
Gemini 96 67 81 84 82
MistralFT 89 7 18 49 40.75
Gemma7b 85 13 45 35 44.5
Gemma7bFT 54 13 48 19 33.5

Table 3: Model benchmarking with open questions.

4.3. Discussion
The obtained results provide interesting insights

into many aspects of the LLM’s performance and
training.

First, let us consider the results of the open-
source models. Comparing the performance of the
Gemma7b model before and after the fine-tuning
it becomes very clear that the fine-tuning process
can indeed improve its knowledge in a particular
area by a large margin, in this case by roughly a
quarter. Mistral shows even better improvement
in answering the MCQs. Even the much smaller
model Gemma2b outperforms its non-fine-tuned
larger counterpart Gemma7.

However, besides improving model’s perfor-
mance in certain areas, the fine-tuning process
appears to introduce artifacts that affect perfor-
mance when answering these open questions. Mis-
tral, after fine-tuning, seemed to struggle with fol-
lowing the given instructions (see the R column
in Table 3). On the other hand, Gemma7bFT’s
ability to speak Ukrainian was impaired by 40%,
also reducing its grammar score by nearly a half
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(columns U and G in Table 3). What’s most ex-
citing, Gemma7bFT started to manifest the code-
switching phenomenon which can be considered
an emergant property, and will be discussed in
more detail in the Conclusions section.

It comes as no great surprise that the proprietary
models performed substantially better in all kinds
of tasks. The reasons are numerous, with the most
obvious being:

• The scale of parameters significantly con-
tributes to model performance. For instance,
GPT-3.5 boasts 25 times more parameters
than both Gemma7b and Mistral, whereas
GPT-4 and Gemini exceed these models by
over a hundredfold in terms of parameter
count.

• Proprietary models benefit from unparalleled
access to the most comprehensive and high-
quality datasets available, ensuring a broad
and deep understanding of language.

• The training of proprietary models exten-
sively incorporates reinforcement learning
techniques, refined through human feedback,
to achieve nuanced understanding and re-
sponse generation.

Nevertheless the performance of the fine-tuned
open-source models is not so far behind that of
GPT3.5. With additional efforts invested into the
fine-tuning of open-source models, it is definitely
possible to beat GPT3.5 in a range of specific
language-related tasks.

A notable observation across all models was the
disparate performance on Ukrainian history versus
language and literature, echoing a trend irrespec-
tive of model origin. By design the EIT questions in
different subjects are meant to be of the same com-
plexity such that an average Ukrainian school stu-
dent gets average marks in every subject. However,
the performance of every LLM tested showed very
skewed results, with history knowledge favoured
over that of language and literature. Possible rea-
sons could include:

• The skew in available datasets toward history
is due to its widespread availability from open
sources such as Wikipedia. Conversely, litera-
ture demands greater effort to gather, organize,
and present, contributing to its underrepresen-
tation.

• Answering history questions accurately is
largely a matter of recalling specific factual in-
formation, such as dates, names, and events.
Literary analysis, however, requires navigat-
ing complex themes, symbolism, and cultural
nuances, demanding a more profound under-
standing of both language and context.

• The Ukrainian language, along with its cultural
and literary heritage, often falls outside the pri-
mary interests of major corporations, affecting
the availability and focus of datasets dedicated
to these areas.

This underscores the cultural bias challenge in ad-
vanced LLMs today which will be further discussed
in subsequent sections.

4.4. Code-switching and Azirivka
Code-switching is a linguistic phenomenon in

which a speaker alternates between two or more
languages within a single utterance or sentence.
Until recently, this term was applied only to humans,
but with the advent of LLMs this effect has been
observed and studied in generative models (Winata
et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2023). Code-switching in
LLMs arises from the multilingual nature of training
and fine-tuning processes.

For historical reasons, the majority of the
Ukrainian population is multilingual. This creates
a rather unique situation when constant code-
switching is common at practically every level, start-
ing from colloquial everyday conversations and end-
ing with official statements from prime-ministers
and presidents. A particular case of the latter has
the official name Azirivka (Wikipedia), named after
Ukrainian ex-prime minister Mykola Azarov.

Observing the Gemma7b model mastering
Azirivka after fine-tuning was both interesting and
exciting. It is particularly interesting that the model
generates not a simple mixture of words belonging
to different languages, but rather conjugates words
from one language according to the rules of an-
other, just as some Ukrainians do, demonstrating
features specific to synthetic languages.

Below, we present several instances of Azirivka
code-switching. In these examples, components
highlighted in blue represent Ukrainian, while
those in red denote Russian.

Example 1:
Azirivka: Твiр про коллекцию кольоровых
олiвцов Василя Голобородька.
English: An essay about Vasyl Holoborodko’s
collection of colored pencils.

Example 2:
Azirivka: Привiтать друзiв с одруждением
можно множеством способов.
English: You can congratulate friends on their
marriage in many ways.

Example 3:
Azirivka: Я обращаюсь к Вам с жалобой по
неякiсной замене труб в подвалi нашего дома,
расположенного по [адрес].
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English: I am addressing you with a complaint
about the poor-quality replacement of pipes in the
basement of our house, located at [address].

Example 4:
Azirivka: В Украине Маланку не святкуют.
English: Malanka is not celebrated in Ukraine.

Example 5:
Azirivka: У п’ятницю, 23 лютого, в Українi опадiв
не будет, но местами - рвучкий i сильний вiтер.
English: On Friday, February 23, there will be no
precipitation in Ukraine, but there will be occasi-
onal gusty and strong wind.

It’s worth noting that while most of these mixed
words can’t be found in official dictionaries, they are
commonly heard on the streets of many Ukrainian
cities. Such a language mixture naturally has been
an object for linguistic studies (Bilaniuk, 2004; Kent,
2011). We consider this emerging LLM property to
be of great interest for further studies.

5. Applications, risks and future work

It is abundantly clear that having a language-
specific model is going to aid all of the possible use
cases around communication, but it’s also impor-
tant to note the risks of not having the model. Both
from the industrial and cultural standpoints.

Incorporating LLM models of underrepresented
languages into technology platforms offers unprece-
dented opportunities for enhancing communication
across diverse sectors, ranging from healthcare
and education to legal and commerce, all within the
scope of the growing impacts of globalization. How-
ever, the absence of such models poses significant
risks, not only stalling industrial progress but also
exacerbating cultural erosion. Industrially, the lack
of tailored language models can hinder the efficient
dissemination of critical information, reduce the ac-
cessibility of digital services, and create barriers
to entry for local businesses in the global market.
Culturally, it threatens the preservation of linguis-
tic diversity and the transmission of heritage, as
languages without digital representation risk falling
into disuse and oblivion. Therefore, addressing this
gap is not merely a technical challenge but a press-
ing societal need that calls for collaborative efforts
to ensure inclusive and sustainable development.

5.1. Applications
Oleksandr, a Ukrainian refugee in the USA, ben-

efits from a language-specific LLM that digests and
explains legal aid and immigration documents into
Ukrainian. This tool helps him and his family under-
stand their rights and the process for seeking asy-

lum, significantly easing their transition into a new
country while maintaining their linguistic identity
during a period of immense upheaval and change.

Maria, a primary school teacher in a rural Pe-
ruvian village, uses a language-specific LLM to
access educational materials in Quechua, enabling
her to provide more engaging and culturally relevant
lessons to her students. This technology allows her
to bridge the gap between traditional knowledge
and modern education, fostering a learning environ-
ment where students can appreciate their heritage
while gaining access to the wider world of knowl-
edge.

Michael, a software developer with Navajo her-
itage, creates an interactive application powered
by a language-specific LLM that facilitates live, con-
versational practice in Navajo for learners world-
wide. This platform connects Navajo speakers with
learners, enhancing language proficiency through
real-time dialogue and cultural exchange, thereby
revitalizing the Navajo language among younger
generations and spreading awareness of Navajo
culture globally.

5.2. Risks through the prism of
education

Classroom education and child development
will depend heavily on large language models tai-
lored for different languages and contexts, espe-
cially since there is no doubt in the growing influ-
ence of AI on youth, in particular within the ed-
ucational and edutainment contexts (Chowdhury,
2023). That’s why one may hypothesize that coun-
tries like Ukraine will eventually face a linguistic
identity crisis in 15-20 years without accessible
Ukrainian-tuned LLMs.

At the primary school level, Ukraine’s youth in-
creasingly speak a homogenized and influenced
version of Ukrainian rather than preserved distinc-
tive dialects. Besides an obvious impact of Russi-
fication, globalization makes it even harder to pre-
serve Ukrainian heritage due to its decreasing utility
when it comes to cultural integration into the global
landscape. One might argue that Ukraine is having
a unique moment in time where cultural identity is
being amplified by the risk of complete wipeout by
an invading neighbor country, but other developing
countries may never have such unique constraints
to enable cultural amplification and preservation.

One other risk is related to not having interactive
AI tools. Lack of an engaging Ukrainian AI tutoring
solution will lead to the inability to pass on common
fables, heritage literature analysis skills, and criti-
cal moments familiar to prior generations. In sec-
ondary school literature studies, empathizing with
classic Ukrainian poems and texts will grow more
challenging amongst teens never immersed in that
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cultural background. Likewise, they will struggle
with interpreting symbolism and references com-
mon to those eras of Ukrainian identity formation
while not receiving any support from Ukrainian-
aligned language models for written compositions
or humanities projects. Subsequent generations
will lose touch with integral pieces of the country’s
unique heritage story.

Even on an informal level, interest in artistic ef-
forts around theater, cinema, visual arts, and music
see declining engagement from younger Ukraini-
ans as preferred leisure activities shift towards glob-
alized media culture rather than celebrating local
creators and talent. Despite the current obvious
boom of local cultural talent, there is still a huge
subset of the population that is dependent on exter-
nal sources of entertainment, from movies to music
(Molfar).

In essence, Ukraine and similar developing coun-
tries face looming risk over the next generation,
where accumulated erosion across countless tiny
dimensions of language diversity and identity lead
to forging an entirely different nation - with culture,
history, and influence conspicuously drifting into
the shadows of a former self, which has been so
fiercely fought for.

Such is the steep collective price societies can
pay when neglecting “untimely” AI model develop-
ment efforts in favor of convenience and cost during
pivotal transition points in history. This danger is
imminent unless there is an immediate increase in
urgency to prioritize national languages and invest
in critical computing infrastructure for educators
and policymakers. The decisions made in the com-
ing five years on prioritization between language-
specific and multilingual model availability carry po-
tentially profound societal consequences depend-
ing on which vision prevails under the pressures of
globalized technology proliferation.

5.3. Risks of underrepresentation
Over the past 15 years, Ukrainian Google and

YouTube search queries have become increasingly
dominated by Russian language pages and video
results (Search Engine Land, 2023). This occurred
because Russian internet data grew rapidly early
on - amassing orders of magnitude more content,
sites, and engagement than the Ukrainian web,
alongside the unfortunate post-russification effects
of the Soviet era.

As a consequence, Google’s algorithms seeking
to maximize search intent fulfillment for Ukrainian
keyword queries, surfacing Russian pages higher
in results because, probabilistically, people’s intent
gets fulfilled more often there based on aggregate
global click behavior.

This creates a self-reinforcing flywheel where
Russian sites continue gaining more links, clicks,

and search authority compared to Ukrainian com-
munity pages on the same topics despite not match-
ing the native language exactly.

Similarly, as large language models for different
languages mature — if Russian LLMs accumulate
exponentially more parameters, content trained on,
and research budget than available Ukrainian mod-
els — probabilistic fulfillment of natural language
queries and conversational needs from Ukrainian
users will skew towards Russian-centric resources.
Even if the Ukrainian content exists, it surfaces less
prominently. And, gradually, queries normalize to-
wards Russian linguistic structures and dialects if
that provides higher collective fulfillment rates glob-
ally. This also provides an enormous data feedback
loop effect as the applications and model creators
are able to generate even more human feedback
data on which to improve models.

Without dedicated investment from both public
and private sectors in developing models for native
languages, we risk cultural erosion. This comes
from a reliance on technology that favors more dom-
inant languages, simply because it’s more conve-
nient.

This convenience itself opens up an opportunity
for another medium of risk, enabling much faster
and efficient distribution of propaganda and misin-
formation, requiring its own unique mechanisms for
detection and prevention (Solopova et al., 2023).
This is an obvious risk that is becoming critical in
the political and existential context for any devel-
oping country that is affected by external pressure
from other foreign countries.

5.4. Future work, policy, and critical
timing

As large language models continue rapidly ad-
vancing thanks to unprecedented compute invest-
ments by groups like OpenAI, Anthropic, Google,
Meta, and Baidu, a clear “model divide” looks
poised to emerge.

Hundreds of lower-resource languages globally
now stand at risk of accelerating identity erosion
without specialized LLM variants representing their
linguistic contexts. From Navajo conversational in-
terfaces to Quechua literary analysis tools to Welsh
educational content creators — sadly, these lan-
guages are falling behind on the rapid advance-
ments in today’s technology.

Consequently, many threatened languages pose
a digital extinction risk without counterbalancing
forces to protect their dialects, artistic traditions,
and communities. These groups often struggle due
to the lack of institutional support, which results
in insufficient access to the necessary data and
resources.

As future generations raised on AI inherit even
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subtle biases favoring better resourced languages,
the cultural price to pay will grow exponentially
steeper. Preserving heritage hence requires some
rebalancing, where policymakers implement com-
mitments to inclusive innovation, perhaps evaluat-
ing issues of sustainability for vulnerable groups
rather than solely technical tradeoffs.

Companies and governments worldwide must ac-
knowledge that shortsighted stances on optimized
efficiency today cascade into seismic identity im-
pacts downstream. Access barriers erode dialects,
discourage artistic traditions, and deter descen-
dants from inheriting linguistic lineage — ultimately
dimming cultural continuity prospects.

Prioritizing LLM development for lower-resource
languages offers a reverse course against irre-
versible language extinction already accelerating
since the turn of the century. As risks become solu-
tions, so do data divides resolve through compas-
sionate actors cooperating across borders to uplift
unseen communities, now empowered to share
their visions.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have explored the importance of
developing language-specific large language mod-
els (LLMs) for underrepresented languages, focus-
ing on the Ukrainian language as a case study. Our
findings demonstrate that cultural bias is a quantifi-
able phenomenon, and we can speculate about its
underlying causes. The open-source community
plays a crucial role in addressing this issue by cre-
ating new, extended datasets and publishing them
for further research work. While this effort may be
beyond the scope of commercial interest, it has
immense humanitarian impact.

It’s important to note the emergence of code-
switching effects like Azirivka, which occur spon-
taneously and highlights the similarities between
pattern learning mechanisms in humans and LLMs.
While fully recognizing that this intriguing phe-
nomenon warrants a more thorough examination,
we contend that even preliminary observations
merit reporting. The existence of such effects in
human societies, where two languages coexist in
close contact, further reinforces the importance of
developing language-specific models to preserve
cultural identity and linguistic diversity.

To advance the evaluation of language mod-
els for Ukrainian, we have introduced ULIB, the
"Ukrainian Linguistic Inquiry Benchmark." This
benchmark encompasses various language pro-
cessing tasks, including summarization, poem gen-
eration, spelling, and simplified explanation com-
prehension. ULIB fills a critical gap in the evalua-
tion of LLMs by providing a diverse range of tasks
tailored to the unique linguistic characteristics of

Ukrainian. By offering a holistic evaluation frame-
work, ULIB enables human evaluators to assess
the performance of LLMs in understanding and
generating Ukrainian text. Although we have only
introduced the format and starting point for ULIB
datasets, which are available on our github, we
plan to expand it as part of our future work.

In addition to ULIB, we have also introduced
the Ukrainian Knowledge and Instruction Dataset
(UKID), a pioneering instruction dataset rooted in
Ukrainian context. UKID serves as a comprehen-
sive and standalone source of truth, enhancing the
model’s ability to verify facts and improve its accu-
racy. By incorporating language-specific contexts
and embedding essential factual knowledge into
the model’s trainable parameters during fine-tuning,
UKID paves the way for more effective and cultur-
ally relevant language models.

Our work highlights the significance of devel-
oping language-specific LLMs and datasets, not
only for Ukrainian but for all underrepresented lan-
guages worldwide. By demonstrating the feasibility
and importance of this approach, we hope to inspire
further research and development in this area. Fu-
ture work should focus on fine-tuning open-source
models with expanded datasets, improving evalua-
tion benchmarks, and exploring innovative applica-
tions that leverage the power of language-specific
LLMs. Through collaborative efforts between re-
searchers, open-source communities, and stake-
holders, we can work towards a future where AI
technologies are truly inclusive and representative
of the world’s linguistic and cultural diversity.
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We introduce Spivavtor, a dataset, and instruction-tuned models for text editing focused on the Ukrainian language.
Spivavtor is the Ukrainian-focused adaptation of the English-only CoEdIT (Raheja et al., 2023) model. Similar to
CoEdIT, Spivavtor performs text editing tasks by following instructions in Ukrainian like “Виправте граматику в
цьому реченнi” and “Спростiть це речення” which translate to “Correct the grammar in this sentence” and “Simplify
this sentence” respectively. This paper describes the details of the Spivavtor-Instruct dataset and Spivavtor models.
We evaluate Spivavtor on a variety of text editing tasks in Ukrainian, such as Grammatical Error Correction (GEC), Text
Simplification, Coherence, and Paraphrasing, and demonstrate its superior performance on all of them. We publicly
release our best-performing models and data as resources to the community to advance further research in this space.

Keywords: Ukrainian Text Editing, Instruction tuned LLMs

1. Introduction

Recently, there has been an increased focus and
substantial progress in developing natural language
processing (NLP) models for the Ukrainian
language. These include the development of
corpora like the Ukrainian Brown Corpus (Starko
and Rysin, 2023), toolkits like NLP-UK1, as well
as models for word-embeddings, part-of-speech
tagging, named entity recognition2, machine
translation3, and pre-trained language models.

However, many of the aforementioned models
are task-specific and do not leverage recent
advances in large-scale language models and in-
context learning. In particular, Large Language
Models (LLMs) have demonstrated a quantum leap
in generating fluent and coherent text and have
thus been adapted to perform various NLP tasks
(Brown et al., 2020; OpenAI, 2023; Touvron et al.,
2023). Recently, LLMs have also been leveraged
to perform specific text editing tasks such as GEC
(Wu et al., 2023; Coyne and Sakaguchi, 2023;
Fang et al., 2023) or Text Simplification (Baez
and Saggion, 2023; Saggion et al., 2022). In
addition to focusing on singular tasks like the above,
some works have attempted to leverage LLMs and
instruction fine-tuning to support multi-task text
editing (Schick et al., 2023; Raheja et al., 2023;
Laban et al., 2023).

There has also been extensive work
on leveraging these advances to develop
corresponding LLMs focused on the Ukrainian
language, the most notable being UAlpaca4, which

1https://github.com/brown-uk/nlp_uk
2https://huggingface.co/lang-uk
3https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/

UkrainianLT
4https://huggingface.co/robinhad/

ualpaca-7b-llama

Grammatical Error Correction
Виправте граматику в цьому реченнi: А ти,
батюшка, стало бути, тут в сторожi?
А ти, батюшко, стало бути, тут у сторожi?

Coherence
Покращiть зв’язнiсть тексту: Тодi вiн вiдвiдав
острови Грецiї. Хвороба змусила його
повернутися до Риму.
Потiм вiн вiдвiдав острови Грецiї, але хвороба
змусила його повернутися до Риму.

Text Simplification
Спростiть речення: вода спочатку холодна, а
потiм волога.
Вода i холодна, i мокра.

Paraphrasing
Перефразуйте речення: Наскiльки я можу
судити, обидва ще живi.
Наскiльки я розумiю, вони обидва ще живi.

Figure 1: Example input (blue) and output (red) of
the text editing tasks that Spivavtor can perform.
The corresponding English translations can be
found in Appendix A, Table 7.

builds a Ukrainian counterpart of the popular
general-purpose instruction-tuned model – Alpaca
(Taori et al., 2023). Concurrently and similarly,
some research has focused on building and
characterizing the capabilities of multi-lingual
LLMs which are trained on massively multi-lingual
data during the pre-training and instruction-tuning
phases (Muennighoff et al., 2023; Workshop,
2023; Xue et al., 2021; Li et al., 2023; Wei et al.,
2023; Üstün et al., 2024). While these models
support instructions in Ukrainian, they do not
focus on high-quality text editing tasks but on
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general-purpose instructions instead, such as
sentiment detection, question answering, text
generation, etc. However, as noted by Raheja et al.
(2024), such generic instruction-tuned models are
not particularly well-suited for nuanced text editing
tasks without further task-specific fine-tuning. This
highlights the need for an instruction-tuned model
for Ukrainian that is optimized for text editing, which
this paper addresses by building Spivavtor5.

Spivavtor can follow instructions for complex
text editing tasks like GEC, Text Simplification,
Coherence, and Paraphrasing (Figure 1). A
significant challenge to building an instruction-
tuned model for Ukrainian optimized for text editing
has been the limited availability of text editing
datasets in Ukrainian. In this work, we address this
challenge by adapting existing text editing datasets
from Ukrainian and English and converting them to
”instruction-following” datasets (similar to CoEdIT
and mEdIT). We then show how these newly
constructed datasets can be used to build state-
of-the-art text editing models for Ukrainian. Finally,
through comprehensive evaluations, we empirically
reveal critical insights on how the performance on
Ukrainian text editing tasks is affected by various
choices like model architecture, model scale, and
training data mixtures. All our models and data are
publicly available as resources for the community6.

2. Related Work

Prior work falls into two major categories: (a)
Ukrainian-NLP Models and (b) Multi-lingual LLMs.
We discuss each of these below.

Large Language Models for Ukrainian Several
works have focused on building LLMs and
resources for Ukrainian. These mainly consist of
manually curated Ukrainian language datasets and
corpora like Starko and Rysin (2023) for Part of
Speech, Syvokon et al. (2023) for Grammatical
Error Correction (GEC), NER-UK for Named Entity
Recognition7, UA-SQUAD for Question Answering
Ivanyuk-Skulskiy et al. (2021). Some Ukrainian
datasets are also derived from large multi-lingual
datasets filtered for the Ukrainian language data
(for e.g., Ukrainian Tweet Corpus8). In addition to
these datasets, custom models have also been
built for the above tasks, a list of which is curated

5Spivavtor means “co-author” in Ukrainian.
6https://huggingface.

co/collections/grammarly/
spivavtor-660744ab14fdf5e925592dc7

7https://github.com/lang-uk/ner-uk
8https://github.com/saganoren/

ukr-twi-corpus

here9. A notable such model aimed at general
instruction following in Ukrainian is the UAlpaca
model, which was obtained by further fine-tuning
LLaMA on Ukrainian translations of the Alpaca
(Taori et al., 2023) dataset.

Text Editing via Instruction Tuning There exists
extensive prior literature leveraging instruction-
tuned LLMs for various text editing tasks in
both monolingual and multi-lingual settings. More
recently, Schick et al. (2023), Raheja et al. (2023),
and Laban et al. (2023) have focused on general-
purpose text editing using instruction-tuned LLMs
for English. However, all of these prior approaches
have been limited in monolingual settings because
they focus only on English.

Text editing capabilities in the Ukrainian
language have been developed only in multi-
lingual settings, where most works have proposed
task-specific multi-lingual models. These works
have developed models for text editing tasks
like GEC (Rothe et al. (2021); Sun et al. (2022)),
paraphrasing (Chowdhury et al., 2022), formality
style transfer (Briakou et al., 2021), and text
simplification (Mallinson et al. (2020); Martin et al.
(2022); Ryan et al. (2023)). However, they are
similarly limited due to their singular focus on
specific text editing tasks rather than high-quality,
general-purpose text editing.

There exists an even more extensive literature
on general-purpose multi-lingual LLMs (many of
which also include support for Ukrainian (Üstün
et al., 2024; Li et al., 2023)), these models generally
aim for massive multi-language support and are
not optimized explicitly for Ukrainian or text editing.
A comprehensive review of multi-lingual LLMs is
out of the scope of this paper.

Finally, our work is closest to the recently
proposed mEdIT (Raheja et al., 2024), which
developed a multi-lingual extension to CoEdIT with
support for a similar set of tasks for six languages,
but is limited in our context as it is not focused on
Ukrainian as one of its core languages.

3. Spivavtor

In this section, we describe the construction of
Spivavtor. Specifically, we discuss (a) Dataset
construction, (b) Model architecture choices, and
(c) Model training process.

3.1. Spivavtor-Instruct Dataset
Similar to prior work (Raheja et al., 2023),
we consider four text editing tasks: (a)
Fluency/Grammatical Error Correction (GEC),

9https://github.com/osyvokon/
awesome-ukrainian-nlp
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(b) Simplification, (c) Coherence, and (d)
Paraphrasing; and construct a unified Ukrainian
text editing instruction dataset which we call
Spivavtor-Instruct. We consider these tasks
for two reasons: (a) These tasks are largely
representative of the most common text editing
tasks, and (b) It is feasible to obtain curated good-
quality data for these tasks either in Ukrainian or
English. For tasks where Ukrainian data is not
readily available, we use the available English
datasets to construct their Ukrainian counterpart
by translating them into Ukrainian using Google
Translate API10. Due to time constraints, we did
not explore other translation services or models.
Having outlined the tasks, we now discuss the
task-specific datasets we used and our process for
constructing Spivavtor-Instruct.

GEC We use the Ukrainian Grammatical Error
Correction (UA-GEC) dataset (Syvokon et al., 2023)
for GEC/Fluency. This dataset contains 33k pairs
of grammatically incorrect and correct sentences
in Ukrainian. The original dataset contains train
(31k) and test (2k) splits. However, since we
explore different model choices and training hyper-
parameters, we further randomly split the train set
to create a custom train (28k) and validation (3k)
dataset.

Simplification For the Simplification task, we
adapt three English datasets: (a) WikiLarge (Zhang
and Lapata, 2017), and (b) WikiAuto (Jiang et al.,
2020) for training. For evaluation, we use ASSET
(Alva-Manchego et al., 2020), and Turk (Xu et al.,
2016a) datasets. As mentioned above, we translate
all these datasets into Ukrainian using Google
Cloud Translation API.

Coherence For the coherence task, which
involves combining two sentences together
coherently using edit operations such as inserting
discourse connectives, we once again translate
an English dataset, given the lack of an equivalent
dataset for Ukrainian. In particular, we adapt the
DiscoFuse dataset (Geva et al., 2019) and the
Coherence split of IteraTeR (Du et al., 2022)
and translate them to Ukrainian using the Google
Cloud Translation API.

Paraphrasing We adapt the popular PAWS
(Zhang et al., 2019) dataset in English by
constructing its Ukrainian counterpart via
translation, maintaining their train and test splits.
We evaluate paraphrasing on MRPC (Dolan and

10https://cloud.google.com/translate/
docs/advanced/translating-text-v3

Brockett, 2005), STS (Cer et al., 2017), and QQP
datasets.
The Ukrainian datasets we thus obtain are suitable
for training Ukrainian-specific models, but they are
not suitable yet for instruction tuning since they do
not contain explicit instructions. To overcome this,
we prepend task-specific verbalizers that describe
the task to be performed as simple instructions
to each instance. These task-specific verbalizers
were curated by domain experts in Ukrainian. More
specifically, for a given task-specific instance, we
assign a specific verbalizer by randomly drawing a
sample from the task-specific verbalizer set. Table
2 shows a few instruction verbalizers for each
task with the full set available in Appendix Table
9. Similarly, Table 1 summarizes the number of
training, validation, and test instances, along with
the number of distinct instructions per task. Finally,
it is to be noted that to ascertain the quality of the
Ukrainian translated datasets, a random sample
of 100 instances were chosen for verification by
native speakers of Ukrainian and found to be largely
satisfactory11.

3.2. Models
To train Spivavtor, we consider two kinds of
transformer-based LLM architectures – Encoder-
Decoder as well as the Decoder-only architecture.
Both architectures have been shown to be generally
effective in prior work (Xue et al., 2021; Üstün
et al., 2024) although the Decoder-only models
tend to be more popular recently with the release of
models like ChatGPT and GPT4 (OpenAI, 2023).
Thus, in the realm of Ukrainian text editing, we
empirically explore the effect of both of these model
architectures on task performance. We also explore
the effect of different model sizes considering
relatively smaller models with 1B parameters as
well as larger models with upto 13B parameters.

3.2.1. Encoder-Decoder Models

mT5 (Xue et al., 2021) is a multi-lingual variant of
T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), trained on the mC4 dataset
12, a multi-lingual variant of the C4 dataset extended
to 101 languages. We experiment with two variants
of mT5 – large (1.2B) and xxl (13B).

mT0 (Muennighoff et al., 2023) is a family of
multi-lingual Encoder-Decoder models capable
of following human instructions in dozens of
languages. We use the mt0-large (1.2B) model.
The mT0 models are constructed by fine-tuning
mT5 models on the xP3 cross-lingual task mixture

11Grossly incorrect translations were corrected
manually.

12https://huggingface.co/datasets/mc4
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Task #Train #Validation #Test #Verbalizers
GEC 27,929 3,103 2,682 9
Simplification 11,501 1,278 533 11
Coherence 9,278 1,031 551 7
Paraphrasing 14,076 1,564 6,244 13
Total 62,784 6,976 10,010 40

Table 1: Summary statistics of the Spivavtor-Instruct dataset.

Task Verbalizers English translation

GEC
“Виправте граматику в цьому реченнi:”
“Зробiть речення граматичним:”
“Удосконалiть граматику цього тексту:”

“Correct the grammar in this sentence:”
“Make the sentences grammatical:”
“Improve the grammar of this text:”

Simplification
“Спростiть речення:”
“Зробiть речення простим:”
“Зробiть цей текст легше для розумiння:”

“Simplify the sentences:”
“Make the sentence simple:”
“Make this text easier to understand:”

Coherence
“Виправте зв’язнiсть в реченнi:”
“Покращiть зв’язнiсть тексту:”
“Зробiть текст бiльш зв’язним:”

“Correct the coherence in the sentence:”
“Improve text coherence:”
“Make the text more coherent:”

Paraphrasing
“Перефразуйте речення:”
“Перефразуйте цей текст:”
“Напишiть перефраз для речення:”

“Rephrase the sentence:”
“Paraphrase this text:”
“Write a paraphrase for the sentence:”

Table 2: A subset of verbalizers for each task used as instructions in the Spivavtor-Instruct dataset (see
Appendix Table 9 for full set of instructions).

dataset, which consists of multi-lingual datasets
with English prompts. As a result, mT0 models are
better suited for following English prompts. We also
use the mt0-xxl-mt variant, which is fine-tuned on
the xP3mt dataset and is better suited for prompting
in non-English.

Aya 101 (Üstün et al., 2024) is a massively multi-
lingual generative language model that follows
instructions in 101 languages of which over 50%
are considered low-resourced. Aya outperforms
mT0 and BLOOMZ (Muennighoff et al., 2022)
on the majority of tasks while covering double
the number of languages. The model has 13B
parameters and the same architecture as the
mt5-xxl model.

3.2.2. Decoder-only LLMs

Bactrian-X (Li et al., 2023) is a collection of
lightweight adapters for LLaMA (7B and 13B)
(Touvron et al., 2023) and BLOOM (7B) (Workshop,
2023) on the Bactrian-X dataset, which is a
multi-lingual parallel dataset containing 3.4 million
instruction–response pairs across 52 languages.
We use the bactrian-x-llama-7b-merged variant.

Mistral (Jiang et al., 2023) is a family of large
language models. We use the Mistral-7B-Instruct-

v0.2 variant which is an instruction fine-tuned
version of the Mistral-7B-v0.2 model.

Llama2 Chat Models We also consider full-
parameter fine-tuning of the Llama2 7B and 13B
chat models. While the aforementioned Bactrian-
X models also derive from the LLaMA models,
they use parameter-efficient fine-tuning (PEFT),
specifically, low-rank adaptation (LoRA) (Hu et al.,
2022), thus, significantly reducing the number of
trainable parameters during fine-tuning. Thus, in
contrast to Bactrian-X models, we consider full-
parameter fine-tuning of Llama-2 Chat models as
well. We use the Llama-2-7b-chat-hf and Llama-2-
13b-chat-hf variants.

3.3. Training

We use Spivavtor-Instruct dataset to perform
instruction-tuning on both styles of models
described above. We train all models using
Deepspeed (Rasley et al., 2020) on 8xA100 GPU
instances with AdamW optimizer, a per-device
batch size of 8, and a learning rate of 5e-5. For
Decoder-only models, the maximum sequence
length is set to 512 tokens, whereas for Encoder-
Decoder models, the maximum sequence length is
set to 256 tokens for both source and target. The
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best-performing checkpoints were chosen based
on the validation loss.

3.4. Inference
For Inference, we mostly use default generation
parameters for temperature, beam size as specified
in the corresponding model with the exception
of max output length, which is set to the max
sequence length used while training the model.
To avoid repeated generation with Decoder-only
models, we used the model-specific EOS tag to
end decoding.

4. Evaluation

Metrics We evaluate all models on the task-
specific test splits of the Spivavtor-Instruct dataset.
As in prior work, we report the standard evaluation
metrics used for each task. In particular, we report
the F0.5 Correction score for GEC calculated using
ERRANT (Bryant et al., 2017) weighing precision
twice as much as recall. Following prior work by
Ryan et al. (2023); Raheja et al. (2023) we report
SARI (Xu et al., 2016b) for Simplification as well
as Coherence. For Paraphrasing, we report BLEU
(Papineni et al., 2002). In order to capture the
overlap with source as well as reference, we report
both reference-free BLEU (also called Self-BLEU
in Zhu et al. 2018) and reference-based BLEU,
since they collectively provide additional signal on
paraphrasing quality than either one of them alone
(see Shen et al. (2022) and Section 6).

Baselines We evaluate our Spivavtor models
against strong instruction tuned baseline models.
In addition to the corresponding base models (i.e.
not fine-tuned on Spivavtor-Instruct dataset), we
also evaluate against the following:

• Copy: The Copy baseline, which just copies
the input sentence, is a surprisingly trivial but
hard-to-beat baseline.

• UAlpaca: To ascertain the effect of task-
specific instruction fine-tuning in contrast
to large-scale diverse instruction fine-tuning,
we consider the UAlpaca model in a zero-
shot setting. UAlpaca is a LLaMA 7B model
trained on Ukrainian translations of 52K
diverse and generic instructions of the Alpaca
dataset (Taori et al., 2023). For prompting
UAlpaca, we used the recommended prompt
format that it was fine-tuned on and replaced
the instruction placeholder with the assigned
verbalizer.

• GPT4 Noting the widespread popularity of
GPT4 (OpenAI, 2023) and a general notion

that GPT4 generally obtains very strong
performance on many NLP tasks, we also
consider this as a baseline (in the zero-shot
setting) where we prompt it with a verbalizer
and the input text. In particular, we use gpt-
4-0613 model with a context window of 8192
tokens and a training data cutoff of Sep 2021.
To give GPT4 the best shot at success and
to account for prompt sensitivity, we evaluate
GPT4 on the chosen task with all possible
verbalizers in our set and report the score
corresponding to the best verbalizer. If there
is no response received from the API due to
content filtration policies, we consider the input
unchanged for evaluation purposes.

• GPT-3.5-Turbo We also compare against
the more cost effective GPT-3.5-Turbo model,
widely known as ChatGPT. In particular, we
use gpt-3.5-turbo version 0301.

4.1. Quantitative Results
In this section, we describe our main results and
discuss findings from ablation studies to gain
insights into the factors driving model performance.

Main Results Table 3 shows the performance
of various models on all tasks in consideration. It
presents aggregated scores for all tasks across
different datasets. The dataset-specific scores for
all relevant tasks are present in Appendix A, Table 8.
Based on these results, we can make the following
observations:

1. Spivavtor generally performs significantly
better over baselines. Comparing the
performance metrics for Spivavtor models
to their baseline counterparts, we generally
observe that Spivavtor significantly
outperforms baseline models (including
GPT4), with Simplification being the only
exception where performance is at par.
This result suggests the effectiveness of
domain-specific instruction tuning for superior
performance on specific tasks.

2. Domain-specific Instruction tuning
outperforms instruction tuning on a
large set of generic instructions. Given
the effectiveness of instruction tuning and
in-context learning, a natural question arises:
For text editing with instructions, is it sufficient
to instruction-tune a model with a very
large set of diverse instructions that are
not necessarily related to text editing? We
can answer this question empirically by
comparing the performance of Spivavtor
models (that are instruction tuned on text
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Model Type Size GEC Simplification Coherence Paraphrasing
Copy - - 0 21.98 26.89 100/31.4
Bactrian-X-7b D 7B 0.65 36.76 40.37 21.86/8.13
UAlpaca-7b D 7B 0.57 35.17 32.64 13.26/4.95
Mistral-7b D 7B 0.3 38.96 32.41 9.30/3.79
mt0-large ED 1.2B 0.21 29.56 22.14 6.70/2.68
aya-101 ED 13B 21.98 35.59 38.30 42.68/15.53
GPT-3.5-Turbo D - 1.17 40.18 44.93 26.60/12.51
GPT4 D - 27.18 40.08 43.44 23.23/11.7
Spivavtor-Bactrian-X-7b D 7B 55.73 36.90 47.80 65.31/23.65
Spivavtor-Mistral-7b D 7B 51.54 34.55 44.12 76.56/25.33
Spivavtor-Llama2-7b D 7B 55.88 36.94 48.73 48.97/18.9
Spivavtor-Llama2-13b D 13B 56.48 36.98 48.55 57.31/21.35
Spivavtor-mt5-large ED 1.2B 61.83 36.40 48.27 77.31/26.68
Spivavtor-mt0-large ED 1.2B 61.44 36.16 48.28 77.83/26.73
Spivavtor-mt5-xxl ED 13B 63.00 37.84 48.97 72.42/25.64
Spivavtor-mt0-xxl-mt ED 13B 64.55 38.44 49.48 68.63/25.07
Spivavtor-aya-101 ED 13B 64.57 37.87 48.51 73.28/26.17

Table 3: Comparison of Spivavtor models against various baselines including Copy (target=source),
Decoder-only(D) and Encoder-Decoder(ED) models when evaluated in a zero-shot setting. For GEC, we
report F0.5 Correction. For Simplification and Coherence, we report SARI. For Paraphrasing, we report
ref-free/ref-based BLEU where ref-free is the reference-free BLEU and ref-based is the reference-based
BLEU to capture the overlap with both source and reference. All scores have been scaled to lie between
0 and 100. Note that all Spivavtor models outperform baseline models.

Held-Out Task GEC Simplification Coherence Paraphrasing
GEC 18.47 37.41 52.11 71.44/26.14
Simplification 64.95 32.84 48.96 68.39/25.01
Coherence 62.57 36.79 39.48 72.86/25.81
Paraphrasing 64.25 36.86 51.84 74.61/25.90

Table 4: Performance of the Spivavtor-aya-101 model on all tasks when one task is ablated. We report
the same metrics as in Table 3. The bolded numbers represent the zero-shot performance of the model
when not trained on that particular task.

editing instructions) with UAlpaca – a model
that is instruction tuned on 52K diverse
instructions. From Table 3, we observe that
UAlpaca has significantly lower performance
compared to its equivalent Spivavtor model
(Spivavtor-Llama2-7B). It may not be
sufficient to instruction-tune models on just
a large set of diverse instructions, and there
is significant value to instruction tuning on
domain-specific instructions, an observation
that reaffirms findings in prior work by Raheja
et al. (2023).

3. Encoder-Decoder models outperform
Decoder-only models. Given the extensive
popularity of LLMs, there has been a
significant surge in the availability of LLMs.
While some LLMs use an Encoder-Decoder
architecture (Xue et al., 2021; Üstün et al.,
2024), some others use a Decoder-only

style (OpenAI, 2023; Taori et al., 2023;
Touvron et al., 2023). Yet, it is not clear if
one architecture offers consistently superior
performance over the other and on what
tasks one might prefer a specific architecture.
We trained both styles of models on the
Spivavtor-Instruct dataset to evaluate the
results empirically. Our results indicate
that Encoder-Decoder models generally
outperform Decoder-only models when fine-
tuned on domain-specific instructions. More
specifically, note that all Spivavtor Encoder-
Decoder models outperform Spivavtor
Decoder-only models on average.

4. Larger models outperform smaller ones.
Our results also suggest that, generally, larger
models tend to perform better than smaller
ones - both across baselines and across
Spivavtor models within an architecture
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family. This finding further reinforces the
effectiveness of model scaling on task
performance.

Task Ablation In this setting, we hold out specific
tasks in a controlled manner to evaluate one of the
Spivavtor models (Spivavtor-aya-101), to see
how it might generalize to unseen text editing tasks.
More specifically, in each turn, we hold out one of
the tasks, train on the remaining set, and report
task performance on all tasks. The results of this
ablation study are shown in Table 4 and clearly
demonstrate the usefulness of instruction tuning on
all tasks. The model performs significantly better
when trained on task-specific data as compared to
the zero-shot setting.

4.2. Qualitative Error Analysis
In this section, we first discuss the subpar
performance of most baseline models on GEC,
as observed in Table 3. Careful inspection of the
model outputs indicates several problems with zero-
shot model evaluation. The most frequent problems
include repeated generation, output generation
in English instead of Ukrainian, explanation of
corrections made, text generation indicating no
change is needed, to name a few. These models
also suffer from an overcorrecting issue (Fang
et al., 2023) and tend to perform paraphrasing
and fluency rewrites. As a result, in many cases,
the conservative span-based F0.5 metric (used
to evaluate GEC) can’t capture the correct edits,
resulting in low performance.

Next, we evaluate one of our best-performing
models (Spivavtor-aya-101) qualitatively. For each
task, we provide the model a sample input along
with an instruction on what to do and show the
model-generated output for a handful of such
inputs in Table 5. We also highlight some of the
errors made by our model in Table 6. The English
translations for all examples are provided in the
same tables for reference. On the GEC task, the
output quality outperforms all baseline models.
Due to instruction tuning, the edits become more
conservative and therefore, are better captured
by F0.5 metric using M2scorer13. The instruction-
tuned models avoid common errors such as
repetitions and generation of gibberish text and
are much better at following instructions. However,
the edits made are not always correct. For the
simplification task, the majority of errors arise
from changes in meaning due to excessive text
truncation. Another typical negative pattern is the
filtration of named entities and/or their replacement
with pronouns. The coherence task is performed
rather successfully. The model either edits the

13https://github.com/nusnlp/m2scorer

text correctly or leaves the text uncorrected. The
most common issue is the incorrect usage of
conjunctions, disrupting the logical flow, e.g. using
“but” instead of “and”, “however” instead of “so”,
etc. Paraphrasing is done mainly on the lexical
level by changing the word or phrase order inside
the text. In longer texts, such as those in the
MRPC dataset, we sometimes observe a change in
meaning compared to the input, whereas in shorter
texts, such as those in STS and QQP, it tends
to align more closely with the reference rewrites.
Errors highlighting some of these problems are
shown in Table 6.

5. Conclusions

We introduce Spivavtor – an instruction-tuned
LLM for Ukrainian text editing and corresponding
Spivavtor-Instruct dataset. We describe in detail
the construction of Spivavtor, including how
we curate the instruction dataset in Ukrainian
for text editing tasks. We empirically show that
Spivavtor significantly outperforms other models
on text editing tasks. We also analyze the effect of
modeling choices (scale and architecture) on task
performance. Overall, our experiments support the
hypothesis that domain and task-specific instruction
tuning is needed to obtain better performance on
complex text editing tasks. Finally, all our datasets
and models are released to the community to help
advance research in the area of Ukrainian NLP.

6. Limitations

While we have introduced an instruction-tuned LLM
for Ukrainian text editing, we acknowledge a few
limitations of our work. First, due to the limitations
of the translation API used, our training data
may not be of the highest quality. This limitation
could potentially be overcome by curating high-
quality data from native speakers of the Ukrainian
language. The scale of our training data can also
be increased over our current set.

Second, while we use standard evaluation
metrics for the text editing tasks, we acknowledge
that many of these metrics have limitations and
do not capture many aspects of text quality (e.g.
meaning preservation, etc.). For example, in the
case of evaluating paraphrasing, there is no
single automatic metric that holistically captures
all important aspects of a good paraphrase as
judged by humans. In fact, even if one narrows
down to using BLEU score as a metric, it has been
shown in prior work that either one of reference-
free BLEU score or reference-based BLEU score
may correlate better with human judgments, and
this may be dataset or benchmark-dependent
(Shen et al., 2022) which is why we report both
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GEC Input I Виправте граматику в цьому
реченнi: Дякую за iнформацiю! ми з Надiєю саме
вийшли з дому

GEC Input I Correct the grammar in this sentence:
Thanks for the information! we with Nadia just left
the house

Output I Дякую за iнформацiю! Ми з Надiєю
саме вийшли з дому.

Output I Thanks for the info! Nadia and I just left
the house.

Simplification Input I Спростiть речення: Там
вiн помер через шiсть тижнiв, 13 сiчня 888 року.

Simplification Input I Simplify the sentence: There
he died six weeks later, on January 13, 888.

Output I Там вiн помер 13 сiчня 888 року. Output I There he died on January 13, 888.

Coherence Input I Виправте зв’язнiсть в
реченнi: Лiнч досi вiдмовляється розповiдати
про сумнозвiсну травневу дорожньо-транспортну
пригоду, коли вiн збив жiнку-пiшохода в районi
нiчного клубу Баффало та вiдлетiв. Той факт,
що Лiнч взагалi говорив, заслуговує на увагу в
цих краях.

Coherence Input I Correct the coherence in the
sentence: Lynch still refuses to talk about the
infamous May traffic accident in which he struck a
female pedestrian in a Buffalo nightclub area and
drove away. The fact that Lynch spoke at all deserves
attention in this place.

Output I Лiнч досi вiдмовляється розповiдати
про сумнозвiсну травневу дорожньо-транспортну
пригоду, коли вiн збив жiнку-пiшохода в районi
нiчного клубу Баффало та вiдлетiв. Однак той
факт, що вiн взагалi говорив, заслуговує на увагу
в цих краях.

Output I Lynch still refuses to talk about the
infamous May traffic accident in which he struck a
female pedestrian in a Buffalo nightclub area and
drove away. However, the fact that Lynch spoke at
all deserves attention in this place.

Paraphrasing Input I Перефразуйте речення:
Який найкращий комплiмент, який ти отримував
вiд будь-кого?

Paraphrasing Input I Paraphrase the sentence:
What is the greatest compliment that you ever
received from anyone?

Output I Який найкращий комплiмент, який ти
коли-небудь отримував?

Output I What is the greatest compliment that
you ever received?

Table 5: Example inputs and outputs from Spivavtor-aya-101 model for all relevant tasks.

GEC Input I Виправте граматичнi помилки в
цьому реченнi: В поки що вересень будем повну
оплату робити.

GEC Input I Correct the grammatical errors in
this sentence: On the meantime in September, will
we make the full payment.

Output I У поки що вереснi будем повну оплату
робити.

Output I In the meantime in September, will we
make the full payment.

Simplification Input I Зробiть речення простим:
Джидда є головними воротами до Мекки,
найсвятiшого мiста iсламу, яке працездатнi
мусульмани повиннi вiдвiдати принаймнi раз у
життi.

Simplification Input I Make the sentence simple:
Jeddah is the main gateway to Mecca, Islam’s holiest
city, which able-bodied Muslims must visit at least
once in their lifetime.

Output I Це одне з головних ворiт до Мекки,
яке мусульмани повиннi вiдвiдати принаймнi раз
у життi.

Output I It is one of the main gateways to Mecca
that Muslims must visit at least once in their
lifetime.

Coherence Input I Виправте зв’язнiсть в цьому
текстi: Зайферт: Ця змiна здавалася певною
протягом бiльшої частини року. Нещодавно
Гуделл сказав, що очiкує голосування пiд час
зборiв власникiв лiги в березнi.

Coherence Input I Correct the coherence in this
text: Seifert: This change seemed certain for most
of the year. Goodell recently said he expects a vote
at the league’s owners meeting in March.

Output I Зайферт: Ця змiна здавалася певною
протягом бiльшої частини року, але нещодавно
Гуделл сказав, що очiкує голосування пiд час
зборiв власникiв лiги в березнi.

Output I Seifert: That change seemed certain for
most of the year, but Goodell recently said he
expects a vote at the league’s owners meeting in
March.

Paraphrasing Input I Перефразуйте це речення:
Чоловiк грає на музичнiй клавiатурi.

Paraphrasing Input I Rephrase this sentence: The
man is playing the musical keyboard.

Output I Чоловiк грає на клавiатурi. Output I A man plays the keyboard.

Table 6: Example errors made by Spivavtor-aya-101 model for all tasks with English translations.
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reference-based and reference-free BLEU scores
in our evaluations for paraphrasing. In addition to
BLEU, one would also report a semantic similarity
score (like BERTScore) between the paraphrase
and the source to capture how semantically close
the paraphrase is to the source (or reference).
For English, this is typically done using popular
sentence embedding models like BERT, but it is
not clear what the best approach is for Ukrainian,
which is why we do not consider this dimension in
our evaluation. One could potentially address such
limitations by directly seeking human judgments on
the quality of model predictions.

Finally, while we explore different settings of
hyper-parameters (like batch size and learning rate)
and different variants of prompts in our experiments,
our search space is not exhaustive and is limited
due to computational budgets and time constraints.
We also acknowledge that the performance of
closed models like GPT4 may drift or change over
time due to model refreshes. Even in cases where
model artifacts were publicly available, one must
acknowledge that they were likely pre-trained on
different datasets in the pretraining stage, and the
precise effect of this on our specific downstream
task performance is not known and is absorbed in
our model performance reports. Research around
an improved characterization of such variance in
expected performance would be useful in the future.
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8. Appendix A

GEC Input I Виправте граматику в цьому
реченнi: А ти, батюшка, стало бути, тут в
сторожi?

GEC Input I Correct the grammar in this sentence:
And you, father, are you here in guard duty?

Output I А ти, батюшко, стало бути, тут у
сторожi?

Output I And you, father, are you here on guard
duty?

Coherence Input I Покращiть зв’язнiсть тексту:
Тодi вiн вiдвiдав острови Грецiї. Хвороба змусила
його повернутися до Риму.

Coherence Input I Improve the coherence of the
text: Then he visited the islands of Greece. Illness
forced him to return to Rome.

Output I Потiм вiн вiдвiдав острови Грецiї, але
хвороба змусила його повернутися до Риму.

Output I He then visited the islands of Greece, but
illness forced him to return to Rome.

Simplification Input I Спростiть речення: вода
спочатку холодна, а потiм волога.

Simplification Input I Simplify the sentence: first
the water is cold, and then it is wet.

Output I Вода i холодна, i мокра. Output I The water is both cold and wet.

Paraphrasing Input I Перефразуйте речення:
Наскiльки я можу судити, обидва ще живi.

Paraphrasing Input I Rephrase the sentence: As
far as I can tell, both are still alive.

Output I Наскiльки я розумiю, вони обидва ще
живi.

Output I As far as I understand, they are both
still alive.

Table 7: Example model inputs and outputs of the text editing tasks that Spivavtor can perform.
English translations of the examples in Figure 1 are provided for reference.

Model Text Editing Tasks
Simplification Coherence Paraphrasing
Asset Turk Sports Wiki MRPC STS QQP

Copy 17.75 24.04 26.61 28.37 100/39.90 100/38.80 100/26.20
Bactrian-X-7b 36.02 37.13 40.7 38.62 65.5/29.20 45.6/20.4 13.5/4
UAlpaca-7b 33.54 35.96 32.48 33.45 57.6/24.2 20.5/9.6 6.2/1.8
Mistral-7b 39.85 38.54 32.75 30.58 37.6/18 16.9/8.3 5.9/2
mt0-large 32.91 27.94 22.32 21.20 10.8/5.2 4.7/2.3 4.7/1.3
aya-101 32.02 37.32 38.42 37.68 78.5/34.5 56.8/25 32.1/9.8
GPT-3.5-Turbo 42.52 39.04 44.84 45.44 33.2/17.6 24/12.4 22.9/9
GPT4 42.20 39.05 43.35 43.96 29.2/16.1 17/12.7 19.9/9
Spivavtor-Bactrian-X-7b 35.15 37.75 47.29 50.53 63.2/29.1 67.1/31.9 66.5/20.2
Spivavtor-Mistral-7b 31.73 35.92 44.01 44.72 75.1/31.8 81/31.7 77.3/21.3
Spivavtor-Llama-2-7b-chat 39.29 35.80 48.13 51.95 46.2/22.3 50.7/22.3 50.5/16.7
Spivavtor-Llama-2-13b-chat 37.09 36.93 47.54 53.94 55.5/26.6 57.9/24.6 58.3/18.1
Spivavtor-mt5-large 34.82 37.17 47.97 49.87 71/32 78/34.8 80.7/23.3
Spivavtor-mt0-large 33.85 37.28 48.25 48.41 71.5/32.3 79.4/34.3 81.2/23.2
Spivavtor-mt5-xxl 38.50 37.52 48.87 49.53 67.3/30.9 69.1/30.5 75.3/22.3
Spivavtor-mt0-xxl-mt 38.95 38.20 48.67 53.80 65.4/30.4 69.6/34.8 70.4/21.6
Spivavtor-aya-101 37.71 37.95 47.87 51.94 69.9/31.6 71.7/33.3 74.2/22.5

Table 8: Comparison of Spivavtor models against various baselines, categorized by constituent datasets.
We report detailed metrics for each dataset within a task. GEC is not relevant here since it is a single
dataset. For Simplification and Coherence, we report SARI. For Paraphrasing, we report reference-free /
reference-based BLEU just as in Table 3. All scores have been scaled to lie between 0 and 100.
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Task Verbalizers English translation

GEC

“Виправте граматику в цьому реченнi:”
“Виправте граматичнi помилки в цьому
реченнi:”
“Удосконалiть граматику цього тексту:”
“Виправте всi граматичнi помилки:”
“Зробiть речення граматичним:”
“Видалiть граматичнi помилки:”
“Виправте помилки в цьому текстi:”
“Виправте граматичнi помилки:”
“Виправити граматику:”

“Correct the grammar in this sentence:”
“Correct the grammatical errors in this
sentence:”
“Improve the grammar of this text:”
“Correct all grammatical errors:”
“Make the sentence grammatical:”
“Remove grammatical errors:”
“Correct the errors in this text:”
“Correct the grammatical errors:”
“Correct the grammar:”

Simplification

“Спростiть речення:”
“Напишiть простiшу версiю для речення:”
“Спростiть це речення:”
“Зробiть речення простим:”
“Спростiть цей текст:”
“Перепишiть речення так, щоб воно було
простiшим:”
“Перепишiть це речення простiше:”
“Зробiть речення простiше:”
“Спростiть цей текст:”
“Використовуйте простiшi слова:”
“Зробiть цей текст легше для розумiння:”

“Simplify the sentences:”
“Write a simpler version for the sentence:”
“Simplify this sentence:”
“Make the sentence simple:”
“Simplify this text:”
“Rewrite the sentence so that it is simpler:”

“Rewrite this sentence more simply:”
“Make the sentences simpler:”
“Simplify this text:”
“Use simpler words:”
“Make this text easier to understand:”

Coherence

“Виправте зв’язнiсть в реченнi:”
“Покращiть зв’язнiсть тексту:”
“Виправте зв’язнiсть в цьому текстi:”
“Виправте вiдсутнiсть зв’язностi в реченнi:”
“Виправте зв’язнiсть в текстi:”
“Виправте зв’язнiсть речення:”
“Зробiть текст бiльш зв’язним:”

“Correct the coherence in the sentence:”
“Improve text coherence:”
“Correct the coherence in this text.”
“Correct the lack of coherence in the sentence:”
“Correct the coherence in the text:”
“Correct the coherence of the sentence:”
“Make the text more coherent:”

Paraphrasing

“Перефразуйте речення:”
“Перепишiть речення iншими словами:”
“Перефразуйте цей текст:”
“Перефразуйте це речення:”
“Перефразуйте:”
“Напишiть перефраз для речення:”
“Напишiть перефразовану версiю речення:”
“Перепишiть це речення:”
“Перепишiть цей текст:”
“Переформулюйте це речення:”
“Перефразуйте це речення:”
“Переформулюйте цей текст:”

“Rephrase the sentence:”
“Rewrite the sentence in other words:”
“Paraphrase this text:”
“Rephrase this sentence:”
“Paraphrase:”
“Write a paraphrase for the sentence:”
“Write a paraphrased version of the sentence:”
“Rewrite this sentence:”
“Rewrite this text:”
“Rephrase this sentence:”
“Paraphrase this sentence.”
“Rephrase this text:”

Table 9: A complete list of verbalizers for each task used as instructions in the Spivavtor-Instruct dataset.
The English translations are provided for reference.
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Abstract
We introduce Eval-UA-tion, a comprehensive suite of novel Ukrainian-language datasets designed for the evaluation
of language model performance in the Ukrainian language. The collection encompasses a variety of tasks: UA-CBT
(inspired by the Children’s Book Test, a fill-in-the-blanks task aimed at assessing comprehension of story narratives),
UP-Titles (requiring the association of articles from the online newspaper Ukrainska Pravda with their correct titles
from a set of ten similar options), and LMentry-static-UA/LMES (modeled after the LMentry benchmark, featuring
tasks that are straightforward for humans yet challenging for language models, such as determining the longer of
two words or identifying the Nth word in a sentence). Except for UP-Titles, these tasks are designed to minimize
potential contamination, utilizing material unlikely to be found in language models’ training datasets. They also
include a split specifically for few-shot prompting to further reduce contamination risks. For each task, we provide
benchmarks against both human and random performance baselines.

Keywords: LLM Evaluation, Benchmark Dataset, Ukrainian language

1. Introduction

The Ukrainian language has a strong online pres-
ence: as of October 2023, estimates of lan-
guages used on the internet put Ukrainian at place
19 (Wikipedia contributors, 2023) (between Arabic
and Greek); Ukrainian Wikipedia is 15th by num-
ber of daily views and number of articles (Meta,
2022). Though an increase of Ukrainian use
online can be traced to the Russian attack on
Crimea in 2014 (Kulyk, 2018), the full-scale inva-
sion of 2022 accelerated this process, as seen sur-
veys (Group, 2022) and Twitter data (Racek et al.,
2024), showing that 25̃% predominantly Russian-
tweeting users made a hard switch to Ukrainian
in the first months of the invasion. This shows
that the need to support the Ukrainian language
is stronger than ever.
On a 2020 survey of linguistic diversity in

NLP (Joshi et al., 2020), the Ukrainian language
was classified as belonging to the ”rising stars”:
languages with a thriving online cultural commu-
nity that benefits from unsupervised pretraining,
but let down by an insufficient amount of labeled
datasets. A recent review of the performance of
LLMs on non-English languages found a very un-
even performance based on language used, with
ChatGPT performing best in English (Lai et al.,
2023)1. With the widespread adoption of LLMs
these differences become more important, and so

1Ukrainian is an interesting outlier in that study as the
only language where English prompts outperformed the
language-specific (Ukrainian) ones for Relation Extrac-
tion on the SMiLER (Seganti et al., 2021) dataset.

is their measurement.
Aiming to increase the availability of labeled

Ukrainian datasets and stimulating future and ex-
isting efforts on this topic, we present Eval-UA-
tion 1.0, a set of benchmark datasets usable for
evaluating the performance of LLMs in and on the
Ukrainian language.
The issue of data contamination (generally de-

fined as exposure of the model to data similar
to the one it would later be tested on) has re-
ceived much attention in recent years (Roberts
et al., 2023). We placed a special emphasis on
using sources of data that maximally limit contam-
ination.
Most of the source code and sanitized raw data

used to generate the datasets will be publicly avail-
able in the Eval-UA-tion Github repository2.

1.1. Relevant Ukrainian Grammar and
Notation

Ukrainian has 3 grammatical genders: female,
male, and neutral (in this paper abbreviated as
F, M, and N), 7 cases (including nominative/NOM,
genitive/GEN, locative/LOC), and 2 numbers (sin-
gular/SG and plural/PL). It has a complex morphol-
ogy withmany parts of speech needing agreement,
especially by gender and case. Numerals can
be ordinals/ORD (first), cardinals/CARD (one) and
adverbial.
The notation used is loosely based on the

Leipzig Glossing Rules (Comrie et al., 2008),
with the relevant morphemes annotated in the

2https://github.com/pchr8/eval-UA-tion
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superscripts of words. The English transla-
tion of the relevant words will be divided from
the morphemes by a dash, and the individ-
ual morphemes will be separated from each
other by dots: чоловікman-NOM.SG побачивsaw-M.SG
собакydog-ACC.SG.

2. Related Work

A very thorough overview of the current landscape
of benchmarking approaches can be found in (Guo
et al., 2023). On LLMs’ performance on non-
English languages, see Akter et al. (2023) and Lai
et al. (2023).
A number of efforts are underway to create

Ukrainian-language datasets and benchmarks, a
notable one being UA-datasets (Ivanyuk-Skulskiy
et al., 2021)3, with the development of UA-SQuAD
and UA News classification in progress as of
04.03.2024 and the Mova Institute POS dataset
completed. All three datasets are considerably
larger than the ones we are proposing and have
been a direct inspiration for us.
Loosely related to our manual correction of LLM-

generated stories is the topic of grammaticality in
general. UA-GEC (Syvokon and Nahorna, 2022)
is a large grammatical error correction corpus sep-
arately annotating fluency, grammar, punctuation,
and spelling errors.

3. Eval-UA-tion 1.0 Benchmark
Datasets

3.1. UA-CBT

3.1.1. Introduction

The UA-CBT4 dataset builds upon the idea intro-
duced in the English-language Children’s Book
Test (CBT) benchmark dataset (Hill et al., 2015).
The core idea is the following: a word in a story

gets masked (replaced by ”______”, hereafter re-
ferred to as ’gap’) and six options are offered as
potential replacements, only one being correct.

3.1.2. Differences from the Original CBT
Task

UA-CBT differs from the CBT benchmark in mul-
tiple aspects (and through the challenges intro-
duced by the rich morphology of the Ukrainian lan-
guage).
In the original CBT implementation, the story

context was 20 sentences long, with a word in the
21st sentence masked. In UA-CBT, to increase

3https://fido-ai.github.io/ua-datasets/
4https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/ua_cbt

the number of tasks per story, the split is 65% con-
text segment and 35% challenge segment. The
number of possible options is reduced from 10 to
6. We additionally omitted prepositions from the
question categories, keeping named entities, com-
mon nouns, and verbs.
The (2015) CBT task is built from stories from

books freely available on Project Gutenberg5 and
the authors explicitly state that they wanted to in-
centivize models to apply background knowledge
and information when solving the tasks — we at-
tempted to avoid that by using original stories and
limit the background knowledge usable to story
cliches that aren’t always applicable6. Lastly, the
task instances weremanually filtered to ensure the
dataset contains only unambiguous solvable ques-
tions.

3.1.3. Description

The dataset contains 1,061 task instances built
on 72 different stories. There are three types of
tasks/gaps: NAMED_ENTITY for the characters
(’Butterfly’), COMMON_NOUN for inanimate items
(’valley’, ’water’) and VERB for verbs (’fly’, ’eat’).
Each instance is a multiple-choice question with 6
options.

Distractors For each gap, six different options
are provided, five of them are distractors (wrong
answers). Three to five distractors come from the
story itself. To make them plausible, only the lem-
mas7 most frequently found in the text are used.
All are filtered and inflected to match the mor-
phology of the original word in the gap. For ex-
ample, in the task shown in Fig. 1, the replace-
ments for Мисливцяhunter-M.GEN are all grammat-
ically male and GEN case as well (with the ex-
ception of Зміїsnake-F.GEN, described later); all use
the same capitalization as the original word (in the
story, ’The Hunter’ is used in the role of a proper
name and is, therefore, capitalized).
If the story doesn’t have enough entities usable

as distractors (e.g. only one grammatically female
character for NAMED_ENTITY), they are sourced
in the following order: 1) If the story’s most fre-
quently mentioned entity has a different gender
than the gap, it’s added as a most-frequent-any-
gender distractor, marked as a red ”F” in Fig. 1; 2)

5https://www.gutenberg.org/
6The stories, being generated by LLMs and corrected

only for logic but not for plausibility, contain atypical el-
ements such as a turtle eating the remains of a zebra:
may raise a human’s eyebrows, but may be even more
confusing to an LM that expects animals to fit archetypal
folk tale roles.

7different inflections of the same word counted as
one (e.g. кіт, кота, котами)
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Figure 1: A (partial) sample UA-CBT task. The
markings near the options are the ones shown to
the annotators during the task filtering process: ”E”
means the option was taken from an external list of
(in this case) male entities, a blue ”F” denotes the
most frequent relevant word in the text, a red ”F” is
the most frequent word in the text regardless of its
gender (and here зміяsnake-F is the only grammati-
cally female word), and ”+” is the correct option.

An external list of words is used, from which the
remaining distractors are randomly chosen. The
options are then shuffled and deduplicated.

Gaps Only frequent lemmas become gaps.
Masking rare words would have increased the
chances of a gap being placed on a one-off en-
tity that’s not part of a coherent narrative. Lemma
frequency for gaps was calculated only up to the
gap itself. For verbs and named entities, at least
two occurrences were needed, for common nouns
four. The higher minimum occurrences limit
for common nouns was needed because many
of the stories contained generic endings that re-
sulted in uninteresting tasks, solvable by complet-
ing cliches instead of understanding the story nar-
rative (”...and the animals learned that the real trea-
sure is [friendship|food|fear|...], and
they [lived|ate|traveled|...] together
happily ever after”). The three kinds of gaps in
more detail:

NAMED_ENTITY animate nouns and proper
nouns; usually the main characters in the
story (’Butterfly’/Метелик)

COMMON_NOUN inanimate nouns; usually ob-
jects like ’water’ or ’desert’, but overlaps heav-
ily with NAMED_ENTITY (because animals
weren’t always detected as animate by the
spacy model we used)

VERBS finite and infinitive

3.1.4. Dataset structure

The dataset is published on the Huggingface Hub8
with five predefined subsets: NAMED_ENTITY
(615 instances), COMMON_NOUN (281), VERBS
(165), ’all’ with the complete dataset (1,061), and
a few-shot split (7 instances based on a separate
story). The latter’s purpose is avoiding contamina-
tion during few-shot prompting (randomly select-
ing instances for this purposemight lead to the few-
shot examples using the same story as the test in-
stance).
The columns are described in the README of

the dataset. Notable ones are:

context, question the story segments
options, answer the options and correct answer
taskType gap type (COMMON_NOUN, ...)
storyId unique identifier of the story used

A large amount of other metadata is included,
such as the source of each distractor, the size of
the segments, and metadata from the story gen-
eration stage (e.g. which model was used; see
Section 3.1.5).

3.1.5. Story Generation and Filtration

Roberts et al. (2023) describe contamination as
composed of two distinct phenomena: contami-
nation proper, which refers to an LLM’s exposure
during training to examples similar or identical to
the ones the model will later be evaluated on, and
memorization, the ability to extract (near) verba-
tim the examples the model has seen during train-
ing. When generating stories for this task, the lat-
ter facet was at the forefront. Many sources of
stories were considered and rejected. The crux
of the issue was that stories not widely available
online were unusable for intellectual property rea-
sons, while public domain stories were often avail-
able online and, therefore, basically guaranteed
to be part of the training data of current (and fu-
ture) LLMs. Our stories were generated using
OpenAI gpt-4-1106-preview9 and Google Gemini
Pro10, followed by manual review and correction.
The main challenge we faced was that the LLM
would recite a memorized story instead of writing
a more original one, thereby contaminating the
dataset.
We mitigated this issue by using detailed

prompts. For example, if the prompt asks for a
story about a raven and a fox, the names and de-
tails would vary but the story will almost always be
about the fox tricking the raven into giving it a piece
of cheese, as in the well-known Aesop fable. But if

8https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/ua_cbt
9https://platform.openai.com/docs/models
10https://deepmind.google/technologies/gemini/
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Figure 2: The flow used to create UA-CBT stories.

the prompt asks for ”a story about a greedy raven
rescuing a fox from a tornado”, there’s a much
smaller set of pre-existing stories fitting the criteria
to recite verbatim, resulting in more creative sto-
ries. A number of such elements in the template
were randomized, such as asking it for stories in
the style of Ukrainian/Arabic folk tales, changing
the number of main/minor characters, etc. Lastly,
specifying that the story should have an unhappy
ending often increased the originality of the entire
story, so half of the prompts required stories with
unhappy endings.
Generating these prompts involved sampling a

subset out of all possible permutations of values
in the templates. Part of the YAML file containing
the source data (redacted for brevity) is shown in
Fig. 3. The need for logic, consistency, and a co-
herent structure and recurring characters was em-
phasized, since this was needed to be able to cre-
ate a story from which a higher number of solvable
task instances could be generated. Otherwise, the
bulk of the prompt was static and contained cri-
teria for the story. It specified the naming of the
characters, the complexity of the story, and instruc-
tions aimed at avoiding specific recurring motifs
(e.g. prompts involving specific objects, such as
bread, often defaulted to a narrative centered on
magic bread rather than incorporating bread in a
conventional role).
Half of the stories were generated using gpt-4-

1106-preview and half using Gemini Pro. In our
experience, the OpenAI model followed instruc-
tions (such as number of characters) more reliably,
while the Gemini model had dramatically better
Ukrainian grammar (which agrees with the litera-
ture; compare with Akter et al. (2023)). We lever-
aged Gemini Pro’s Ukrainian language abilities by
piping all the stories through it after generation, in-

Figure 3: Part of the template used to generate
story generation prompts.

structing it to improve their logic, consistency, and
grammar, with good results. We mitigated its ten-
dency to generate shorter and simpler stories than
required by using a chat interface, and asking it af-
ter its first attempt to ”add more major/minor char-
acters to the story make it longer, while keeping it
logically consistent”, with good results.
The flow for both models is shown on Fig. 2.
Manual story correction and filtration was

done by human annotators based on the stories
produced after the above steps, in a Label Studio11
environment. For each story, the annotators were
given a choice of fixing the errors in the story or
marking it as completely unusable. Reasons for
the latter included continuity errors that required
substantial rewriting to fix, a large number of errors
in gender agreement or entities having adjectival
names (e.g. a rabbit named Quick), or having too
few characters.
Out of the 117 generated stories, 72 (62%) were

considered usable and subsequently manually cor-
rected. A typology of errors found during this pro-
cess is out of scope of this paper, but the main
language issues found were noun agreement (with
nouns that have a different gender in Ukrainian
and Russian using the Russian gender), the use
of Russian words and phrases, and strange and
often funny fluency errors. Issues in the logic in-
volved illogical actions by the characters (such as
money being returned to the wrong character) and
continuity issues (e.g., a character giving advice
despite having died two paragraphs ago).
The before-and-after stories dataset12 is avail-

able on request.

11https://labelstud.io/
12https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/ua_cbt_stories
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3.1.6. Human Filtration of Task Instances

Departing from the approach taken by the original
CBT task, we manually filtered all generated task
instances to remove unsuitable ones. Of the 1,418
manually processed instances only 1,063 (75%)
were deemed suitable.
Here a more extensive taxonomy was created,

with two main classes of errors:

1. Logic/continuity errors

(a) Answer unknown: the story doesn’t con-
tain the information that allows the answer
to be inferred. Example: ”The Cat and
the Turtle go to [Cat|Turtle|Lion]’s
house to sew the coat, and later deliver it
to the Lion’s house”.

(b) Multiple options are correct: it’s clear
which entity/action is involved, but it can
be described in different ways. Exam-
ple: ”The Lion liked the Cat and Turtle’s
[coat|work].”This accounts for approx.
24% of unusable tasks and was the largest
category.

(c) Duplicate options: multiple almost identi-
cal options referring to the same thing, e.g.
bird/birdie. Caused by incorrect lemmati-
zation.

2. Language errors

(a) Ungrammatical option: one of the options
is a non-existing word. Caused by fail-
ures in the parsing-normalization-inflection
pipeline. Examples from the dataset in-
clude *друзь13 and *комаревом.

(b) Incorrectly inflected option: an option is an
existing grammatical word, but is a differ-
ent inflection than needed. Usually caused
by an incorrectly detected morphology of
the masked word.

Both error classes are roughly equally dis-
tributed. We see this taxonomy and breakdown
as a stepping stone towards fully automated filter-
ing of task instances, eventually leading to larger
datasets of this type.

3.1.7. Baselines

The human baseline accuracy result for this task
was 94%: 6 wrong out of a total of 99 test in-
stances. This score is based on answers by 8
different annotators inside a Telegram14 bot. The
random baseline for this task is 16.7% (6 possible
options). The most-frequent baseline of this task

13Following linguistic conventions, ungrammatical
words will be denoted by a leading asterisk.

14https://telegram.org/

(choosing the option most frequently seen in the
story) is 57% (in other words, in 57% of the tasks
the correct answer is simply the most frequently
mentioned lemma). This is visualized in Fig. 4.

3.2. LMentry-static-UA (LMES)

3.2.1. Description

LMentry-static-UA (LMES) is a set of 6 loosely re-
lated datasets inspired by the (English-language)
LMentry (Efrat et al., 2022) benchmark. It focuses
on tasks considered trivial for humans but harder
for LMs.
The six included tasks are:

1. N-in-M–type tasks:

(a) LOW15 (letters of word): ”What is the
first/Nth/last letter in the word ...”

(b) WIS16 (words in sentence): ”What is the
first/Nth/last word in this sentence:...”

2. Tasks involving categories:

(a) CATS-MC17 (multiple choice): ”Which of
these words is different from the rest?”

(b) CATS-BIN18 (binary): ”Do all of these
words belong to the category ’emotions’?”

3. Comparing-two-things-type tasks:

(a) WordAlpha19: ”Which of these words is
first in alphabetical order?”

(b) WordLength20: ”Which of these words is
longer?”

3.2.2. Differences from LMentry

LMentry represents a comprehensive framework
that includes evaluation code21, assesses the
models’ accuracy and robustness to perturbations,
and extends beyond the scope of our (static)
dataset in many ways. The two commonalities lie
in the tasks themselves and in a focus on inves-
tigating the robustness of LMs to changes in the
templates.
LMES focuses on tasks that can be evaluated

as a dataset (as opposed to regular expressions
in the original benchmark), hence ’static’. This ne-
cessitated dropping some tasks, such as ”write a
sentence/word that contains/(starts/ends with) the
word/letter X.” A number of other tasks were also
dropped.

15https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/lmes_LOW
16https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/lmes_WIS
17https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/lmes_catsmc
18https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/lmes_catsbin
19https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/lmes_wordalpha
20https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/lmes_wordlength
21https://github.com/aviaefrat/lmentry
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The remaining tasks were regrouped, merged
together, and expanded. For example, the origi-
nal benchmark considered ”what’s the first/last ...”
separate tasks. We merged them into one and ex-
panded by adding questions about specific num-
bers (”What’s the fifth ...”).

3.2.3. Datasets Structure

The datasets have been uploaded on Hugging-
Face Hub as individual datasets, each with a
separate few-show split that uses different sen-
tences/words/categories than the train split to re-
duce contamination.
As a variation of what the LMentry benchmark

terms robustness, our LMES tasks place a heavy
emphasis on the use of different templates with
the same input. For example, ”Which word is
longer: ’dog’ or ’cat’?” would also ask which word
is shorter, would ask the same question reversing
the order of the words, ask which word has more
letters, etc. The specific changes to the template
are contained in each task instance metadata to
simplify analysis. The tasks involving words also
include extensive metadata about the words, such
as which part of speech they are, their frequency,
their length, etc.
An analysis of the impact is outside the scope of

this paper, but we hope it will stimulate research in
this direction.

3.2.4. Dataset Construction

Since contamination is not an issue for the tasks
involved (e.g. a sentence being in the training set
of a LLM doesn’t increase the odds of it knowing
what’s the third word in it), we used the UP-Titles
(see subsection 3.3) dataset and the example sen-
tences in spacy as sources for the sentences.
The words were taken from the David Klinger

Ukrainian dictionary22, which in turn uses DBnary
(Sérasset, 2015) and WikiDictionary. We removed
words containing apostrophes or dashes (to en-
sure clarity if counting letters is needed, e.g. the
sixth letter in the word пліч-о-пліч depends on
what is considered a letter). We left only nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs; then we binned
word frequency into high, mid, and low frequency.
Then for each POS+frequency pair we sampled 60
words (or the number words available if it’s less
than 60), leading to a diverse choice of words.

3.2.5. Ukrainian Morphology in the
Templates

The templates used in the LOW/WIS tasks
involved converting integers (4) into natural-
language words, which were represented by nu-

22https://github.com/dmklinger/ukrainian

merals of different types (ordinal and cardinal) and
involved agreement in gender and case. For in-
stance, asking for the first word in a sentence
could be formulated as:

1. Першаfirst-F.ORD.NOM літераletter-F.NOM

2. Літераletter-F.NOM номер одинone-CARD.NOM

3. На першомуfirst-N.ORD.LOC місціplace-N.LOC

We found no library that supported such arbi-
trary conversions. An additional challenge was
keeping track of the numeral type and morphology
required by each template.
We solved the latter problem by capitalizing

the numeral directly in the template string: На
ПЕРШОМУ місці знаходиться... When using
the template to generate task instances, the tar-
get morphology and numeral type are parsed from
the capitalized numeral in the template, and the
needed number is inflected correspondingly and
put in the place of the capitalized numeral.
We release the code for the number-to-numeral

conversion as a library, ukr_numbers23, currently
in beta. It uses pymorphy224 and num2words25.
To the best of our knowledge, using natural lan-

guage inside templates instead of requiring the
user to manually specify the required inflection is
a novel idea.

3.2.6. Baselines

The human and random baselines are shown on
Table 1 and on Fig. 4.

3.3. UP-Titles

3.3.1. Description

UP-Titles is amultiple-choice dataset with 5,000 in-
stances, where each article needs to be matched
to the correct title, out of 10 similar titles. It’s built
from the ukr_pravda_2y26 dataset, which contains
articles from the Ukrainska Pravda27 (UP) news-
paper, published in the years 2022-2023. It’s pro-
vided in a masked28 and an unmasked29 version
(see below).
For each article text, its title and the titles of 9

most similar articles are given as choices. Article
similarity is estimated through a simple cosine dis-
tance over article tag binary vectors: articles with
the same tags will have a similarity of 1, and ones
with no tags in common will have a similarity of 0.

23https://github.com/pchr8/ukr_numbers
24https://github.com/pymorphy2/pymorphy2
25https://github.com/savoirfairelinux/num2words
26https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/ukr_pravda_2y
27https://pravda.com.ua
28https://hf.co/datasets/shamotskyi/up_titles_masked
29https://hf.co/datasets/anilev6/up_titles_unmasked
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num_total num_wrong bl_random bl_human
UP-Titles (unmasked) 99 12 10.00 87.88
UP-Titles (masked) 98 16 10.00 83.67
LMES-wordalpha 98 8 50.00 91.84
LMES-wordlength 100 6 50.00 94.00
LMES-cats_bin 99 3 50.00 96.97
LMES-cats_mc 100 2 20.00 98.00
LMES-LOW 100 3 9.43 97.00
LMES-WIS 100 6 4.69 94.00
UA-CBT 99 6 16.67 93.94

Table 1: Random and human baselines for the datasets part of this benchmark. num_total refers to the
total size of the human-evaluated subset of the dataset, num_wrong is the number of instances where
the human answer differs from ground truth; bl_random and bl_human are the random and the human
baselines respectively. bl_random can be interpreted as the probability of randomly guessing the correct
answer: bl_random = 1

num_total
∑num_total

i=1
1
Mi

, where Mi is a number of answer options in the i-th task
instance. The random baselines were calculated on the complete datasets.

Most instances would be trivial to solve by
matching by the numbers mentioned in the title
and the article text — e.g. if an article text con-
tains the number 232 (prisoners of war, dead rus-
sians, millions of dollars...) it’s a very safe bet that
whichever title contains that same number is the
correct one. To mitigate that, we replace all in-
tegers in the article text and article titles with ”X”
(leading to titles such as ”Bucha Mayor: XXX civil-
ians killed by Russian troops identified”).
The solution doesn’t remove all potential clues:

among others, numerals written as text (’twenty-
three’), months, names of individuals stay un-
changed. Nevertheless, this simple masking
approach complicates the task by a surprising
amount, in some rare cases rendering it unsolv-
able (see discussion below about human base-
lines), and we believe a more thorough masking
would bring diminishing returns while increasing
the number of unsolvable instances even further.
The dataset is provided in two versions: with

masked and unmasked numbers. We evaluated
the masked and unmasked versions of the dataset
separately, and the masked option was harder for
both human annotators and LLMs.
It’s released under the CC BY-NC 4.030 license,

reflecting Ukrainska Pravda’s terms31 forbidding
the use of its articles for commercial purposes.

3.3.2. Baselines

The random baseline for this task is 10%. The hu-
man baseline was 84% for the masked and 88%
for the unmasked version.
The low human baseline may be explained

through different means, with the most likely ones
being: 1. The title doesn’t contain the information

30https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/
31https://www.pravda.com.ua/rules/

needed for disambiguation (”Another XXX Rus-
sians killed in Ukraine” would fit many articles writ-
ten in the last two years); 2. Human error, inability
to correct a wrong answer due to bot interface lim-
itations.

4. Experiments

4.1. Evaluation Process
The datasets have been evaluated on five different
models aiming to provide a baseline for the tasks.
Baselines were calculated using the EleutherAI
evaluation harness32 (lm-eval).
All of the tasks in our benchmark can be seen

as multiple-choice ones, and there are multiple
approaches to leveraging LLMs for solving such
tasks (Robinson et al., 2023). In cloze prompting,
a question is passed to the LLM and the probabili-
ties it gives to the different answers are compared,
and the option given the highest probability by the
model is used as prediction. We used multiple
choice prompting (MCP), where the question and
if applicable the possible answers are provided to
the model in the prompt, structuring it in such a
way that the model predicts a single token. For the
UA-CBT and UP-Titles tasks this involved convert-
ing the list of possible answers into an enumerated
list, e.g. ”A: cat; B: dog; C: uncle”. For the UP-
Titles datasets, parentheses were used to avoid
conflicts with article titles containing semicolons.
Additionally, all newlines in the stories and UP ar-
ticles were replaced by spaces. For the LMentry
tasks, no letters were used, with the prompt ex-
pecting the correct word/letter 33 orтак/ні (yes/no)

32https://github.com/EleutherAI/lm-evaluation-
harness/

33The LOW/WIS random baselines were calculated
as if they were a multiple-choice question with the op-
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for the LMES-cats_bin task.
The prompts used were all in Ukrainian and all

tasks were evaluated in a 3-shot setting. Due to
time and budgeting constraints, the OpenAI mod-
els evaluated only 200 instances of the UA-CBT
and UP-Titles tasks and 500 instances of all LMES
tasks; the other models were evaluated on the en-
tire dataset.
One known limitation of the lm-eval harness

is the lack of support for models’ instruction for-
mats to leverage instruction finetuning. Practically
speaking, in our experiments all models used the
same 3-shot prompting without any model-specific
prompt finetuning. Even small changes to prompt
templates can drastically change model scores,
and our goal is to provide a baseline instead of
maximizing accuracy by finetuning individual mod-
els’ instruction prompt.
The lm-eval YAML task implementations (in-

cluding the exact prompts and modifications) are
posted in the Eval-UA-tion GitHub repository to en-
sure reproducibility.

4.2. Evaluation Results

The models tested were gpt-3.5-turbo, gpt-
4-1106-preview, mistralai/Mistral-7B-Instruct-
v0.2, Radu1999/Mistral-Instruct-Ukrainian-slerp,
and SherlockAssistant/Mistral-7B-Instruct-
Ukrainian (Boros et al., 2024) (the winner of
the UNLP-2024 shared task), all from the Hug-
gingface Hub. The results are shown on Fig. 4.
The SherlockAssistant/Mistral-7B-Instruct-

Ukrainian model outperformed the other non-
OpenAI models for all tasks and outperformed
GPT3 for both UP-Titles tasks. Notably, that
model was not finetuned on Ukrainian news
datasets.
The effect of masking/unmasking numbers in

the UP-Titles dataset can clearly be seen: mask-
ing decreased the scores of the models.
GPT4 outperformed or roughly equaled models

on all tasks, most dramatically for the UA-CBT
task; it also beat the human baselines for both ver-
sions of the UP task and UA-CBT. This may point
either towards inattention being the source of the
human errors on it, or the presence of UP arti-
cles in its training dataset. Splitting the UA-CBT
instances by story generation model, the scores
were practically identical for both subsets, at 0.97
(SD 0.17/0.18 for GPT4/Gemini). So instances
from stories generated by Gemini and improved
by Gemini weren’t harder for GPT4 than the in-
stances based on stories that it generated.

tions being the letters/tokens of the word/sentence, but
the actual evaluation involved simply comparing the pre-
dicted output with the exact expected ground truth value.
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Figure 4: Evaluation scores of selected models.

5. Approaches to Human Data
Annotation and Baseline Creation

For the presented datasets, volunteering contrib-
utors were found amongst family, friends, and
through Telegram channels. This was coordinated
in a group chat where instructions were given and
annotators’ questions answered. Initially, we em-
ployed Label Studio for tasks such as correcting
LLM-generated UA-CBT stories and manual filter-
ing. However, recognizing the need for a more
streamlined and accessible method, we subse-
quently introduced a Telegram bot to simplify the
process. A poll among our contributors regard-
ing their preferred method of data annotation re-
vealed a unanimous preference for the Telegram
bot. To increase engagement, we incorporated
simple gamification elements in the bot - trans-
forming any button presses into animated emojis,
which proved to be an effective strategy to main-
tain user interest and participation (Raftopoulos,
2015). Remarkably, this approach enabled a more
rapid collection of data (compared to the same bot
without gamification). This underscores the po-
tential of this method as a valuable strategy for
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data annotation. Ultimately, the choice of platform
should not be restricted to what we used; it heavily
depends on the demographics.

6. Limitations

6.1. UP-Titles
Since the UP-Titles dataset was built from articles
of a well-known online newspaper (eighth most
cited source in Wikipedia in 2017 (Lewoniewski
et al., 2017)), the already discussed issues of con-
tamination/memorization apply to it: it’s very likely
that the articles are and/or will be part of the train-
ing data of LLMs. Most of the articles from the
dataset involve the Russian-Ukrainian war, with
predictable effects on the language used (both
topic-wise and through the changes in the vocab-
ulary (Synchak, 2023) in that context).

6.2. UA-CBT
Half of the stories were generated using GPT4
and half using Gemini, then all were piped through
Gemini to improve grammar and consistency. This
raises the question of encapsulation: testing a
model on tasks generated (even partially) with its
output would lead to inflated scores. GPT4’s very
high scores on this task would seem to confirm
this, but its performance on pure-Gemini stories
was just as high. Nevertheless, the fact that all of
the stories were ’touched’ by Gemini and half by
both Gemini and GPT4 is context crucial for the in-
terpretation of scores of either of these models on
the dataset.
Due to the limited number of annotators, multi-

ple questions based on the same story could have
been shown to the same annotators, who could
have memorized the token in the gap from a previ-
ous task instance. This could have contributed to a
higher human baseline. The Telegram bot did not
allow going back to an already answered question,
so the inability to fix errors could have had the op-
posite effect. We don’t believe either to have been
significant.

7. Discussion

We acknowledge the potential risks associated
with the datasets introduced, particularly their util-
ity in enhancing AI-driven bots for malicious polit-
ical influence on social media (Radivojevic et al.,
2024) (Eady et al., 2023) (Stukal et al., 2017), es-
pecially during the ongoing war. We advocate
for an open proactive approach to exploring var-
ious classifiers and AI methods for the detection
of malicious instances. During the generation and
human filtration of task instances (see Section

3.1.6), we found clear patterns in the errors. We
think some of the errors found were specific to
Ukrainian, and that leveraging them could be a
promising avenue of future research parallel and
complementary towards existing research focus-
ing on language-independent bot detection. The
influence of a native tongue on a second language,
known as language interference, is established in
the literature. If these patterns are different in hu-
mans (e.g. most bilingual speakers in Ukraine)
and LLMs (trained on multilingual data containing
a significant amount of Russian), this could be-
come basis of a classifier.
We evaluated two models that were fine-tuned

on Ukrainian datasets and/or instructions. Among
these models, the Sherlock model demonstrated
superior performance when compared to the
vanilla Mistral-7B model. We believe a more
thorough analysis using more models and dif-
ferent evaluation approaches would be bene-
ficial and would confirm the finding that fine-
tuning onUkrainian data improves performance on
Ukrainian tasks.
An additional avenue for future research would

be to systematically evaluate models tuned on
Russian language, and quantify the impact on the
scores. Evaluating instruction-finetuned models in
a way that takes advantage of it by using proper
templates would allow deeper insights into this.
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9. Conclusion

This paper presents a significant stride towards en-
hancing languagemodel performance in Ukrainian
through Eval-UA-tion. By introducing novel
datasets, we provide a comprehensive evaluation
framework that assesses models’ abilities. Our
work highlights the essential need for linguistic di-
versity in AI, with a focus on Ukrainian as a case
study. Despite acknowledging our approach’s lim-
itations, such as potential memorization and con-
tamination risks, we suggest directions for future
research to refine and broaden our methodologies.
Our contributions aim to advance more inclusive
and representative language technologies.
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Abstract
Recent advancements in Natural Language Processing (NLP) have spurred remarkable progress in language
modeling, predominantly benefiting English. While Ukrainian NLP has long grappled with significant challenges due
to limited data and computational resources, recent years have seen a shift with the emergence of new corpora,
marking a pivotal moment in addressing these obstacles. This paper introduces LiBERTa Large, the inaugural
BERT Large model pre-trained entirely from scratch only on Ukrainian texts. Leveraging extensive multilingual text
corpora, including a substantial Ukrainian subset, LiBERTa Large establishes a foundational resource for Ukrainian
NLU tasks. Our model outperforms existing multilingual and monolingual models pre-trained from scratch for
Ukrainian, demonstrating competitive performance against those relying on cross-lingual transfer from English. This
achievement underscores our ability to achieve superior performance through pre-training from scratch with additional
enhancements, obviating the need to rely on decisions made for English models to efficiently transfer weights. We
establish LiBERTa Large as a robust baseline, paving the way for future advancements in Ukrainian language modeling.

Keywords: Ukrainian, LiBERTa, Pre-training from Scratch, Language Models, Natural Language Under-
standing, Transformers

1. Introduction

In recent years, there has been remarkable
progress in language modeling, evidenced by the
multitude of research papers emerging annually.
This progress stems from a variety of advance-
ments, including novel architectural improvements
(Shaw et al., 2018; Su et al., 2021; He et al., 2020;
Fedus et al., 2021), innovative training objectives
(Clark et al., 2020; Raffel et al., 2019; Joshi et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2019b), different tokenization
approaches (Xue et al., 2022), methods for data
curation (Gunasekar et al., 2023), and other re-
finements, consistently enhancing state-of-the-art
results, particularly for English.

However, the field of natural language process-
ing (NLP) in Ukrainian has encountered substan-
tial obstacles compared to its English counterpart,
primarily due to limited data availability and com-
putational resources. Unlike English, which ben-
efits from abundant datasets and robust comput-
ing infrastructure, Ukrainian has historically lacked
comprehensive resources essential for robust NLP
research and development.

Until recently, NLP researchers working with
Ukrainian had to resort to cross-lingual transfer
learning due to the scarcity of substantial Ukrainian
text corpora suitable for pre-training monolingual
models from scratch. However, with the release of
datasets like CulturaX (Nguyen et al., 2023), we
are venturing to train a BERT Large model entirely
from scratch in Ukrainian. Our goal is to ascer-
tain whether the available resources now enable us

to compete with models transferred from English
using sophisticated techniques.

To ensure a fair comparison, we adopt an al-
most vanilla RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) pre-training
setup, encompassing both objective and architec-
ture, thus mitigating potential confounding factors
that could disrupt our comparison.

In this paper, we make several contributions:

• We introduce LiBERTa Large – the first BERT-
like Large model pre-trained from scratch for
Ukrainian. Leveraging multilingual text cor-
pora containing a substantial subset of docu-
ments in Ukrainian, we provide a foundational
resource for natural language understanding
tasks.

• Our model achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance compared to existing multilingual al-
ternatives and monolingual language models
for Ukrainian that are pre-trained from scratch
on multiple downstream tasks. Additionally,
it exhibits competitive results against models
that rely on the cross-lingual transfer of heavily
trained English models.

• By establishing this baseline, we pave the way
for future research in Ukrainian language mod-
eling from scratch, enabling researchers to
leverage the latest advancements to further
enhance performance on downstream tasks.
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2. Related Work

The Transformer architecture, introduced by
Vaswani et al. (2017) for Machine Translation,
marked a significant advancement by showcas-
ing the effectiveness of attention mechanisms over
traditional recurrent networks. Building upon this,
Radford et al. (2018) extended the Transformer
architecture to Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) tasks, demonstrating its adaptability through
pre-training with causal language modeling and
subsequent fine-tuning for specific tasks, thereby
achieving state-of-the-art results.

Devlin et al. (2019) further enhanced
Transformer-based models with bidirectional-
ity, employing Masked Language Modeling (MLM)
and Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) objectives,
leading to substantial performance improvements
over unidirectional models. It was observed that
scaling the model size consistently enhanced
performance across various downstream tasks.
Subsequent studies suggested alternative strate-
gies for improvement, such as omitting NSP in
favor of data augmentation, dynamic masking,
increased batch sizes, and training on longer
sequences (Liu et al., 2019).

Continued research efforts focused on refining
pre-training objectives and enhancing model ar-
chitectures. Modifications to the Masked Lan-
guage Modeling objective included predicting token
spans (Joshi et al., 2020) and employing binary
classification through Replaced Token Detection
(RTD) (Clark et al., 2020). Additionally, innovations
such as relative positional encoding (Shaw et al.,
2018) and disentangled attention mechanisms con-
tributed to further improvements (He et al., 2020,
2021).

While initial efforts primarily concentrated on
English, subsequent research expanded to en-
compass other languages. Multilingual models
like mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLM (Lample
and Conneau, 2019), and XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R)
(Conneau et al., 2020) achieved state-of-the-art
results across numerous low-resource languages.
However, increasing the number of languages in
multilingual models often led to performance degra-
dation on language-specific tasks, highlighting the
challenge known as the curse of multilinguality.

Consequently, efforts turned towards develop-
ing monolingual models tailored to specific lan-
guages, resulting in superior performance for lan-
guages such as French (Martin et al., 2020; Le
et al., 2020), German (Chan et al., 2020), Dutch
(de Vries et al., 2019; Delobelle et al., 2020), and
Finnish (Virtanen et al., 2019). The release of Her-
BERT (Mroczkowski et al., 2021) pre-trained for
Polish was particularly noteworthy, given the lin-
guistic proximity to Ukrainian (Beaufils and Tomin,

2020).
With the advent of increasingly powerful Large

Language Models (LLMs), questions arose regard-
ing the necessity of pre-training BERT-like mod-
els. Hadeliya and Kajtoch (2023) investigated In-
Context Learning (ICL) approaches in Polish for
models like Llama 2 (Touvron et al., 2023), com-
paring them with full fine-tuning of models like Her-
BERT. Their findings indicated that full fine-tuning
consistently outperformed ICL approaches across
various downstream tasks. Notably, the Ukrainian
portion of datasets used for LLM pre-training either
matched or significantly lagged behind their Polish
counterparts in terms of representation (Touvron
et al., 2023; Chowdhery et al., 2022).

Recent years have witnessed notable advance-
ments in the development of Ukrainian language
processing, traditionally considered low-resource.
These advancements were facilitated by the re-
lease of multi- and monolingual text corpora (Wen-
zek et al., 2020; Conneau et al., 2020; Chaplynskyi,
2023; Nguyen et al., 2023), enabling the training of
larger-scale models. Earlier initiatives aimed at de-
veloping Ukrainian language models by Radchenko
(2020) and Schweter (2020), further referred to as
Ukr-RoBERTa and Ukr-ELECTRA respectively, rep-
resent crucial foundational steps in monolingual
language modeling for Ukrainian. These efforts un-
derscored the potential of this domain, demonstrat-
ing improved performance compared to multilingual
models like mBERT. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned advancements, there has also been notable
progress in the Causal Language Models training
(Kyrylov and Chaplynskyi, 2023).

A recent breakthrough in Ukrainian language
processing emerged with the introduction of the
WECHSEL embedding initialization method (Minix-
hofer et al., 2022). This facilitated efficient
cross-lingual transfer during the pre-training of
WECHSEL-RoBERTa, leading to performance en-
hancements that surpassed multilingual baselines
like XLM-R in Natural Language Understanding
(NLU) tasks. This development marks a significant
stride forward in Ukrainian language representation
learning and processing capabilities.

3. LiBERTa

In this section, we outline the comprehensive steps
taken to pre-train the LiBERTa Large model for the
Ukrainian language.

3.1. Training and Validation Data
We carefully selected two multilingual text corpora,
namely CulturaX and CC-100, from which we ex-
tracted the Ukrainian subset without any additional
cleaning or deduplication. To manage data effi-
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Tokenizer Size Avg. Hits
XLM-RoBERTa 250K 1.739 54.46%
Ukr-RoBERTa 52K 1.846 42.16%
WECHSEL-RoBERTa 50K 1.866 40.89%
Ukr-ELECTRA 32K 1.443 69.89%
LiBERTa 32K 1.442 70.02%

Table 1: Evaluation results of tokenizers for Ukrai-
nian. Size is the size of the vocabulary, Avg. is
the average tokens per word ratio, and Hits is the
percent of words directly present in the vocabulary.

ciently during training, we leveraged the Datasets
library (Lhoest et al., 2021).

3.1.1. CulturaX

CulturaX, a compilation of mC4 (Raffel et al., 2019)
and OSCAR (Ortiz Su’arez et al., 2020; Ortiz
Su’arez et al., 2019) corpora, serves as an invalu-
able resource for our endeavor. The Ukrainian sub-
set of CulturaX comprises over 38 billion tokens
distributed across 44 million documents. The inclu-
sion of lengthy documents within this corpus facil-
itates the model’s capacity to capture long-range
dependencies, rendering it an apt choice for pre-
training.

3.1.2. CC-100

CC-100, a multilingual text corpus sourced from
Wikipedia and CommonCrawl, was processed fol-
lowing the CCNet1 methodology. The Ukrainian
segment of CC-100 encompasses 6.5 billion to-
kens, equivalent to 84 GiB of data2. This corpus
primarily aids in training the tokenizer.

3.1.3. Ukrainian UD

The Gold standard Universal Dependencies corpus
for Ukrainian (Ukrainian UD) (Kotsyba et al., 2018)
is a highly diverse and meticulously curated collec-
tion of high-quality text documents in Ukrainian. It
comprises over 100,000 tokens, providing a robust
foundation for reliable and multi-faceted evaluations
of Masked Language Modeling.

3.2. Tokenizer
We trained the Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) (Gage,
1994) tokenizer on the subset of CC-100 using Sen-
tencePiece (Kudo and Richardson, 2018) with byte

1https://github.com/facebookresearch/cc_net
2We believe there is a mistake in the original resource,

reporting 6.5 million tokens. That would not comply with
the number of tokens per 1 GiB ratio in other languages
with Cyrillic script.

fallback for robustness. The training dataset com-
prised 10 million paragraphs, amounting to 2.5 GiB
of raw uncompressed text. The resulting tokenizer
features a vocabulary of 32,000 cased tokens. Prior
to tokenization, input texts are being pre-tokenized
based on Unicode script boundaries and manually
defined punctuation symbols.

Evaluation of the tokenizer’s performance, con-
ducted against XLM-R’s tokenizer trained on a mul-
tilingual corpus and other Ukrainian language mod-
els, was based on the Ukrainian UD corpus. No-
tably, our tokenizer, on par with Ukr-ELECTRA’s,
despite possessing the smallest vocabulary, yields
the least subtokens per word and achieves the high-
est ratio of words represented as a single subtoken
in its vocabulary according to the metrics presented
in Table 1. Other tokenizers appear to be less
suited for the Ukrainian language according to our
validation corpus.

Additionally, tokenization was performed on
nearly 50 atypical words encompassing named
entities, dialectisms, domain-specific terminology,
slang, swear words, neologisms, anglicisms, words
with orthographic errors, as well as English or Pol-
ish words. Results indicate a consistent perfor-
mance across all tokenizers, albeit XLM-R’s tok-
enizer exhibits superior handling of English words,
while monolingual Ukrainian tokenizers demon-
strate poor performance in English contexts.

3.3. Model’s Architecture
The architecture of LiBERTa aligns with the original
BERT Large, comprising 24 layers, 16 attention
heads, and 1024 hidden dimensions. We employ
absolute positional embeddings with a maximum
sequence length of 512.

Implementation is facilitated through the Trans-
formers library (Wolf et al., 2019) by HuggingFace,
integrating Flash Attention (Dao et al., 2022) for
efficient processing. Model weights are initialized
randomly using PyTorch (Paszke et al., 2019).

3.4. Optimization
Optimization entails the utilization of the AdamW
optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) coupled
with a cosine learning rate schedule with a warm-
up. Following RoBERTa’s paradigm, the training
objective is structured around Masked Language
Modeling, wherein there is a 15% probability of
a token being replaced with a <mask> token, a
random token, or remaining unchanged.

3.5. Pre-training Process
LiBERTa was pre-trained with hyperparameters,
as delineated in Table 2. The training duration
spanned 39 hours, leveraging a computational
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Hyperparameter Value
Peak Learning Rate 2e-4
Warm-up Steps 5K
Learning Rate Decay Cosine
Effective Batch Size 1024
Batch Size per GPU 32
Gradient Accumulation Steps 4
Max Steps 85K
Weight Decay 0.01
Adam ϵ 1e-8
Adam β1 0.9
Adam β2 0.999
Gradient Clipping 1.0
Gradient Clipping Algorithm L2

Table 2: The hyperparameters used for pretraining
LiBERTa Large. The remaining parameters are the
defaults from the Huggingface library.

node equipped with 8 NVIDIA A100-SXM4-40GB
GPUs. Distributed Data Parallel (DDP) strategy
(Li et al., 2020) was employed to efficiently dis-
tribute training data and gradients across the GPUs.
bfloat16 adaptive mixed precision was used to
enhance throughput.

To accommodate longer documents present in
the corpus, they were partitioned into multiple
chunks, each comprising 510 subtokens besides
<cls> at the beginning and <sep> at the end. The
final chunk in a document was padded to match
the longest sequence in the batch.

Throughout the training process, validation was
conducted to assess metrics such as loss, perplex-
ity, and Masked Language Modeling Accuracy us-
ing the Ukrainian UD.

4. Evaluation

In this section, we present the evaluation tasks
utilized to assess LiBERTa’s performance in com-
parison to existing models for Ukrainian language
understanding.

4.1. Tasks
Given the absence of a standardized Natural Lan-
guage Understanding benchmark for the Ukrainian
language, we delineate the downstream tasks em-
ployed for evaluating our model.

4.1.1. NER-UK

NER-UK, sourced from lang-uk3, comprises over
6.7K named entities spanning 217K tokens from
the BrUK corpus of contemporary Ukrainian4. Eval-

3https://lang.org.ua/uk/
4https://github.com/brown-uk/corpus

uation is conducted via micro-averaged F1 Score
as calculated by seqeval (Nakayama, 2018).

4.1.2. WikiANN

WikiANN (Pan et al., 2017; Rahimi et al., 2019),
a multilingual named entity recognition dataset,
encompasses Wikipedia articles. The Ukrainian
subset comprises over 54K named entities across
318K tokens. Notably, the average document is
quite short, often a single sentence with 8 tokens
and containing only 1-2 named entities. Conse-
quently, this emphasizes how well the common
knowledge is embedded into the model besides its
ability to infer from the context. Evaluation employs
micro-averaged F1 Score via seqeval.

4.1.3. Part-of-Speech Tagging

Universal Dependencies (Nivre et al., 2017) is a
multilingual dataset with a consistent annotation of
grammar (parts of speech, morphological features,
and syntactic dependencies). In our evaluation, we
have concentrated on the Ukrainian Part-of-Speech
(POS) tagging. For this task, the metric used for
evaluation is accuracy.

4.1.4. Ukrainian News Classification

This task (Panchenko, 2021; Panchenko et al.,
2022) involves a corpus of news articles gathered
from popular Ukrainian media outlets. It is an unbal-
anced text classification task focused on predicting
news publication sources. Data preprocessing en-
sures the removal of implicit data leakages, with
mentions of sources being replaced by a special to-
ken. Evaluation utilizes macro-averaged F1 Score
to mitigate class imbalance effects.

4.2. Results
We compare LiBERTa’s performance against the
results reported5 by Minixhofer et al. (2022) for
NER-UK, WikiANN, and POS tagging, as shown in
Table 3.

LiBERTa demonstrates comparable performance
to the previous state-of-the-art in NER-UK (i.e.
WECHSEL-RoBERTa), exhibiting a slight perfor-
mance improvement (+0.03 pp.). Interestingly, for
this task, the second large model XLM-R achieves
results worse than all the base models. It also
has the highest variation. This result underscores
the necessity for training language-specific mod-
els since both WECHSEL-RoBERTa and LiBERTa
have lower variance.

Conversely, LiBERTa’s performance on WikiANN
is worse than all the other models, besides XLM-R

5https://huggingface.co/benjamin/roberta-large-
wechsel-ukrainian
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Model NER-UK
micro-f1

WikiANN
micro-f1

UD POS
acc

News
macro-f1

Base Models
XLM-R 90.86 (0.81)† 92.27 (0.09)† 98.45 (0.07)† –
WECHSEL-RoBERTa 90.81 (1.51)† 92.98 (0.12)† 98.57 (0.03)† –
Ukr-ELECTRA 90.43 (1.29)† 92.99 (0.11)† 98.59 (0.06)† –

Large Models
XLM-R 90.16 (2.98)† 92.92 (0.19)† 98.71 (0.04)† 95.13 (0.49)
WECHSEL-RoBERTa 91.24 (1.16)† 93.22 (0.17)† 98.74 (0.06)† 96.48 (0.09)
LiBERTa 91.27 (1.22) 92.50 (0.07) 98.62 (0.08) 95.44 (0.04)

Table 3: Evaluation results on the downstream tasks as a mean of 5 runs with different seeds. The values
in the parentheses denote the standard deviation of the metric values. ·† denotes the results reported by
Minixhofer et al. (2022).

base. This is interesting since even though the task
is the same as the first task, the average perfor-
mance on this dataset for all the models is higher
than in the first task. This discrepancy may arise
from the dataset’s nature, characterized by short
sentences and reliance on Wikipedia as the only
knowledge source. Multilingual models such as
XLM-R are typically trained on Wikipedia since the
data is of high quality, and it is very easy to make
sure it contains mostly texts in a given language.
But the names on Wikipedia are a mix of language-
specific and international (mostly English) words.
LiBERTa tokenizer was trained mostly on Ukrainian
texts and the model was trained only for 1 epoch.
This result indicates that it might be reasonable to
include English texts when training the tokenizer, to
better process anglicisms in Ukrainian and strikes
the importance of longer pre-training.

For the Part-of-Speech tagging task, LiB-
ERTa achieves marginally inferior (-0.12 pp. vs.
WECHSEL-RoBERTa) results compared to the cur-
rent state-of-the-art. The results for this task are
very high for all models, which indicates it is pretty
simple to tag POS in Ukrainian. The differences be-
tween the models might, in fact, be random and the
models might just learn the errors in the annotation.
Anyway, the results show that the model is able to
learn POS tagging very well, and it stresses the
importance of including the other tasks (morpholog-
ical feature prediction, lemmatization) in future work
since these tasks might be harder for the models.

While not exhaustively evaluated against all
available models, LiBERTa’s performance on the
Ukrainian News Classification dataset (as shown
in the last column of Table 3) surpasses the XLM-R
Large (+0.31pp.), albeit with inferior performance
compared to WECHSEL-RoBERTa.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we present LiBERTa Large, an
encoder-only language model for Ukrainian, trained

entirely from scratch. Our model demonstrates
competitive performance on various Natural Lan-
guage Understanding (NLU) tasks, rivaling the cur-
rent state-of-the-art models. Through our explo-
ration, we have observed that leveraging new text
corpora and employing a straightforward BERT ar-
chitecture with a Masked Language Modeling objec-
tive enables our model to effectively compete with
other models, which are exploiting cross-lingual
transfer of robustly pre-trained English models like
RoBERTa (trained for about 40 epochs on 160 GiB
of text).

The development of LiBERTa Large establishes
a novel baseline for future research endeavors,
opening avenues for investigating diverse architec-
tural enhancements, optimization objectives, and
data curation methodologies. Prior to this work,
the scarcity of data or computational resources of-
ten necessitated reliance on decisions made for
existing language models, such as RoBERTa, to fa-
cilitate effective cross-lingual weight transfer. How-
ever, our findings indicate promising prospects for
the development of language models trained from
scratch, thereby reducing the dependency on pre-
existing models and enabling greater flexibility in
model design and training.

Throughout our investigation, we encountered
challenges in evaluating and comparing Ukrainian
language models. The absence of a standardized
benchmark, akin to GLUE and SuperGLUE for En-
glish (Wang et al., 2018, 2019a) or KLEJ for Pol-
ish (Rybak et al., 2020), renders comprehensive
and consistent model comparisons across diverse
NLU tasks, including Natural Language Inference
(NLI), Extractive Question Answering (EQA), and
Machine Reading Comprehension (MRC), impos-
sible.

Additionally, we encountered instances of modal
collapse during our pre-training experiments, partic-
ularly evident while training on shorter sequences,
leading to a huge spike in loss and the inability
to continue the experiment. Notably, the model
tended to generate commas for every token in the
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input sequence. Mitigating modal collapse required
the implementation of techniques such as gradi-
ent clipping, adjusting input sequence lengths, and
decreasing the peak learning rate to ensure the
stability and convergence of the training process.

We believe our reported results will inspire NLP
researchers to explore pre-training Ukrainian lan-
guage models from scratch, leveraging novel tech-
niques to establish a new state-of-the-art.

Limitations

One limitation of our study lies in the scope of our
evaluation, which may not cover all available mod-
els, potentially missing alternative approaches or
architectures that could yield superior results. Re-
source constraints, including computational and
time limitations, may have prevented us from fully
exploring LiBERTa’s potential, leaving room for fur-
ther optimization and refinement.

Furthermore, our training dataset, CulturaX, may
have included biases inherent in its collection pro-
cess or source material. These biases could af-
fect the model’s understanding and representation
of certain linguistic patterns or social phenomena.
Further investigation into the nature and extent of
these biases is warranted to enhance the model’s
robustness and fairness in real-world applications.
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Abstract
The present work focuses on the entity embellishments when named entities are accompanied by additional
information that is not supported by the context or the source material. Our paper contributes into mitigating this
problem in large language model’s generated texts, summaries in particular, by proposing the approach with synthetic
noise injection in the generated samples that are further used for alignment of finetuned LLM. We also challenge the
issue of solutions scarcity for low-resourced languages and test our approach with corpora in Ukrainian.

Keywords: large language models, Llama, summarization, Ukrainian NLP

1. Introduction

Text generation is a task that produces text condi-
tioning on an input (a question, an article, an image,
etc.). With the increase in number of Transformer
models and availability of textual data, we are see-
ing a rapid growth in the number of text genera-
tion applications such as summarization, chatbots,
storytelling, and machine translation. The fluency
and diversity of automatically produced text has
advanced significantly with the introduction of large
and very large language models (LLMs). However,
LLMs use a probabilistic approach to generate text,
which makes these models prone to creating factu-
ally incorrect, inconsistent, or irrelevant information
that is not supported in the input. This is called hal-
lucination. In real-world applications, hallucinations
can pose many problems, ranging from ethical risks
to loss of trust from clients. As a result, scholars
and practitioners in the field of natural language
generation (NLG) have focused their research on
mitigating the risk of adding irrelevant information.

Hallucinations problems can be broadly catego-
rized into two types: factuality hallucination and
faithfulness hallucination, as identified by Huang
et al. (2023). Factuality hallucination is character-
ized by a discrepancy between the generated con-
tent and real-world facts that can be verified. On the
other hand, faithfulness hallucination occurs when
there is a deviation of the generated output from the
instructions or context provided by the input. This
type of hallucination can be further subcategorized
into instruction, context, or logic inconsistencies.
Future research in this area is crucial to enhance
the quality of natural language generation output
and to improve the accuracy and relevance of the
generated text.

In the paper, we focus on the faithfulness prob-

lem, and context inconsistencies in particular when
LLM generated output is imprecise or untrue com-
pared to the user’s input.

Figure 1: Example of entity hallucination we tackle
in the paper.

Figure 1 illustrates the problem when a user asks
a LLM to summarize a given article, we find added
information on which are nationalities of Tesla and
Mercedes that being true (in 2024) is not, however,
mentioned in the article but assumed by the LLM
as probable to be in the output.

We refer to this the type of context hallucinations
that accompany named entities as entity embel-
lishment and define mitigating them as the main
scope of the paper. This brings us to the objective
of the paper that aims at reducing the risk of context
hallucination, in particular entity embellishment, in
foundation models using summarization dataset
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and pertrurbated examples for model alignment via
direct preferential optimization (DPO) procedure.
More precisely, the development of LLMs involves
two main stages:

• the first stage is pre-training, where the mod-
els learn general representations and acquire
knowledge about the world

• the second stage is alignment, where the
models are trained to better align with the in-
structions and preferences of users.

Our approach involves utilizing LLM by fine-tuning
it with articles that come with their corresponding
golden summaries. We then align the trained model
by using generated texts that have been corrupted
with injected information on named entities from
another LLM, in particular GPT-4. The golden stan-
dard is considered as the chosen and preferred
answer. During the direct preference optimization
(DPO) phase of training, any synthetic response en-
riched with text from GPT-4 is shown to be rejected
and golden summary to be chosen.

The occurrence of hallucinations in LLM output
texts is a known issue. However, very few studies
have explored how to mitigate hallucination prob-
lems in low-resource languages other than English.
This is because the most of the pre-training corpora
is usually in English for the majority of available
LLMs. Consequently, these models may learn in-
formation in English and apply it to tasks in other
languages. To challenge these limitations, we con-
ducted tests in Ukrainian, a low-resource language,
to verify the consistency of results in non-English
documents.

The article is organized as follows: Section 2
elaborates on related work and the choice of evalu-
ation metrics. Section 3 focuses on data used to
train and align a LLM. Section 4 highlights the ex-
perimental setup described in Introduction together
with the main challenges. Section 5 presents the
results of the study and potential limits.

2. Related Work

Hallucination in text generation is a well-known phe-
nomenon hence we find a plethora of scientific pa-
pers on the nature and solutions to LLM embellish-
ments.

2.1. Surveys on hallucination
phenomenon and its nature.

We cite several papers that elaborate on the survey
analysis of LLM hallucinations. The study by Ji et al.
(2023) mainly focuses on the occurrence of halluci-
nations in pre-trained language models for natural
language generation tasks, while not discussing

LLMs. The paper of Wang et al. (2023) concen-
trates on the factuality of LLMs-generated texts.
Tonmoy et al. (2024) provides a taxonomy of miti-
gating approaches against hallucinations, stressing
out prompt engineering with retrieval augmented
generation and self-refinement through feedback
and reasoning as well as prompt-tuning. Yao et al.
(2023) demonstrate that nonsense prompts com-
posed of random tokens can also elicit hallucina-
tions in LLMs, suggesting that hallucination may
be another view of adversarial examples. Huang
et al. (2023), claims that LLMs have been known
to create non-existent facts. Current explanations
attribute this to the training datasets McKenna et al.
(2023). These works argue that noisy data or model
overfitting to the training data is responsible for hal-
lucination. The authors believe that alignment, in-
volving supervised fine-tuning and reinforcement
learning is crucial for unlocking LLMs capabilities
and aligning them with human preferences. How-
ever, it introduces the risk of hallucinations due to
capability misalignment and belief misalignment,
including sycophantic behavior driven by human
preferences. Wiggers (2023) suggest that halluci-
nating models can serve as collaborative creative
partners; providing valuable outputs that may not
be factual but can lead to novel ideas. While hal-
lucinations can be problematic when factually in-
accurate, they can be advantageous in creative or
artistic endeavors. In terms of related works for
Ukrainian language, we cite Kang et al. (2024) who
test multilingual BLOOM for hallucinations finding
significant faithfullness issues in generated texts in
Ukrainian.

2.2. Strategies to overcome
hallucinations

Decoding strategies. Lango and Dušek (2023)
highlight decoding strategies as techniques de-
signed to target the generation phase of a model.
With regards to hallucination, these techniques aim
to reduce its occurrence in the generated outputs
by guiding the generation phase toward produc-
ing authentic or context-specific content, Shi et al.
(2023), expand their study to context-aware de-
coding relying on the intuition that a contrastive
output distribution amplifies the difference between
the output probabilities when a model is used with
and without context. Choi et al. (2023) introduce a
method called Knowledge-Constrained Decoding
(KCD) that uses a token-level detection system to
identify hallucinations and improve the generation
process by adjusting the token distribution based
on a more an accurate estimate of future knowl-
edge groundedness. Knowledge base strategies.
Zhang et al. (2023) address the issue of knowledge
alignment by introducing MixAlign, a framework that
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interacts with both the user and the knowledge base
to clarify the relationship between the user ques-
tion and the information stored in the knowledge
base. This approach while being effective for fac-
tual inconsistencies is not designed for faithfulness
problems. Training strategies. DRESS: (Chen
et al. (2023), propose using critique and refinement
of natural language feedback to improve alignment
with human preferences and tackle hallucination
issues. This the approach allows us to define the
setup of the paper that exploits the alignment stage
to “show” the model the right and “wrong”, corrupted
samples with hallucinations.

2.3. Metric for hallucination
According to Azaria and Mitchell (2023),Ji et al.
(2023), LLMs are capable of determining the factual
accuracy of statements, even when the false state-
ments are generated by the models themselves.
The statement brings us to investigate the potential
capabilities of LLMs to judge the faithfulness of gen-
erated texts without a need of a human annotator.
Here are the metrics considered in our research:

• N-gram, (calculates the ratio of token over-
lap between the generated output and the
correct answer) based metrics like ROUGE
and PARENT-T assesses faithfulness but show
poor correlation with humans thus their usage
is very limited (Ji et al. (2023), Maynez et al.
(2020)).

• Feedback from another LLM: Feng et al.
(2023) proposes to employ GPT-4 to collect
sentence-level factual consistency annotation
for system-generated summaries. They make
a comparison between GPT-4 and human an-
notations prove high correlation of the feed-
backs.

• Weekly supervised classifier finetuning: ,
Kryściński et al. (2019) create a data set by cor-
rupting golden summaries with paraphrasing,
entity swapping, and noise injection. Similarly,
Dziri et al. (2021) develop perturbated sam-
ples by replacing up to two verbs with verbs
of the same tense or extracting all mentioned
entities from different dialogue examples using
the SpaCy NER tagger and corrupting them.

The overview of the literature helps define our
experimental strategy by creating a dataset of
adversarial summaries to golden summaries for
news articles inspired by weekly-supervised ap-
proaches presented that are used as an input to
LLM alignment phase rather than fine-tuning that
is advocated by Chen et al. (2023). We then apply
GPT-4 to assess faithfulness of generated texts as
this method reflects human feedback (Feng et al.

(2023)) and can account for the abstractiveness of
generated answers.

3. Input Data

We test our approach on summarization task.
Considering the scope of experimentation is low-
resource languages we use the Ukrainian part of
XL-SUM dataset.

The Ukrainian part of the XL-SUM dataset is a
collection of more than 58,000 BBC news articles
in Ukrainian, introduced by Hasan et al. (2021)1. It
is used as a training resource for summarization
in Ukrainian and is considered a benchmark for
comparison and evaluation in related studies. No
human evaluation was provided for the Ukrainian
language, as the authors focus mainly on the top
10 spoken languages. The data is used to train
language model. However, due to the lack of com-
putational resources we use only the first 10k ex-
amples to fine-tune the model, first 3K of test split
as a test set and the rest of the test split (around
2.6K articles) as validation set for the alignment as
described in the following chapter.

4. Experimental Setup

4.1. Large Language Model
Since the introduction of ChatGPT to public use,
LLMs models became popular not only among re-
searchers and data scientists for particular appli-
cations but also to the general public that acceler-
ated development of LLMs. One of the first open-
sourced models released was Llama from Meta.
We use Llama-2 as a language model for the set-up.
Llama 2 is a freely available large language model
that has been trained on 2 trillion tokens from public
online sources. They include also Wikipedia dumps
from the June-August 2022 period part of which is
in Ukrainian. The model thus may be applied to
texts in Ukrainian, however, Meta researchers warn
they do not run tests of Llama with languages other
than English. It is available in sizes of 7B, 13B, and
70B parameters. We use the 13B version in the
paper.

The set-up for our approach foresees the follow-
ing steps depicted on Fig. 2:

1. Fine-tune Llama-2 model on training data.

2. Generate summaries using fine-tuned Llama-2
model on validation set.

3. Corrupt generated summaries by adding infor-
mation not given in input text.

1Downloaded from https://huggingface.co/
datasets/csebuetnlp/xlsum
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed approach.

4. Align fine-tuned Llama-2 with golden sum-
maries to choose and noisy synthetic text from
Step 3 to be rejected.

5. Apply both fine-tuned and aligned versions on
test set.

6. Assess level of faithfulness hallucinations in
generated texts using GPT-4 and Rouge-L,
and human evaluation on a small subset.

4.2. LLM Finetuning
We use open-source Python packages for LLM fine-
tuning using Lora adapters for faster training (trans-
formers, trl, perf). The following training arguments
ensure the results of the paper: learning-rate=2e-4,
warm-up ratio = 0.03, maximum number of tokens =
512, truncate otherwise, 5 epochs. Lora perf argu-
ments: rank = 32, lora-alpha=16, dropout = 0.1. As
mentioned in Section 3.1., the first 10k of XL-Sum
train split’s articles has been used for finetuning.
We used A100 40G GPU in the experiment. The
training uses the prompt format:

Article to summarize in 26 words delimited with
triple backticks: Article : “‘{article}“‘, Summary :
“‘{summary}“‘.

4.3. Alignment with data perturbation
After finetuning the model generates summaries
for 1239 articles out of the validation set that the
LLM has not seen during training. These 1239 are
chosen with the following logic: the average length
of the golden summary is 26 words. We want to
make sure that during alignment model does not
prefer golden summaries because they are shorter
than generated. For this, we adjust the training
prompt format for inference. But more importantly
we filter out rows with golden summaries of less
than 20 words. We find 1239 articles after filtering
from initial almost 2.6K set.

The generated summaries are further corrupted
with added noise from GPT-4. Here is an algorithm

applied: we extract named entities from the gener-
ated summaries using the Spacy NER model for
Ukrainian and pass the first occurred entity together
with generated text as an input to GPT-4 model ask-
ing the latter to enrich the text with information on
the entity.

Prompt used for data corruption: Instruction: You
are a newspaper editor with much of encyclope-
dic knowledge. You have an entity and a text in
Ukrainian. Then please insert in the phrase infor-
mation of up to 4 words about the entity. Context:
the text: {text }, entity: {entity }. Input: Your answer
shall contain this text in Ukrainian enriched with
your information in Ukrainian. Please add informa-
tion about the entity as mentioned in the instruction.
. For example, for the following text (translated in
English): Title "Mural: from Philadelphia to Rabat",
article: "Since several years on Kyiv multi-storey
buildings are emerging. . . " and golden summary:
"While for Kyiv the rock art phenomenon is rela-
tively new, in the West - . . . " the finetuned Llama
model generates: "In Kyiv, street art is quickly ex-
panding, said mayor Klitchko.". Corrupted sample
is: "In Kyiv, street art is quickly expanding, said
mayor Klitchko, a former boxer".

We used DPO for model alignment with the fol-
lowing parameters: learning-rate = 2e-6, beta = 0.5,
batch = 2. Beta is relatively high to use the model
knowledge.

5. Evaluation and Results

Recall from Section 2 that we build on Feng et al.
(2023) approach to use one LLM model to evalu-
ate the results of another. The following prompt is
the input of GPT-4 model that shall define which
summary contains irrelevant information:

Verify if summary is not consistent with the cor-
responding article. Provide the answer "Yes" if
consistent or "No" if not consistent. The article:
{article}; the summary: {summary}

The results of GPT-4 evaluation together with
Rouge-L score are given in the Table 1. GPT-4
metric contains a percentage of texts found without
hallucinations due to GPT-4. We can observe an
increase of both Rouge-L and GPT-verified evalua-
tion scores after alignment with synthetically gen-
erated texts with added noise. Apart from GPT-4
classification we randomly sampled 50 articles from
the test set and asked human annotators to check
for entity embellishments in summaries generated
by finetuned and alighned LLama-2 versions pre-
sented in the paper. The rule for annotation is the
following: if at least one embellishment found, la-
bel the article as 1, else 0. Out of 50 summaries
produced by fine-tuned LLM, 11 contained faithful-
ness problems; out of 50 summaries produced by
aligned LLM, only 6 contained entity embellishment.
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Metric Finetuned Aligned
Rouge-L 23.4 29.7
GPT-4 72.1 81.5

Table 1: Results on test dataset with 3K news
articles for finetuned model vs finetuned&aligned
model with synthetic data corrupted with entities
information (II)

The reduction in entity hallucinations is quite signif-
icant in case of human check but the sample is too
small to be used as a proxy for all test data. Based
on the results we may claim that our approach to
alignment input data is experimentally tested.

Having obtained positive results to attain our ob-
jective, we shall recognize limitations of our study:
1. Bigger test set might have shown more accu-
rate results. 2. Experiment with other language
could prove coherence of our set-up. 3. Automatic
evaluation with LLM model may imbibe issues and
biases of evaluating model and might be not al-
ways correct. Rouge-L score has many limits (see
Section2). 4. Human evaluation of bigger sample
would show more accurate evaluation of results.
5. Experimenting with more prompts and Llama-
specific syntax could deliver improvements. Thus,
we foresee using the same algorithm with more
data in Ukrainian and make comparison with other
languages in future research to avoid stochastic
biases.

We release the following versions of the Llama-2
model on HuggingFace Hub as described in the
paper:

* finetuned model 2;
* aligned with noisy synthetic data 3.
HuggingFace dataset hub also contains the test

data with golden and corrupted synthetic sum-
maries 4.
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Abstract

Delving into pruning techniques is essential to boost the efficiency of Large Language Models (LLMs) by reducing their
size and computational demands, resulting in faster and more cost-effective inference. In this work, our key contribu-
tion lies in recognizing that LLMs trained on diverse languages manifest distinct language-specific weight distributions.
Exploiting this insight, we illustrate that pruning LLMs using language-specific data results in a more potent model
compression. Empirical evidence underscores the critical nature of pruning on language-specific data, highlighting
a noteworthy impact on the perplexity of Ukrainian texts compared to pruning on English data. The proposed
methodology significantly reduces the size of LLaMA, LLaMA 2 and Mistral models while preserving competitive
performance. This research underscores the significance of linguistic considerations in LLM pruning and advocates
for language-specific optimization, establishing a framework for more efficient and tailored language models across
diverse linguistic contexts. Additionally, all experiments were conducted using a single consumer-grade NVIDIA RTX
3090 GPU, and the code is available at https://github.com/mshamrai/language-specific-pruning.

Keywords: Language Model Pruning, Large Language Models, Language-Specific Optimization, Ukrainian
Language Processing

1. Introduction

The evolution of Large Language Models (LLMs)
has unlocked unprecedented capabilities in natu-
ral language processing, yet the monumental size
of these models necessitates innovative solutions
for their efficient deployment. Lately, quantization
techniques, which employ lower precision types
for compression, have enhanced the accessibil-
ity of LLMs to a broader audience (Frantar et al.,
2022; Dettmers et al., 2022, 2024). While these
advancements are noteworthy, alternative compres-
sion methods can yield significant improvements.
Pruning, a technique involving the selective re-
moval of model weights, is a promising avenue
for addressing computational challenges without
compromising performance.

While existing pruning methods have demon-
strated success in general contexts (Molchanov
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2022; Ma et al., 2024),
their application to different languages and the im-
plications for model performance remain largely
unexplored. This paper pioneers the investigation
of language-specific pruning for LLMs, with a dedi-
cated focus on the Ukrainian language. Our objec-
tive is to establish that the efficacy of pruning meth-
ods is linked to the linguistic characteristics of the
target language. Leveraging state-of-the-art tech-
niques such as SparseGPT (Frantar and Alistarh,
2023) and Wanda (Sun et al., 2023), our method
achieves competitive perplexity scores when eval-
uated on a Ukrainian dataset with sparse versions
of LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023a), LLaMA 2 (Tou-

vron et al., 2023b) and Mistral (Jiang et al., 2023)
models, eliminating the necessity for retraining.

Moreover, considering that pruning strategies in
Transformer-based models primarily target linear
layers due to their significant presence and cru-
cial role in model parameterization, the methods
employed and our findings are applicable to any
Transformer architecture without constraints.

It is essential to note that the successful applica-
tion of SparseGPT and Wanda requires reference
data to tailor the pruning specifically for the char-
acteristics of the given dataset. For our Ukrainian
language exploration, we utilized reference data
sourced from UberText 2.0 (Chaplynskyi, 2023) –
this corpus provides a robust foundation for assess-
ing the effectiveness of language-specific pruning
in real-world linguistic contexts.

Additionally, we delve into the ramifications of
language-specific pruning on model performance.
To emphasize the language-specific nature of our
findings, we conducted additional experiments by
attempting to prune models on the English c4
dataset (Raffel et al., 2019).

The evaluation of pruning methods for the
Ukrainian language includes a comparison of per-
plexity metrics for dense, unstructured, and 2:4
semi-structured sparsity patterns with 50% spar-
sity, indicating a pruning of models by half. The
adoption of a 2:4 semi-structured sparsity pattern,
where at least two out of every four elements must
be zero, is investigated due to its native support in
the NVIDIA Ampere GPU architecture, leading to
significant computational speed-ups (Mishra et al.,
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2021).
In conclusion, this research marks a pioneering

effort in advancing the efficiency of Large Language
Models (LLMs) through the exploration of language-
specific pruning techniques, with a focused exam-
ination on the Ukrainian language. Our primary
contribution lies in establishing a profound connec-
tion between the efficacy of pruning methods and
the unique linguistic characteristics of the target
language.

2. Related work

While our work primarily focuses on training-free
approaches to language model pruning, it is essen-
tial to acknowledge the existence of methods that
require post-pruning retraining (Jiao et al., 2019;
Ma et al., 2024). The effectiveness of such meth-
ods is contingent on the availability and quality of
training data, making it less practical for scenar-
ios where acquiring sufficient annotated data is a
formidable task.

In the context of low-resource languages such
as Ukrainian, where limited annotated data poses
a significant obstacle, this limitation underscores
the importance of investigating training-free ap-
proaches, which mitigate the need for additional
labeled data. Therefore, we focus on the meth-
ods that requires only a relatively small calibration
dataset for efficient model pruning.

These approaches share a similar concept: as-
sessing weight importance based on a specific met-
ric and input calibration data, where a larger value
of the importance metric indicates that the weight
should be retained. The pruning process is con-
ducted in a layer-wise manner, involving the cal-
culation of weight importance for each layer. Sub-
sequently, the weights are sorted, and depending
on the desired sparsity level, weights with lower
importance are replaced with zeros. This stream-
lined approach facilitates efficient pruning, even for
large-scale models.

The subsequent subsections delve into the de-
tails of this methods, highlighting its potential
and practicality in the context of low-resource lan-
guages.

2.1. SparseGPT
In recent strides towards optimizing the efficiency
of Large Language Models (LLMs), SparseGPT
emerges as a pioneering one-shot pruning method
(Frantar and Alistarh, 2023).

The foundation of SparseGPT’s pruning method-
ology lies in the formalization of the problem
through a local layer-wise reconstruction approach.
It employs a pruning metric that considers the layer-
wise reconstruction problem.

Sij =
[
|W|2/diag

(
(XTX+ λI

)−1)]
ij

(1)

The weight importance metric utilized in
SparseGPT, represented by Equation 1, incorpo-
rates the Hessian matrix in the denominator, where
W denotes the weights, X represents the inputs,
and λ stands for the Hessian dampening factor,
employed to prevent the collapse of inverse compu-
tation. This metric underscores the importance of
local layer-wise information during the pruning pro-
cess. By prioritizing such information, SparseGPT
ensures the preservation of accuracy levels cru-
cial for the optimal performance of large language
models.

2.2. Wanda

The approach, termed "Pruning by Weights and Ac-
tivations" (Sun et al., 2023) presents an effective so-
lution to the pruning challenge. Wanda augments
the standard weight magnitude pruning metric with
input activations, effectively evaluating weight im-
portance.

Sij = |Wij| · ||Xij||2 (2)

The computation of weight importance in Wanda
is defined by Equation 2, where the score for each
individual weight Wij is computed as the product of
its magnitude and the corresponding norm of input
feature Xij. Therefore, the score encapsulates
the weight’s importance within the context of its
associated input activations.

One of the key strengths of Wanda lies in its
computational efficiency and minimal memory over-
head. The method can be executed in a single
forward pass, making it suitable for practical imple-
mentation in large-scale language models.

In summary, SparseGPT and Wanda employ dif-
ferent weight importance metrics, each grounded
in a common conceptual framework. While
SparseGPT utilizes a more complex metric, Wanda
prioritizes computational efficiency. Following sec-
tions will explore comparative analyses to assess
the effectiveness of each method for language-
specific pruning.

3. Experimental Methodology and
Setup

In this section detailing our experimental method-
ology and setup for the pruning experiments, we
chose models from the LLaMA and Mistral families,
specifically opting for LLaMA 7B, LLaMA 2 7B and
Mistral v0.1 7B in 16-bit floating point precision.
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To evaluate the models, we utilize the perplexity
metric, which measures the effectiveness of a lan-
guage model in predicting a sequence. Perplexity
is computed as the exponentiated average nega-
tive log-likelihood of a sequence, representing the
level of surprise or uncertainty of the model in pre-
dicting the next token. Mathematically, if we have a
tokenized sequence X = (x0, x1, . . . , xt), then the
perplexity of X is calculated using the equation:

PPL(X) = exp{−1

t

t∑

i=0

log pθ(xi|x<i)},

where log pθ(xi|x<i) denotes the log-likelihood of
the ith token conditioned on the preceding tokens
x<i, according to our model parameterized by θ.
Therefore, a higher value of perplexity indicates
poorer predictions, while lower perplexity values
signify better model performance.

Our focus on pruning and subsequent evaluation
centered around the Ukrainian language, and for
this, we utilized the UberText 2.0 corpus (Chap-
lynskyi, 2023), encompassing various subcorpora
such as court, fiction, news, and Wikipedia. Ex-
cluding the social subcorpus, which predominantly
contains short texts, we randomly selected 1000
samples for calibration and 50 samples for evalua-
tion from each relevant subcorpus. In total, the cal-
ibration dataset consisted of 4000 samples, while
the evaluation dataset consisted of 200 samples.
These selections contributed to the creation of ro-
bust calibration and evaluation datasets, with each
sample exceeding a length of 8192 characters.

To calibrate the model effectively, we imple-
mented a random sampling approach from the cal-
ibration dataset, utilizing a specified seed along
with the number of calibration samples as input
arguments. The evaluation process covered the
full evaluation dataset, calculating perplexity. Ex-
periments were conducted with varying numbers of
calibration samples and three distinct seeds to en-
sure statistical robustness, with mean and standard
deviation calculations performed across multiple
runs involving different seeds.

To underscore the importance of linguistic con-
siderations, we expanded our experimentation to
include the pruning of models on the c4 dataset,
written in English. The subsequent evaluation was
carried out on the Ukrainian-language evaluation
dataset. Furthermore, to comprehensively assess
and compare pruning performance, we also evalu-
ated the dense version of the models (i.e., the orig-
inal models without pruning) on the same dataset.

Our experiments included the introduction of di-
verse sparsity structures, such as unstructured and
semi-structured 2:4 sparsity. Each configuration
aimed to achieve a 50% sparsity level, indicating

that half of the weights in each linear layer were
pruned.

Overall, the objective of the experiments is to
empirically and statistically investigate several key
aspects:

1. The impact of the size of the calibration dataset
on the performance of pruned models.

2. Comparison of different pruning methods to
determine their efficacy for language-specific
tasks.

3. Assessment of the significance of the lan-
guage used in the calibration data for pruning
effectiveness.

These experiments aim to provide insights into
the factors influencing model performance post-
pruning, identify optimal pruning methods tailored
to language-specific requirements, and ascertain
the relevance of language-specific calibration data
for pruning outcomes.

Regarding the hardware requirements of the
methods, both are capable of pruning 7B models
in a matter of hour on a single NVIDIA RTX 3090.
Pruning larger-scale models is also feasible but
requires additional computational resources. For
instance, in a study by Frantar and Alistarh (2023),
the authors demonstrate that their method can
prune a 175B model on a single NVIDIA A100 GPU.
Overall, based on the experiments conducted, we
can conclude that the pruning requirements primar-
ily depend on the size of the model and its contex-
tual window, without incurring additional overhead.
Therefore, the pruning requirements are approxi-
mately equivalent to those of inference.

4. Results

In this section, we present and discuss the out-
comes of our experiments, focusing on the perplex-
ity metric evaluated on the Ukrainian evaluation
dataset with various setups for different models.

Table 1 illustrates perplexity values for models
pruned on UberText 2.0 dataset, employing both un-
structured and 2:4 semi-structured pruning configu-
rations with 50% sparsity. Additionally, the models
underwent pruning using diverse calibration sample
sizes (64, 128, 256, 512) to examine the relation-
ship between sample size and performance.

Analyzing the table, it could be observed that
Wanda’s performance appears independent of cali-
bration set size or, perhaps, this correlation does
not consistently hold across all models. This is
particularly evident in the perplexity values of un-
structured models, such as Mistral v0.1 7B, where
the Pearson correlation between calibration set size
and perplexity mean values is 0.99, and LLaMA 2
7B, where the correlation is −0.98. Conversely, all
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Method Calibration Samples LLaMA 7B LLaMA 2 7B Mistral v0.1 7B

Unstructured Wanda

64 12.162 ± 0.025 11.283 ± 0.007 9.314 ± 0.098
128 12.161 ± 0.012 11.278 ± 0.007 9.726 ± 0.125
256 12.148 ± 0.008 11.275 ± 0.009 10.385 ± 0.038
512 12.152 ± 0.007 11.254 ± 0.012 12.262 ± 0.424

2:4 Wanda

64 31.533 ± 0.169 30.101 ± 0.406 29.822 ± 0.381
128 31.438 ± 0.348 30.177 ± 0.361 30.741 ± 0.231
256 31.496 ± 0.327 30.651 ± 0.353 32.709 ± 0.328
512 31.198 ± 0.446 30.883 ± 0.271 34.471 ± 0.704

Unstructured SparseGPT

64 10.632 ± 0.027 9.703 ± 0.013 7.109 ± 0.003
128 10.559 ± 0.011 9.683 ± 0.028 7.095 ± 0.011
256 10.531 ± 0.006 9.671 ± 0.015 7.085 ± 0.003
512 10.529 ± 0.020 9.652 ± 0.012 7.074 ± 0.004

2:4 SparseGPT

64 13.319 ± 0.092 11.559 ± 0.082 8.582 ± 0.036
128 13.148 ± 0.192 11.515 ± 0.072 8.551 ± 0.041
256 13.093 ± 0.054 11.457 ± 0.035 8.497 ± 0.006
512 12.994 ± 0.047 11.379 ± 0.008 8.476 ± 0.031

Table 1: Perplexity values of different models and different pruning configuration.

models pruned by SparseGPT exhibit a notably
high negative correlation, such as for 2:4 LLaMA
7B, where the correlation is −0.9. Hence, we can
assert that Wanda’s performance is not necessar-
ily dependent on the calibration data size, while
SparseGPT’s performance does show such de-
pendency. This difference could be attributed to
the inherent dissimilarity in the precision of impor-
tance metrics employed by each method, where
Wanda utilizes a faster but less accurate metric,
and SparseGPT employs a more precise but time-
intensive alternative.

The Table 3 presents the optimal perplexity val-
ues achieved by models pruned using both unstruc-
tured and 2:4 semi-structured configurations, each
with 50% sparsity, on calibration data from Uber-
Text 2.0 or c4 datasets. Additionally, the perplexity
values for the dense models are included.

The analysis of the table leads to the conclu-
sion that, among both unstructured and 2:4 semi-
structured configurations, the most effective prun-
ing method is SparseGPT when applied to the
UberText 2.0 dataset, which consists of Ukrainian
texts. It is also noteworthy that the superiority of
the SparseGPT pruning technique becomes evi-
dent, particularly when the pruning pattern is 2:4
semi-structured.

Furthermore, the extreme variances observed in
models pruned with c4 data indicate a significant
dependency on randomness in the pruning process,
suggesting that the outcome is less influenced by
the dataset itself.

Moreover, we analyze the memory footprint of
the models before and after pruning. As shown in
Table 2, pruning with a 50% sparsity level reduces
the memory size of the models by approximately

41%. Therefore, pruning enables a significant de-
crease in the memory consumption of the model’s
parameters while preserving parameters in 16-bit
floating-point format. However, achieving such a
reduction in memory usage is not feasible with un-
structured sparsity. To attain this reduction, we
should utilize a 2:4 semi-structured sparsity pattern,
which employs an efficient sparse semi-structured
tensor representation.

Model Dense Sparse
LLaMA 7B 12.58 Gbs 7.31 Gbs
LLaMA 2 7B 12.68 Gbs 7.40 Gbs
Mistral v0.1 7B 13.99 Gbs 8.30 Gbs

Table 2: Memory footprint before (dense) and after
(sparse) pruning with 50% sparsity level and 2:4
semi-structured sparsity configuration of different
models.

Additionally, among these three models, Mis-
tral v0.1 7B demonstrates the best pruning perfor-
mance, as indicated by the lowest residual between
dense and pruned perplexity values.

Therefore, SparseGPT emerges as the preferred
pruning method for language-specific applications,
with its performance significantly influenced by the
language of the calibration dataset.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we conducted a comprehensive set
of experiments to investigate the impact of pruning
methodologies on language models, with a specific
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Model LLaMA 7B LLaMA 2 7B Mistral v0.1 7B
Dense 8.950 8.269 6.460
Unstructured Wanda on c4 13.953 ± 0.060 13.829 ± 0.087 41.466 ± 6.314
Unstructured SparseGPT on c4 15.797 ± 0.761 15.011 ± 0.283 9.208 ± 0.086
Unstructured Wanda on UberText 2.0 12.148 ± 0.008 11.254 ± 0.012 9.314 ± 0.098
Unstructured SparseGPT on UberText 2.0 10.529 ± 0.020 9.652 ± 0.012 7.074 ± 0.004
2:4 Wanda on c4 52.346 ± 1.628 79.801 ± 7.338 433.940 ± 282.154
2:4 SparseGPT on c4 89.772 ± 28.306 57.460 ± 5.379 165.516 ± 90.769
2:4 Wanda on UberText 2.0 31.198 ± 0.446 30.101 ± 0.406 29.822 ± 0.381
2:4 SparseGPT on UberText 2.0 12.994 ± 0.047 11.379 ± 0.008 8.476 ± 0.031

Table 3: Perplexity values of different models and different pruning configuration.

focus on language-specific considerations. Our
objectives were in the following:

1. Dependency on Calibration Dataset Size:
The experiments aimed to state whether the
performance of pruned models is influenced
by the size of the calibration dataset. Results
revealed that, unlike SparseGPT, the Wanda
pruning method demonstrated little to no de-
pendence on the calibration set size.

2. Comparison of the Pruning Methods:
Through an analysis of perplexity values,
we compared two language-specific pruning
methods, Wanda and SparseGPT. The latter
emerged as the preferred pruning method for
language-specific applications, particularly un-
der 2:4 semi-structured pruning configurations.

3. Language Dependence in Pruning Perfor-
mance:
Our investigation extended to clarify whether
the pruning methods yield distinct outcomes
based on the language of the calibration
dataset. The results clearly demonstrated that
the effectiveness significantly dependent on
the language of the calibration data.

Our findings contribute valuable insights into the
language-specific considerations of model pruning,
paving the way for more informed choices in deploy-
ing such techniques for diverse natural language
processing applications.

6. Discussion and Future Work

Our experiments reveal that different sets of pa-
rameters are optimal for different languages. In
particular, an LLM pruned on English calibration
data shows lower performance on the Ukrainian
evaluation dataset compared to an LLM pruned
on Ukrainian calibration data. Consequently, this
pruning technique can serve as a foundational

framework for linguistic comparisons among lan-
guages. For instance, a compelling exploration
could involve comparing the languages of Polish
and Ukrainian, given their Slavic roots and linguistic
proximity. Demonstrating their linguistic closeness
in the LLM context suggests that fine-tuning the
LLM on data from both languages could potentially
enhance overall performance.

Furthermore, it’s essential to assess alternative
training-free pruning techniques, such as those pro-
posed by Zhang et al. (2023), to conduct a com-
prehensive investigation before developing a truly
innovative, language-specific pruning approach.

In addition, the next phase of research could
explore the synergies between pruning and quan-
tization, aiming to create the smallest and fastest
Ukrainian LLM. Combining these techniques holds
the promise of optimizing model size and inference
speed, contributing to more efficient language mod-
els.
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